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Abstract
Group III-nitrides have been considered a promising choice for the realization of optoelec-
tronic devices since 1970. Since the first demonstration of the high-brightness blue light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) by Shuji Nakamura and coworkers, the fabrication of highly efficient
white LEDs has passed successful developments. A serious physical issue still remained, which
prevents their use for high power and highly efficient LEDs: the drop of external quantum effi-
ciency (EQE) of III-nitride LEDs when increasing the driving current, the so-called ”efficiency
droop” problem. In order to have a fast expansion to the lighting market, the cost-per-lumen
of packaged LEDs must rapidly decrease. This indeed demands for having LED chips operating
with high EQE under the high current operation.
Besides the industrial interest of III-nitrides, owing to their large direct bandgap, they feature
some interesting optical properties such as large exciton binding energy and large oscillator
strength of excitons. However, when the carrier density raised in a semiconductor, a transition
should occur from an insulating state consisting of a gas of excitons to a conductive electron-
hole plasma, that is called the Mott transition. This crossover can drastically affect the optical
and electrical characteristics of semiconductors and may, for instance, drive the transition
from a polariton laser to a vertical cavity surface-emitting laser. More interestingly, even if
biexcitons are frequently seen to dominate the emission of III-nitride heterostructures when
the density is raised, no clear experimental report is available on the role of biexcitons in the
Mott transition in a two-dimensional (2D) nanostructure.
In the first part, the emission properties of high-quality GaN/AlGaN single quantum wells
(QWs) at high-carrier densities are examined. They are of crucial importance to provide a
deeper insight into the operating conditions of III-nitride based lasers and LEDs, as well as
the transition from strong to weak coupling regime of exciton-polaritons in semiconductor
microcavities. Employing the same technique then to investigate some InGaN/GaN QWs,
the droop signature was investigated comprehensively in both polar and non-polar QWs.
Having an accurate estimation of the carrier density in the QWs, the contribution of several
non-radiative processes were quantitatively examined. These experiments can indeed provide
a deeper insight on the physical phenomena responsible for the efficiency droop in III-nitride
LEDs, and can stimulate several theoretical and experimental on this subject.
The second part focuses on the transport mechanisms of excitons in ZnO and III-nitride based
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nano-structures. The transverse movement of donor-bound excitons in a purely bent ZnO
microwire as a function of temperature have been investigated, owing to the high spatial,
spectral and temporal resolutions of our original time resolved cathodoluminescence system.
The movement mechanism was modeled by a hopping process of excitons. Our results pave
the way to new experiments allowing to reveal the physics at play at the nanoscale in different
materials. However, in case of highly disordered systems, one should take into account more
complex considerations, as in the case of InGaN core-shell QW structures studied in the last
chapter, the large energy fluctuations prevent excitons to move along the energy gradient at
low temperatures.
Key words: Gallium nitride, III-nitrides, quantum wells, external quantum efficiency, excitons,
biexcitons, electron-hole plasma, Mott-transition, strong and weak coupling regime, polariton
lasing, exciton binding energy, exciton oscillator strength, polar and non-polar QWs, ZnO,
exciton hopping, core-shell QW structures, donor-bound excitons, pure bending.
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Résumé
Les nitrures d’éléments III ont été considérés comme un choix prometteur pour la réalisa-
tion de dispositifs optoélectroniques depuis 1970. Depuis la démonstration de la première
LED bleue de forte luminosité par Shuji Nakamura et ses co-auteurs, la fabrication de LEDs
blanches très efficaces a connu de très fructueux développements. Cependant, certains pro-
blèmes physiques persistent et empêchent la fabrication de LEDs extrêmement efficaces
et puissantes. Une d’elles est particulièrement importante : la chute d’efficacité quantique
externe (EQE) à haut courant d’injection. Afin d’avoir une croissance rapide du marché de
l’éclairage, le coût par lumen des LEDs doît rapidement baisser dans les prochaines années ce
qui demande d’avoir des LEDS fonctionnant avec une efficacité élevée à fort courant d’injec-
tion.
En plus de la large bande interdite des nitrures d’éléments III, qui intéressent les indus-
triels, cette famille de matériaux se distingue par certaines propriétés optiques telles qu’une
large énergie de liaison de l’exciton ainsi qu’une force d’oscillateur d’exciton importante.
Cependant, lorsque la densité de porteurs augmente dans un semiconducteur, une transition
doit se produire d’un état isolant consistant en un gaz d’excitons en un plasma conducteur
d’électrons-trous, appelé la transition de Mott. Ce changement de phase peut drastiquement
affecter les caractéristiques optiques et électriques des semiconducteurs et peut par exemple,
conduire à une transition d’un laser à polaritons en un laser à cavité verticale émettant par
la surface. Plus intéressant encore, si les biexcitons dominent souvent l’émission des hétéro-
structures d’éléments III quand la densité augmente, aucune expérience ne reporte le rôle des
biexcitons dans la transition de Mott dans des nanostructures bidimensionnelles.
Dans une première partie, les propriétés d’émission de puits quantiques uniques GaN/AlGaN
sous forte injection sont étudiées. Ces structures sont extrêmement intéressantes pour la
compréhension des propriétés optiques des structures à microcavités et peut permettre une
compréhension plus en détails des diodes laser et des LEDs ainsi que de la transition du régime
de couplage fort à couplage faible des polaritons dans les microcavités semiconductrices.
En employant la même technique pour des puits quantiques InGaN/GaN, la signature de la
chute d’efficacité a été étudiée dans le cas de puits polaires et non-polaires. La contribution de
différents processus non radiatifs a été estimée grâce à l’obtention d’une estimation précise
de la densité de porteurs dans les puits quantiques. Cette partie de notre étude permet d’avoir
une meilleure compréhension de l’origine de la chute d’éfficacité dans les nitrures d’éléments
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III et peut stimuler d’autres travaux expérimentaux et théoriques sur le sujet.
La seconde partie s’intéresse aux mécanismes de transport des excitons dans les nanostruc-
tures de ZnO et de nitrures d’éléments III. Nous reportons pour la première fois l’observation
directe du mouvement des excitons liés au donneur dans des microfils de ZnO purement
en flexion en fonction de la température grâce aux hautes résolutions spatiales, temporelles
et spectrales de notre système original de cathodoluminescence résolue en temps. Le mé-
canisme de ce mouvement a été étudié et modélisé par un mécanisme de saut des excitons.
Nos conclusions sur l’étude de ce mouvement des excitons dans un champ de contrainte
inhomogène doivent être générales et peuvent s’appliquer à la plupart des semiconducteurs à
température cryogénique. Cependant, les résultats sur ce type de transport ne s’appliquent
pas nécessairement aux systèmes désordonnés comme démontré dans le dernier chapitre
pour le cas des hétérostructures cœur-coquille InGaN/GaN Dans ce cas, même en présence
d’un gradient d’énergie le long du nanofil, les larges fluctuations d’énergie empêchent les
excitons de se déplacer à basse température.
Mots clefs : Nitrure de Gallium, nitrure d’éléments III, puits quantiques, efficacité quantique
externe, excitons, biexcitons, plasma électrons-trous, transition de Mott, condensat de pola-
ritons, régime de couplage fort, laser à polaritons, condensation de Bose-Einstein, energie
de liaison de l’exciton, force d’oscilateur d’exciton, puits quantiques polaires et non-polaires,
ZnO, saut d’exciton, hétérostructures cœur-coquille, exciton lié à un donneur, flexion pure.
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Introduction
To make an efficient light emitting device based on a semiconductor material, it should pos-
sesses three main characteristics: (i) an efficient radiative efficiency, (ii) an appropriate energy
bandgap and (iii) efficient p- and n-type doping with low resistivities. In order to have light
emitting devices in the blue range of visible spectrum, then, III-nitride materials have been
considered as the most promising choice, since they fulfill all these all these criteria with
success. Moreover, by means of alloying, their bandgap can span over a broad range of wave-
lengths from the ultra-violet (UV) down to the infrared (IR). In 1994 Nakamura et al. realized a
breakthrough with the first candela-class blue InGaN-based light emitting device (LED) [1].
Since that time, IIII-nitrides have been considered for a broad range of applications from
everyday-life technologies to specific industrial required equipments such as, e.g., domestic
solid-state lighting devices or optical players and optical data storage devices. Therefore,
III-nitrides became the second most important semiconductor family just after silicon as
far as commercial devices are concerned. III-nitride LEDs have already saturated the LCD
backlighting market, they started to penetrate to the general illumination market owing to
their record luminous efficiencies. However, some physical issues remain unsolved, which
prevent their use for high power and highly efficient LEDs. One of a peculiar importance is the
drop of external quantum efficiency (EQE) of an LED at high driving currents, a problem that
is so-called the ”efficiency droop”. In order to expand to the lighting market as projected by [2],
the cost-per-lumen of packaged LEDs must rapidly decrease within the next few years. This
requires being able to produce LED chips operating with high EQE at high driving currents.
Besides the largely tunable bandgap, effective p- and n-type doping, and highly efficient
luminescence, that makes III-nitrides a promising candidate for industrial applications, they
feature some interesting optical properties such as large exciton binding energy, and large
oscillator strength of excitons. The observation of polariton condensation up to room tempera-
ture has already been realized in properly designed structures grown under optimal conditions
[3, 4]. This makes III-nitrides the most promising candidate also for the realization of polariton
laser diodes [5]. However, when raising the carrier density, a transition should occur from
an insulating state consisting of a gas of excitons to a conductive electron-hole plasma, the
so-called the Mott transition [6]. As the Mott transition marks the crossover between bosonic
and fermionic nature of a system, a clearer and deeper insight into that is of crucial importance
1
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for description of multi-particle effects relying on the Bose-statistics [7, 8, 9]. For instance,
in case of the polariton condensation, It can define the carrier density regime at which the
transition occurs from a polariton laser to a vertical cavity surface-emitting laser [9, 10].
More interestingly, biexcitons are frequently observed to dominate the emission of the high
quality III-nitride heterostructures when the density is raised [11, 12], thanks to the larger
binding energy of these excitonic molecules in those heterostructures. Nevertheless, very few
reports exist on the study on the crossover to the Mott transition in the presence of biexcitons
in case of GaAs-based T-shape quantum wires[13, 14], no clear experimental report is available
on the role of biexcitons in the Mott transition in a two-dimensional (2D) nanostructure.
A major part of this thesis is devoted to the investigation of the carrier dynamics III-nitride
QWs with picosecond time resolved (tr) photoluminescence (PL) technique, and under high
injection condition. We aim at the investigation on the evolution of the QW PL emission as a
function of the carrier density. Several criteria have been examined to determine the carrier
density at which the Mott transition occurs. We pay a particular attention to the role that can
be played by biexcitons at the Mott transition. Afterwards, the same characterization tech-
niques will be applied to InGaN/QW, in orders to investigate the droop of internal quantum
efficiency (IQE) in those structures.
Additionally, semiconductors with reduced dimensionality have raised a huge interest of
the scientific community for several years. This interest arises form the fact that in the
low-dimensional semiconductors, one can vastly tune the electronic properties of confined
electrons and holes. Moreover, some mechanical and optical properties of semiconductors
are modified by reduction of their size [15]. For instance, strain becomes an unavoidable phe-
nomenon and shows an enhanced impact on the properties of semiconductor nanostructures
[16, 17, 18]. Therefore, a proper design of semiconductor devices based on the strain effect
needs to fully account for the strain effects on the electronic and optical properties of the
semiconductor nanostructures. To exemplify the importance that strain may have on the
electro-optical properties in semiconductors we can point out the strain induced Stark shift
of the emission energy in III-Nitride heterostructures [19], the strained silicon application in
mobility enhanced transistors [18], and bandgap engineering of nanowires with core-shell
structure with strain [20].
In this context, semiconductor nanowires are interesting for fundamental studies of strain
effects, since a large range of both compressive and tensile strain can be applied to them
by simply bending the nanowires without introducing dislocations, owing to their higher
elastic strain limits [15]. Applying the large values of tensile strain is another advantage of
micro/nanowires, while this is not easy to reach in bulk structures [21]. In fact, tensile strain in
2
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bulk structures can only be achieved in strained epitaxial layers, but is limited to small values.
Recently, the mechanical-optical coupling properties of ZnO micro/nanowires have raised a
huge interest for application in piezoelectric-optical devices as well as photon-mechanical
devices [16].
In this context, we aim at investigating the dynamics of excitons in various wide bandgap
semiconductor nanostructures by picosecond time resolved (tr) photoluminescence (PL) and
cathodoluminescence (CL). These techniques allow us generating a population of hot excitons
at a given part of a nanostructure and monitor their transport and energy relaxation. We will
pay a particular interest to the transport of donor-bound excitons in presence of an energy
gradient. In case of purely bent ZnO microwire, this energy gradient originates form the
variation of the bandgap caused by the applied uniform strain gradient. Owing to the high
spatial, spectral and temporal resolutions of our original tr-CL system, we can measure directly
the speed of excitons created by pulsed electron beams. Moreover in some InGaN core-shell
QW structures, we have investigated the exciton transport in presence of an energy field along
the QW, caused by the In composition variation along the nanowire [22]. The large potential
disorders, caused by the fluctuations of either In composition or the QW well thickness along
the nanowire, modifies drastically the excitons transport along the energy gradient.
Outline
The first part of the present work is devoted to the presentation of physical and optical proper-
ties of wide bandgap semiconductor materials, including III-nitride and ZnO materials, and
the description of the spectroscopy techniques and tools employed to investigate their optical
properties in this thesis.
• Chapter 1: Wide bandgap materials. The first chapter briefly presents the properties of
III-nitride based semiconductors as well as ZnO semiconductors, including structural, optical
and electrical ones. For heterostructures grown along the polar c-orientation, the impact of
the built-in electric field is addressed.
• Chapter 2: Experimental setups. The second chapter deals with the details of the exper-
imental setups used within this thesis. First the tr-PL system is introduced, which allows
probing optical properties of nanostructures over a wide range of carrier densities with a
temporal resolution of few picoseconds. Afterwards, the continuous wave (cw) CL and the
tr-CL setups will be introduced.
The second part of the present work is devoted to the optical properties of III-nitride QWs
under high injection condition.
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• Chapter 3: High injected GaN/AlGaN Quantum wells above the Mott transition.
The content of this chapter deals with the PL investigation of single GaN/AlGaN QWs under
high injection conditions. The state-of-the-art quality of the investigated sample as well as
the large binding energy of exciton in these QWs allows observing the well-defined excitonic
levels and probing the PL properties over a wide range of carrier densities and temperatures.
A special attention is paid to the role of biexcitons at high injection densities. Afterwards, the
temperature dependence of the Mott transition is discussed, with a main focus on determining
the carrier density at which the Mott transition occurs and its dependence on temperature.
• Chapter 4: Efficiency droop signature in III-Nitrides LEDs: a time resolved PL investiga-
tion on InGaN/GaN QWs.
The content of this chapter deals with the tr-PL spectroscopy of InGaN/GaN QWs, in order to
investigate the IQE in these QWs. The aim of this chapter is to provide a more clear picture
of carrier dynamics in those QWs, when the injection density increases. First, some intrinsic
differences in dynamics of the InGaN QWs and GaN QWs are highlighted. Then, the carrier
dynamics in InGaN samples are discussed, with an attention to discriminate the role of several
physical phenomena on the IQE. The experimental technique is the same as the one applied
for GaN QWs in the previous chapter, which allows us determining accurately the carrier
density in the QW, and hence have a quantitative estimation of various recombination rates in
InGaN QWs under high injection condition.
The third part of the present work is devoted to the investigation of the exciton transport in
ZnO and III-nitride semiconductor nanostructures by means of tr-CL techniques.
• Chapter 5: Exciton hopping under a uniform strain gradient in ZnO microwires.
This chapter deals with the exciton dynamics in bent ZnO microwires under a uniform strain
gradient at low temperatures. Starting with the evidence of exciton movement under a strain
gradient, it then focuses on a theoretical model to explain the mechanism of this movement,
taking into account the fact that the majority of excitons are bound to donors at low tempera-
tures in our samples. Eventually, the validity of the proposed model is examined by performing
measurements on a sample with different design, and over a larger range of temperatures.
• Chapter 6: Excitonic diffusion in InGaN/GaN core-shell nanowires.
This chapter deals with an investigation of the carrier diffusion in a graded InGaN/GaN QW
nanowire. Despite the presence of an energy gradient along the nanowire, the energy land-
scape stems from the localization centers preventing the long distance diffusion of carriers
at low temperatures. The temperature dependence of the dynamics, however, shows that
the exciton localization can be modified by a thermally activated relaxation into the deeper
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localized states. An analytical model based on an effective medium approximation was used
to model the observed dynamics as a function of temperature.
In the last part of this manuscript, we finally provide a summary of our results, as well as
perspectives for further investigations.
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1 Wide band gap materials: III-nitride
and ZnO
In this chapter we try to address the main optical, mechanical and electrical properties of
the wide bandgap materials investigated in this thesis, i.e. III-nitrides and ZnO. Although the
main focus in this chapter is III-nitrides, owing to the similarity of the crystalline structure of
ZnO and III-nitrides, they share most of the presented properties. Therefore, in addition to
the physical parameters for III-nitrides, we try also to provide those of ZnO. We pay a special
attention to the presence of spontaneous polarization field along the c-axis in III-nitirdes,
caused by the lack of inversion symmetry in their wurtzite cell.
1.1 Structural properties
1.1.1 Crystalline structure
A detailed description of the solid crystalline structure is of special interest as many of the
material physical properties, such as electronic and mechanical ones, can be drawn from
symmetry arguments by applying group theory. Any crystalline structure can be obtained by a
periodic repetition of an elementary pattern (called base) in all three directions of space, by
three primitive translation vectors labeled a1, a2 and a3. These repetitions of the basis by the
primitive translation vectors generates a lattice, called Bravais lattice. Directions and planes
in a crystal are expressed in this basis by a set of integers h, k and l called the Miller indices.
Any vector R of the Bravais lattice can thus be expressed by R= ha1+ka2+ l a3.
Even if III-nitrides can crystallize in the zinc-blende structure [24] only the wurtzite one is
thermodynamically stable. Its lattice corresponds to an hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure
with a two-atom basis: the metal atoms M ∈ [In,Ga, Al ] are located at positions (0,0,0) and
( 13 ,
2
3 ,
1
2 ) and the N-atoms at (
1
3 ,
2
3 ,u+ 12 ) and (0,0,u) . Here, u is the internal parameter, which
defines the M-N bond length according to ∆(M −N )= u.c, where c is the distance between
two equivalent planes in the stacking direction.
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Figure 1.1 – (a) The basis of the Bravais cell for wurtzite structure (a1, a2, a3, a4). The gray
plain represents a random semi-polar plain forming the angle of θ degree with the c-axis. (b)
Metal (gray) and Nitrogen (black) atoms form a hexagonal close-packed sub-lattice. Each
atom is surrounded tetrahedrally by four complementary atoms. (c) Angles between Nitrogen
(N) and metal (M) atoms. Figure adapted from [23].
These four positions form the primitive unit cell for the entire wurtzite family and every vector
of the wurtzite Bravais cell can be expressed in the basis (a1,a2,a4) (see Fig. 1.1(a)), where
a4 is parallel to the high symmetry direction labeled as c-axis, and has a norm given by the
lattice constant c. a1 and a2 have the same length and form an angle of 120◦ between them in
the orthogonal plane. It is common to use a four-vector basis due to the hexagonal symmetry
of the wurtzite cell, and introduce an additional in-plane vector a3 =−(a1+a2). In this basis,
planes and directions are given by a four-index notation. Note that crystal planes are labeled
as (hklm) and directions as [hklm].
The hcp 3D lattice can be seen as a stack of spheres arranged by hexagonal symmetry in plane.
After the first plane (labeled as A) the second one (B) is deposited in order to minimize the
total volume. This bilayer stack is then repeated to generate the full 3D-crystalline structure
with the period sequence ABABAB... . Labeling a the distance between two adjacent spheres
within a given layer, a, c and u constants in a perfect hcp structure satisfy the relations:
c
a
=
√
8
3
≈ 1.633,
u = 3
8
= 0.375.
(1.1)
The two angles between the bonds in the tetrahedron, α and β (see Fig. 1.1(c)), are equal in
an ideal structure, i.e. α = β = 109.47◦. However, due to non-idealities in the as-grown samples
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Table 1.1 – Lattice parameters for wurtzite GaN, InN, AlN, ,and ZnO at room temperature. Due
to the iconicity of the bonding u and c/a parameters deviate from those of the ideal wurtzite
cell. From [28, 29]
GaN InN AlN ZnO ideal
a 3.189 3.545 3.112 3.249 –
c 5.185 5.703 4.982 5.206 –
c/a 1.6259 1.6087 1.6009 1.633 1.602
u 0.3769 0.3787 0.3814 0.375 0.382
and the strong ionicity of the bonds, these ideal values slightly differ from the experimentally
observed for all ternary compounds of III-nitrides [25, 26, 27]. Table 1.1 summarize the lattice
parameters for wurtzite GaN, InN, AlN, and ZnO at 300 K as well as the the parameters for an
ideal wurtzite cell.
1.1.2 Crystalline orientation for growth of III-nitrides
Growth of III-nitride heterostructures along the c-axis possesses serious advantages due to its
mature technology, and the availability of large-area substrates with a relatively low threading
dislocation density (∼ 105−106cm−2). However, growth along other crystal orientations also
attracted some interest due to their own advantages, despite a poorer crystalline quality. Re-
cently, the research focuses mainly on three different types of crystal orientations:
• The polar c-axis: The c-axis is always referred to as the polar axis, due to the presence of
spontaneous polarization along the growth direction. Thanks to the higher growth quality
and in-plane isotropic properties, it is considered as the preferential growth axis for both
academic and industrial purposes. However, the radiative efficiency of heterostructures is
strongly impacted by spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization effects in the active medium.
This effect, referred to as quantum confined Stark effect (see section 1.4.3), detrimentally
affects the exciton oscillator strength and binding energy due to the separation of electron
and hole wave-functions.
• The non-polar axis (a-axes and m-axes): In contrast to c-plane case, growth along non-
polar orientations allows to get rid of the quantum confined Stark effect, owing to the fact that
the projection of the polarization along the growth direction is equal to zero [30, 31]. Moreover,
due to the in-plane optical anisotropy, the emitted light is spontaneously polarized, which
might present some advantages for devices such as liquid crystal display screens [32]. The use
of non-polar grown heterostructures for LEDs has been considered as an alternative to reduce
the carrier density in the active medium for a given driving current, thanks to the shorter
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radiative lifetime of carriers compared to their polar counterparts [33]. Eventually, non-polar
orientations are very promising to reduce the threshold current density for UV laser diodes [34].
• The semi-polar axes: A last category of crystal orientation, which has recently attracted a
lot of interest in the community is the semi-polar one, the intermediate situation of polar
and non-polar case that seems very promising for the realization of LEDs and laser diodes in
the green spectral range due to the higher indium incorporation that allows reaching longer
wavelengths [35]. For instance, an electrically injected continuous-wave green laser diode
(λ= 520nm) was demonstrated on the (202¯1)-plane [36]. Another serious advantage of these
orientations is that the piezoelectric field along the growth direction can be strongly reduced
depending on the alloy composition and the strain state [37].
1.2 Mechanical properties
Due to the large lattice-mismatch between III-nitride compounds and the commercially avail-
able substrates, in order to have a proper sample design, one should fully account for strain
effects on the material properties. Strain affects the electronic and optical properties since it
modifies the equilibrium position of the atoms in the primitive cell. A good understanding of
the crystal mechanical properties provides a direct way of tuning the properties of optoelec-
tronic devices by strain management, e.g. via a careful choice of the crystal orientation, alloy
composition, and layer thicknesses.
Crystal deformation generates internal forces that are identified as stress, i.e. the force re-
sponding to strain per unit area [38]. Strain (ε) and stress (σ) are tensors proportional to each
other in the linear elastic theory limit. For a crystal, Hooke’s law is generalized by introducing a
tensor displaying the elastic stiffness Ci j kl , which linearly relates stress and strain components.
Due to the crystal symmetries the Ci j kl tensor can be reduced to a 6×6 matrix Ci j . For wurtzite
crystals, only five elastic constants are necessary to describe the mechanical properties, given
by:
Ci j =

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C11 C13 0 0 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 (C11−C12)2

(1.2)
As ε and σ are symmetric tensors, they can be reduced to 6-component vectors with the
notation convention xx→1, yy→2, zz→3, yz =zy→4, xz =zx→5, and xy = yx→6. Therefore,
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Hooke’s law for solids defines the stress according to:
σi =
∑
j
Ci j ² j −
∑
k
ei k Fk ≈
∑
j
Ci j ² j (1.3)
where ei k is the piezoelectric tensor and Fk is the electric field along the k-direction. All latin
subscripts run over the three spatial directions x, y and z. Note that, in this expression, the
second term representing the converse piezoelectric effect is neglected. Indeed, this is justified
by the small deviations (∼2%) from the complete calculation by neglecting this term in the
case of heterostructures [39]. Table 1.2 summarizes the value of the different elements of the
elastic modulus C for III-nitrides binary elements as well ZnO.
Table 1.2 – Elastic constants for III-nitride binary compounds [40] and ZnO [41].
GaN AlN InN ZnO
C11(GPa) 390 396 223 217
C12(GPa) 145 137 115 117
C13(GPa) 106 108 92 121
C33(GPa) 398 378 224 225
C44(GPa) 105 116 48 50
1.3 Optical properties: Bandgap
In a semiconductor, the bandgap energy Eg is defined as the energy difference between the
edge energies of the conduction and valence band. A large fraction of III-nitrides having a
direct bandgap, that encompasses a large range of energies from the mid-infrared for InN up
to the deep UV for AlN. At 10 K, the Eg of unstrained GaN is estimated to be 3.504 eV [42], and
it changes to 6.089 eV for AlN [43]. In case InN composition, after a long-standing controversy,
its Eg has been finally admitted to be around 0.7 eV [44].
Contrary to the lattice parameters, the bandgap of III-nitride ternary alloys do not show a
linear dependence on the composition x. This is mainly due to the distorted lattice of ternary
alloys (Ax B1−x N) compared to the lattices of the AN and BN binary alloys. The deviation from
the linear dependence of Eg (Ax B1−x N) with x is characterized with the so-called bowing
parameter b:
Eg (Ax B1−x N )= xEg (AN )+ (1−x)Eg (B N )−bx(1−x), (1.4)
with b value of 1, 2.5, and 5.4 in case of Alx Ga1−x N, Inx Ga1−x N, and Alx In1−x N, respectively
[28].
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1.3.1 Temperature dependence of the Bandgap
When raising the temperature, the lattice dilatation leads to reduction of the Eg . This behavior
can be described by the semi-empirical relation suggested by Varshni’s law [45]:
Eg (T )= Eg (0)− αT
2
β+T , (1.5)
where α and β are material dependent parameters. Typical values reported in the literature
for the case of III-Nitride compounds and ZnO are listed in Tab. 1.3.
Table 1.3 – Bandgap values for wurtzite crystalline phase of III-nitride compounds and ZnO,
taken from Ref. [46, 40, 47].
GaN AlN InN ZnO
α(meV /K ) 0.909 1.799 0.245 0.505
β(K ) 832 1462 624 900
1.4 Polarization in III-nitride heterostructures
The anisotropy of the wurtzite structure has strong consequences on the electronic properties
of III-nitrides compared to the other III-V semiconductors. The most critical consequence
of anisotropy appears in heterostructures. GaN exhibits an internal polarization aligned
along the c-axis. The polarization discontinuities at the interfaces of heterostructures, such as
quantum wells (QWs) or quantum dots, grown along the c-axis generate strong built-in electric
fields, and thus producing the quantum confined Stark effect. In this section, we discuss the
impacts of the quantum confined Stark effect on the emission properties of (Al,Ga)N/GaN
QWs grown along the polar c-axis.
1.4.1 Spontaneous polarization
Due to the non-centrosymmetry of wurtzite binary crystals, the barycenters of positive and
negative charges are not superimposed. This leads to a spontaneous polarization along the
c-axis., while the amplitude of this spontaneous polarization depends on the structural prop-
erties of the crystal such as the lattice parameter c and the internal parameter u [48]. When
changing from GaN to InN and AlN, the crystal structure deviates from the ideal wurtzite
structure and thus the amplitude of the spontaneous polarization increases (see Tab. 1.1).
The spontaneous polarization of the ternary alloys Alx Ga1−x N and Inx Ga1−x N has a strong non-
linear dependence on x value [49]. Non-linearities originates from three distinct mechanisms:
(i) volume deformation of the crystal unit cell, (ii) internal strain effects due to variation in
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the cation-anion separation, and (iii) disorder caused by the random incorporation of the
atoms. Spontaneous polarization in case of Alx Ga1−x N and Inx Ga1−x N ternary alloys can be
expressed to the second order of x [29]:
Psp (AlxGa1−x N )=−0.090x−0.034(1−x)+0.019x(1−x), (1.6)
Psp (InxGa1−x N )=−0.042x−0.034(1−x)+0.038x(1−x). (1.7)
1.4.2 Piezoelectric polarization
Owing to the lattice mismatch between different compounds of III-nitrides, in general, growing
the III-nitride heterostructures, their crystal will undergo a deformation inducing a modifica-
tion of the whole polarization. The difference between the polarization of a strained crystal
and that of the relaxed one is the piezoelectric polarization Ppz . In presence of biaxial strain,
the piezoelectric polarization along [0001] is given by:
Ppz =
(
2e31+2C13
C33
e33
)
εxx , (1.8)
where Ci j and ei j denote the elasticity and piezoelectric tensors of the strained compound.
The piezoelectric polarization of ternary alloys can be given by a linear interpolation of the
polarization of the two binary compounds [49].
1.4.3 Quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE)
During the growth of III-nitrides based heterostructures, materials with different internal
polarization are stacked successively on each other. For instance, let us consider a layer of AlN
deposited on a layer of GaN, while the interface between the two media is perpendicular to the
polar c-axis. Assuming the layers to be semi-infinite, owing to the continuity of the displace-
ment vector D at the interface between the two dielectric media, there is an accumulation of
charges at the interface between GaN and AlN. The charge density σ at this interface is given
by:
σ=−→n (−→P GaN −−→P Al N ) (1.9)
where −→n is the normal vector of the interface between GaN and AlN and parallel to the c-axis.
This interface can be seen as an infinite plane charged with σ, that creates an electric fields F
in both the GaN and the AlN layers. The amplitude of F in GaN layer, then, can be written as:
−→
F GaN =− σ
2εGaN
−→n , (1.10)
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, in the AlN layer, the electric field amplitude is given by:
−→
F Al N =+
σ
2εAl N
−→n . (1.11)
In case of a single GaN/AlN QW, where a GaN layer is embedded between two AlN barriers, the
two GaN/AlN interfaces are oppositely charged, and hence from the superposition principle,
the amplitude of the electric field can be described as:
−→
F GaN =− σ
εGaN
−→n =
−→
P Al N −−→P GaN
εGaN
. (1.12)
The influence of built-in electric fields on the emission properties of an exciton confined in a
polar QW can be modeled by envelope function calculations, by adding the electrostatic energy
caused the built-in electric fields F to the crystal potentials Ve (ze ) and Vh(zh). The major
consequences of built-in electric fields on the emission energy of Alx Ga1−x N/GaN single QWs
are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In case of very thin QWs (typically thinner than 2.5 nm), the built-in
electric fields have almost no influence on the emission properties of the exciton (see Fig.
1.2(a)). However, in case of a 7.5 nm thick QW (see Fig. 1.2(b)), the electron hole wave-function
overlap is dramatically decreased, and the QW emission energy is redshifted compared to
the case of polarization free QWs to the values even below the bulk GaN bandgap [50]. This
redshift, known as Stark shift, is in first approximation given by qFGaN LGaN . Accordingly, the
QW emission energy can be given by:
EQWG = E bulkG +E
con f
e +E con fh −qFGaN LGaN , (1.13)
where E con fe,h is the confinement energy of the electron (hole) extracted from the envelope
function calculation [23].
The built-in electric field separates the electron and hole wave-functions, and thus reduces
the electron hole wave-function overlap (see Fig. 1.2(c)). Therefore, it can severely increase
the radiative lifetime of electron-hole pairs. This impact on the exciton radiative lifetime
can be quite significant, as it can change, for instance, the lifetime of a 3.5 nm thick GaN
quantum dot embedded in AlN barrier to 100 µs [51]. Note that this increase of the radiative
lifetime is not necessary an advantage, since at room temperature, charge carriers suffer from
efficient non-radiative recombinations with short non- radiative lifetime (typically 10 ps - 10
ns [52, 53, 54] in case of III-nitride QWs). Therefore, this effect can considerably reduce the
radiative efficiency of thick QWs.
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Figure 1.2 – (a) Impact of the quantum confined Stark effect on the electronic properties of a
single GaN/Al0.2Ga0.8N QW embedded between infinitely large barriers: (a) LQW = 2.5 nm, in
which the emission energy is above the bulk bandgap (EG ), (b) LQW = 7.5 nm, in which the
emission energy is below EG . Electron (blue) and hole (blue) presence probability |Ψe |2 and
|Ψh |2 are calculated within the envelope wave-function calculations. The charge planes at the
QW interfaces are indicated by σ+ and σ− (green dashed lines). (c) The value of electron and
hole wave-function overlap as a function of the QW thickness, in the presence (absence) of a
750 kV/cm large built-in electric field black (red). Adapted from [23].
1.5 Excitonic effect
In the previous sections, when discussing the electron-hole recombination, we systematically
neglected the Coulomb interaction between these two particles. When the Coulomb inter-
action between electrons and holes is considered, the first excited state is still described by
a single electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band but they are now
correlated and form a bound state called an exciton.
Table 1.4 – Experimental excitonic parameters for bulk GaAs, CdTe, GaN, AlN, and ZnO for T
<10K.
GaAs CdTe GaN AlN ZnO
EG (eV ) 1.519 [55] 1.606 [56] 3.499 [55] 6.25 [48] 3.44 [47]
aB (nm) 11.2 [55] 7 [57] 2.7 [58] 1.2 [58] 0.9 [47]
E bX ,3D (meV ) 3.9 [55] 9.5 [56] 24.8 [59] 44 [48] 60 [47]
The Hamiltonian of an exciton is the sum of that of the electron and the hole with the Coulomb
interaction term:
Hˆ
bulk
X =−
~2∇2e
2m∗e
− ~
2∇2h
2m∗h
− e
2
4piε0εr ‖Re −Rh‖
, (1.14)
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where Re,h denotes the coordinate of the electron (hole), ∇2e,h is the Laplacian operator ex-
pressed in terms of the particle coordinates, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr is the relative
permittivity of the material.
In a first order approximation, this problem resembles the one of the hydrogen atom, where
the hole plays the role of the proton. To express the solution of the excitonic problem in terms
of that of the hydrogen one, one should rescale the physical quantities of interest, i.e., the
binding energy E bX ,3D and the Bohr radius aB according to:
E bX ,3D =
µ
m0ε2r
Ry = µ
m0ε2r
×13.6eV ,
aBX ,3D =
m0εr
µ
aHB =
m0εr
µ
×0.53nm,
(1.15)
where the indices X and H refer to the exciton and hydrogen cases, respectively, and µ is
the exciton reduced mass given by µ = ( 1m∗e +
1
m∗h
)−1, and Ry is the Rydberg constant. The
eigenenergies for exciton in bulk system then given by:
E bulkn = EG +
~2K 2
2MX
−
E bX ,3D
n2
, (1.16)
where MX =m∗e +m∗h is the exciton translational mass, K is the center of mass wave vector
and n = 1,2,3... is the principal quantum number. Note that the quantity E b,nX ,3D =
E bX ,3D
n2 corre-
sponds to the exciton binding energy for a bulk exciton with principal quantum number n. In
Tab. 1.4, values for EG at low temperature (T < 10K ), aB and E bX ,3D are given for the 1s exciton
(n =1) for various semiconductor materials. One can identify a correlation between the exciton
binding energy and the band gap energy, that suggests that wide bandgap semiconductor
materials such as GaN and ZnO are well adapted for the observation of excitonic effects at
elevated temperatures.
1.5.1 The quantum well exciton
In case of QWs, the exciton binding energy and the oscillator strength are enhanced due to
quantum confinement. This contributes to the high efficiency of the excitonic luminescence
in QW-based structures. Contrary to bulk excitons, the translation symmetry is broken along
the growth direction QWs, leading to the energy renormalization of the electron and hole
states due to quantum confinement.
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The Hamiltonian for 2D-excitons should be thus modified with respect to Eq. 1.14 by adding
the electron and hole confinement potentials along the growth direction z, according to:
Hˆ 2DX =−
~2∇2e
2m∗e
− ~
2∇2h
2m∗h
+ Vˆ con fe (Ze )+ Vˆ con fh (Zh)−
e2
4piε0εr ‖Re −Rh‖
(1.17)
For simplicity, we separate the electron (hole) motion in the plane of the QW (ρe,h) from that
along the growth direction (ze,h). This is justified by the fact that, the width of the studied QWs
(LQW ) in this thesis, are generally comparable or smaller than the bulk exciton Bohr radius
(LQW ≈ aB ) [60]. In this case, the 1s exciton wave-function can be written in the form[60]:
Ψ(Re ,Rh)=
1p
S
exp(i k∥ρ) fe (ze ) fh(zh)Φ(ρ), (1.18)
where S is the surface of the QW plane, k∥ = ke + kh and ρ = m
∗
e ρe+m∗hρh
m∗e +m∗e are the in-plane
components of the exciton wave vector and the position of its center-of-mass. fe,h(ze,h) is the
envelope function for the electron (hole) obtained by solving the 1D-dimensional Schrödinger
equation for the confinement potential along the growth direction z. Ψ(ρ) is the solution of
the 2D hydrogenoid-like Hamiltonian, which in case of the 1s exciton is given by:
Ψ1s(ρ)= 1
aB
√
2
pi
exp(− ρ
aB
), (1.19)
where aB is the effective 2D Bohr radius. Therefore, in the 2D-limit, the eigenenergies of
theHamiltonian in Eq. 1.17 are given by:
EQWn (k∥)= EG +E con fe +E con fh +
~2k2∥
2MX
−
E bX ,3D
(n− 12 )2
. (1.20)
Note that the exciton binding energy is now expressed as
E bX ,3D
(n− 12 )2
, meaning that for the 1s
exciton, the binding energy is enhanced by a factor of 4 with respect to the bulk case for n = 1.
However, this situation corresponds to the perfect 2D-case when LQW → 0 and confinement
effects progressively vanish when the structure dimension tends to the bulk case [60].
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2 Experimental setups
This chapter deals with the details of the experimental setups, used within this thesis, to
investigate the dynamics of carriers in wide bandgap semiconductor nanostructures. To begin
with, the time resolved (tr) photoluminescence (PL) system shall be introduced, which allows
probing optical properties of nanostructures over a wide range of carrier densities and with a
temporal resolution of few picosecond. However, tr-PL measurement technique is basically
limited by the poor spatial resolution defined at best by the diffraction limit. Afterwards, the
continuous wave (cw) cathodoluminescence (CL) will be introduced, which benefits from a
good spatial resolution in the range of few nanometers.
Since we are interested in the carrier transport dynamics as well as their recombination dy-
namics, another measurement technique with simultaneous temporal and spatial resolution
is needed. These characterizations of semiconductor can be realized using our time resolved
(tr) cathodolumuinescence (CL), which, thanks to its spatial and temporal resolutions, allows
probing the relaxation and the transport of free electron-hole pairs and excitons. The purpose
of this chapter is not, however, to give the reader a thorough description of each experimental
machine, but rather to provide him with the key characteristics of each setup, including their
advantages and limitations.
2.1 Time resolved photoluminescence
To investigate the dynamics of carrier relaxations and recombinations, that usually occurs in
picosecond time scales in direct band gap semiconductors such as GaAs and GaN heterostruc-
ture, picosecond luminescence spectroscopy can be a powerful technique[61]. One therefore
needs ultrafast excitation techniques combined with an ultrafast detection with minimized
temporal jitter to be able to track these dynamics. The former is done in our experimental
system by means of the harmonics of a mode-locked Ti: Sapphire laser, while the latter is
provided by a synchronous streak camera locked to our excitation laser to reduce the jitter
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effect over long acquisition measurements. The overall temporal resolution of our tr-PL system
is estimated to be better than 10 ps, which is basically limited by the diffraction of the collected
signal with gratings. The spatial resolution is, however, defined by the size of the excitation
spot that can be between 5 and 50 µm, depending on the objective used for the excitation. In
the following, the two main parts of the tr-PL system will be introduced in respective order:
the excitation path and the collection path.
2.1.1 Excitation path
The optical excitation is performed by a picosecond mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser, optically
pumped by a frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser (λ = 532 nm). The emission band of the
Ti: Al2O3 ranges from 600 to 1080 nm, with a maximum gain at 670 nm. This amplification
medium is located in an optical cavity formed by a high-reflectivity mirror and an output
coupler with 80% reflectivity. The length of the cavity amounts to L = 1.86 m, which makes the
longitudinal mode separation of ∆ν= c/2L, where c denotes the speed of light, and the path
of the light through the Ti: Al2O3 rod was neglected in the first order approximation.
The longitudinal modes that fall in the emission band of the Ti: Sapphire crystal are usually
uncoupled and have a random phase under cw operation of the laser. In order to obtain ultra-
short laser pulses, the modes of the laser have to be mode-locked with a well-defined phase
difference to obtain a constructive interference at the output. Providing the suitable phase
difference between modes for mode-locking conditions, the periodicity of the pulse trains of
the laser is defined by the round-trip travel time for laser pulses in the cavity, T = 2L/c ≈ 12.4ns
in our system.
In a Ti: Sapphire, mode-locking can be achieved passively thanks to the optical Kerr effect.
Indeed, the refractive index of the Ti: Sapphire rod depends on the intensity of the laser beam.
It is, therefore, possible to design the optical cavity in order to favor the propagation of intense
light pulses. The losses are then higher in cw than in pulsed mode, leading to mode-locking
that has originally been called ”magic” mode-locking. However, in order to ensure reliable
mode-locked operation, the phase relation between longitudinal modes is in fact achieved by
an acousto-optic modulator at laser start-up. It allows mode-locked operation of the laser over
an extended period, that is not the case in passive mode-locking operation. This acousto-optic
modulator is driven by a radio-frequency signal with a fixed frequency of about 80 MHZ.
The width of the pulse is proportional to the number of phase-locked modes, i.e.,the higher is
the number of modes that interfere constructively, the shorter is the pulse width. Assuming
that all the modes within the gain region of the Ti:Sapphire rod (670 and 1080 nm) can interfere,
we obtain that 2×106 modes oscillating in phase and would correspond to a pulse width of
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less than 2 fs. However, in practice, much smaller number of modes contribute to the pulse
due to, for instance, the imperfection in the mirror coatings over the full wavelength range of
670 to 1080 nm, or the presence of modes that are not necessarily locked in phase. Presence of
any dispersion will also reduce the number of modes that are locked in phase. As a matter
of fact, the most drastic reduction in the number of modes is produced by the birefringent
filter present in the cavity that allows the tuning of the laser wavelength. Such a filter is made
of two or three birefringent plates and only those modes whose polarization remain linear
after traveling through the plates can propagate back and forth in the cavity without losses.
Each pulse results finally from the constructive interference between only ∼3000 longitudinal
modes, allowing for the generation of 2 ps pulses (average energy of 12 nJ per pulse). One
should also note that the group velocity dispersion due to the propagation of the beam into
the non-linear Ti: Sapphire rod is compensated by a Gires-Tournois interferometer, which is
placed at the end of the laser cavity.
In order to excite wide bandgap semiconductors, we use the third harmonic of the picosecond
Ti: Sapphire mode-locked laser. The second harmonic is obtained by focusing the laser on a
uniaxial birefringent crystal that gives the second-harmonic by non-linear effect in the crystal.
To obtain the third harmonic, the second harmonic and the fundamental one are focused
on a second non-linear crystal with proper spatial and temporal overlap. Indeed, optimal
harmonic generation is obtained when the mode matching is respected. Experimentally, this
angle tuning is obtained by rotating the non-linear crystals.
As already mentioned, lasing action is possible for wavelengths between 670 and 1080 nm.
However, the mirror coatings of the frequency doubler/tripler limit us to excitation wave-
lengths in the range of 270 to 330 nm at third harmonic and 400 to 480 nm at second harmonic.
At the exit of the frequency tripler, the beam is far from being Gaussian since the laser beam
passes through thick non-linear crystals in the harmonic generation process. As a conse-
quence, the crystals can in no way be considered as point sources for the second and the third
harmonics and at the exit of the tripler, the beam exhibits an elongated shape. Therefore, a
cylindrical lens was used inside the tripled and right after the second non-linear crystal to
retrieve the shape of the laser beam. However, in order to obtain a perfect Gaussian beam, we
had to filter spatially the beam with pinholes with approximate diameter of φ = 1-2 mm. To
excite the sample, two different objectives were used with the following specifications:
• An achromatic lens L1, with focal length of f = 9.7 cm. Neglecting the divergence of the laser
beam, astigmatism and spherical aberration, the diameter of the excitation spot is given byΦ
= f
(
2.4λ/φ
)
, which results in an excitation spot diameter of about 50 µm.
• An achromatic objective lens OL1, with focal length of f = 0.25 cm, and a numerical aperture
of NA = 0.55 that allows for an excitation spot diameter below 5 µm.
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Considering our excitation power is typically set between 10 µW and 2 mW for excitation
wavelength of λ = 280 nm, the density of the uniform photo-generated electron-hole pairs per
pulse within the excitation spot is comprised between 8×109-1.5×1011cm−2 using L1, and
8×1011-1.5×1013cm−2 using OL1.
2.1.2 Collection path
Our PL setup works in illumination-collection mode, i.e., the excitation laser and the PL are
focused and collected by the same lens L1/OL1 (see Fig. 2.1). The beam-splitter (BS) is used
to deflect the excitation beam by 90 degrees towards the sample. The reflection of this BS at
280 nm is about 75%. The transmitted part of the laser is measured with a power meter on the
back-side of the BS, in order to measure the excitation power.
The PL is then focused by a second lens (L2) on a spatial filter (pinhole) with a diameter of
either 50 or 100 µm. The use of such a pinhole allows for the analysis of a uniformly excited
area of the sample, which is of key importance when interpreting excitation dependent mea-
surements or extracting from PL spectra the effective temperature of charge carriers, as is the
case for all studies in chapter 3 and 4. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2.1, the excitation spot is
imaged on the pinhole and only its central area passes through the pinhole for analysis. The
dimension of the analyzed spot is given by the diameter of the pinhole and by the magnifica-
tion of the excitation spot, i.e., the ratio between the focal lengths of L2 and L1/OL1 (∼ 3 or
100 when using L1 or OL1, respectively).
The PL is then analyzed spectrally with a 32 cm focal length monochromator. In this thesis,
two sets of diffraction grating have been used. We have used a set of 1 inch wide 300, 600, 1200
grooves/mm gratings, all blazed at wavelength of 350 nm, whereas the second set of gratings
consists of 1 inch wide 150, 300, and 1200 grooves/mm gratings blazed at wavelength of 500
nm. There is the possibility to change from one set of gratings to another in the spectrometer.
The experimentally obtained spectral resolutions with these gratings are in order of few meV,
mainly limited by the size of the entrance slit of the spectrometer [62]. Nevertheless, these
spectral resolutions are enough to study III-nitride QWs, because the emission linewidth is
dominated by inhomogeneous broadening and is of the order of a few meV in the stat-of-the-
art samples.
The temporal analysis of the luminescence signal was obtained by a streak camera that con-
verts the time information into a spatial one (see Fig. 2.2). At the exit of the monochromator,
the spectrally dispersed luminescence is sent through a slit (the temporal slit of the streak cam-
era) on a photocathode. The electrons photo-generated by photocathode are then deflected
by a sinusoidal electric field, which is synchronized with the laser, and hit the multi-channel
plate (MCP) to be amplified. Therefore, the early electrons arrive on one side of the MCP,
while the late ones are displaced according to their delay towards the other side. The signal is
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Figure 2.1 – The schematics of the tr-PL experimental system, illumination-collection mode.
We use the third harmonic of a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser to excite the luminescence of wide
bandgap semiconductors. The pulsed picker before the harmonic generator allows reducing
the repetition of the laser from 80 MHZ down to 80 HZ. The PL signal is collected by a lens
(L1/OL1), if necessary attenuated or polarization-analyzed, and then sent to a monochromator
and a streak camera synchronized with the mode-locked laser. The pinhole placed in the
collection path allows spatial filtering of the uniform part of the excitation spot, as it is shown
in the inset of the figure.
amplified in the MCP by multiple avalanches and is finally sent to a phosphor plate. The final
image of the screen is captured by a CCD on the back-side of the phosphor plate. At this stage,
each pixel of the CCD provides the intensity of the signal for a given time and wavelength,
while the amplitude of the deflecting electric field defines the total time range covered by the
CCD at the end-side of the streak.
The synchronous method helps to reduce the sensitivity of the measurements to instabilities
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Figure 2.2 – Schematics of the operation mechanism of a streak camera. The temporal
dispersion of a spectrally resolved luminescence signal by a streak camera in synchroscan
mode is shown.
of the laser occurring over few pulses. However, we cannot eliminate small continuous drifts
in the laser repetition rate that spoil the time resolution of the camera when long integrations
are performed. Moreover, the intrinsic temporal resolution of the streak camera (∼ 2ps) can
hardly be achieved in our experiments due to using diffraction gratings. One should also take
into account other experimental limits such as jitter, laser instabilities, laser pulse width to
estimate the temporal resolution of the system, which in overall leads to a temporal resolution
of 10-20 ps.
Eventually, it worth mentioning the pulse picker unit used in the excitation path, that allows
reaching lower laser repetition rates. The used pulsed picker is based on an electro-optical
modulator, which suppresses the linear polarized laser pulses at off duration and rotate the
polarization in on duration (See Fig. 2.1). The used pulsed picker combined with the slow
scan unit used for synchronization of the streak camera allows preforming measurements
with much longer time-scales up to few ms. This possibility is of practical interest, for instance,
to study high In content InGaN/GaN QWs, where the large built-in electric field combined
with the localization effect leads to very long decay time of the QW emission [63].
2.2 Continuous wave cathodoluminescence
2.2.1 Inelastic interactions between an electron beam and a semiconductor
The interaction of high-energy electrons (∼ few keV) with a semiconductor leads to a wide
range of elastic and inelastic scattering events. A large portion of incident electrons are scat-
tered, elastically or not, by the atoms of the solid and re-emitted with an energy comparable
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with the primary electrons. These electrons are called backscattered electrons. However, some
electrons, called secondary electrons, can undergo several inelastic scatterings and end up
with energy of typically few eV. The particles excited by an inelastic electron/atom scattering
can cover a wide range of energies. If the energy of the incoming electron is sufficiently high,
it can promote electrons in the atomic shells from a deep energy level to a higher energy one,
for instance from K to L orbital, that results in X-ray emissions during relaxation process.
However, if the energy loss of the incident electron is only of a few eV it can only excite an
electron from the valence to the conduction band, i.e., generate an electron-hole pair in the
lattice. In the case of semiconductors, the excited electron relaxes towards the bottom of
the conduction band, and the hole to the top of the valence band, and then can recombine
radiatively. The light emission subsequent to the excitation by an electron beam is called
cathodoluminescence.
Figure 2.3 – Monte-Carlo simulation of depth of the CL generation volume at different ac-
celeration voltage, preformed with Casino software, for GaN (a) and ZnO (b) bulk material,
respectively.
Dependent on their energies, electrons can experience very complex and long trajectories that
involve both types of elastic and inelastic scatterings. Therefore, the spatial distribution of
generated electron-hole pairs is a volume -the so-called generation volume. The radius and
depth of the generation volume can be determined either analytically [64], or by means of
Monte-Carlo simulations [65]. The generation volume is strongly dependent on the incident
electron beam energy and on the chemical nature of the material.
It is possible to estimate the density of electron-hole pairs generated in a semiconductor by
an electron beam. Indeed, there is a fundamental difference between PL and CL: whereas in
single photon absorption, one photon can generate only one electron hole pair, a high-energy
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electron in CL can generate thousands of electron-hole pairs in the excitation volume. The
generation factor, i.e. the number of electron-hole pairs generated per incident electron, is
given by:
G = Eb(1−γ)/Ei , (2.1)
where Eb is the excitation beam energy, Ei is the ionization energy (energy needed for forma-
tion of an electron-hole pair), and the term 1−γ represent the fraction of electrons loss vi a
backscattering electrons. The ionization energy is a function of the bandgap energy EG and is
given by the following generally accepted relation:
Ei = 2.8Eg +M , (2.2)
where 0<M<1 eV is a material dependent parameter [66, 67]. The results of a Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation, preformed with casino software, to estimate the depth of the CL generation volume
at different acceleration voltage in case of bulk ZnO and bulk GaN are shown in Fig. 2.3(a)
and (b), respectively. In these simulations, 20000 electrons were used in order to obtain the
distribution profiles, while the depth of CL generation volume increases with increasing the
acceleration voltage. It is thus, for instance, possible to distinguish by depth-resolved CL the
emission of near-surface states from that of the underlying material. The slight difference
in the simulation results originates from the material dependence of electron scatterings.
Eventually, it is also important to emphasize the difference in the excitation volumes of a thin
sample (i.e., thinner than the depth of generation volume) and a bulk sample, while in the
former generation volume is defined by the dimension of the structure. For instance, in a 10
nm thick NW, the generation volume is defined by the size of the electron beam spot along the
NW and the diameter of the NW in vertical direction.
In order to collect the CL signal in our cw-CL system, a parabolic mirror is introduced between
the sample and the polar piece (objective lens) of the microscope (see Fig. 2.4). Apart from
experimental difficulties to align this parabolic mirror in order to have the best collection
efficiency, two other important drawbacks yielded by the presence of the mirror are: (i) re-
duction of the number of secondary electrons reaching the Everhart-Thornley detector, thus
decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the secondary electron mapping, and (ii) increase in
the working distance and therefore decreasing the spatial resolution of the set-up.
The CL signal is then sent to a monochromator followed by a photomultiplier tube or a CCD.
As is the case for secondary electron (SE) imaging, CL mappings are obtained by scanning the
electron beam on the surface of the sample while detecting in parallel the CL signal. However,
the spatial resolution of CL is more difficult to estimate, as one has to care not only for the
extension of the generation volume, but also for the diffusion of charge carriers [68].
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Figure 2.4 – Schematics of the cw-CL set-up: electrons are emitted from a field emission
gun and accelerated along the column of the microscope. The CL is collected by a parabolic
mirror and sent to a monochromator equipped by a CCD. The inset shows the SEM and the CL
linescanning spectra for an InGaN QW core-shell QW nanowire.
2.3 Time resolved cathodoluminescence
In the previous two sections, the two experimental systems, i.e., tr-PL and cw-CL techniques,
were briefly introduced. As it was mentioned, each technique has its own advantages and
limits: wheres tr-PL can provide us a good temporal resolution, it is limited in the spatial
resolution, while the cw-CL technique having good spatial resolution, provides no temporal
information. The purpose of the tr-CL is to combine the temporal resolution of tr-PL (a few
ps) with the spatial resolution of cw-CL (a few nm), to obtain a more clear image of the un-
derlying physics of the investigated semiconductor nanostructures (cf. chapter 6 and 7 for
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applications).
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Figure 2.5 – Schematics of the tr-CL set-up, where the second harmonic of a fs pulsed Ti:
Sapphire laser is focused on the tip of the electron microscope to create electron pulses. The
electrons are then accelerated along the column of the microscope. The CL is collected by the
integrated optics inside the electron microscope column and dispersed in a monochromator
followed by a streak camera for energy and time resolved analysis. A SEM image of some GaN
pyramids, and the corresponding CL intensity maps for different emission energies as well as
the recorded streak image are shown.
The first realization of a tr-CL with a time resolution in the nanosecond scale has been re-
ported by [69], where electron pulses were obtained by a beam blanking technique, i.e., the
electron beam was deflected by an electric field oscillating perpendicularly to the column of
the electron microscope. However, technically, the length of these electron pulses cannot be
below several ns. The latter put a limit on the observation of dynamics that occurs at time
scale faster than ns. For instance, the dynamics of excitons in bulk GaN trapped by point or
extended defects occurs within 100 ps [70, 71], and such long pulses do not allow for the study
of charge carrier transport.
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Alternatively, one can use the short optical pulses (few ps/fs) to pulsed electron beam taking
the advantage of the photoelectric effect. The first successful demonstration of this technique
was reported in Ref. [72], where a pulsed electron beam was obtained, exciting a 50 nm thick
gold photocathode by the third harmonic of a mode-locked Ti: Sapphire. The extracted elec-
trons are then accelerated along the column of the microscope with an acceleration voltage
set between 3 and 10 kV and focused on the surface of the sample. In this thesis, we have used
an Attolight Alalin Chronos 4027 microscope to perform the tr-CL measurements (see Fig.
2.5). The integrated optics within the microscope column, with its large numerical aperture,
allows performing measurements in a much more efficient way. The brighter electron source
of the microscope, with designed electron optics to reduce the cross over points in the electron
column helps also to have higher excitation density and therefore, a higher signal to noise
ratio compared to the first demonstrated experimental system.
Compared to cw-CL setup, the main drawback of this tr-CL apparatus is the low current of
the probe, while it is estimated to be below 1-10 pA. When increasing the electron density, the
inelastic collisions of primary electrons can results in both temporal- and spatial-expansion of
the electron beam. The latter impact was not verified experimentally in our system, while the
laser excitation power was always kept by an order of magnitude below the damage threshold
of the field emission gun of our electron microscope.
The CL spectra as well as streak images have been recorded in a pulsed mode operation (∼1ps
electron pulse, the repetition rate of 80.5 MHz, and average electron current ∼10 pA). In
all the measurements the excitation voltage was set to 6kV, which can provide a reasonable
generation volume in order to have a good spatial resolution in our tr-CL measurements. The
Attolight Alalin Chronos 4027 microscope, allows also switching from tr- to cw-CL operation
by eliminating the laser excitation and heating the electron microscope gun, while in the
previous version of the system, this was not possible.
Similar to our tr-PL setup, the luminescence is sent to a monochromator, which is equipped
on one exit slit with a CCD camera to record the time-integrated spectra and on other exit
with a Hamamatsu streak camera in synchronous mode to analyze temporally and spectrally
the CL signal. The temporal resolution of the set-up has been measured by excitation at 300 K
of a highly defective GaN layer. From the rise-time of GaN CL, which is expected to be of the
order or below 1 ps, the temporal width of the electron pulses was estimated to be roughly 10
ps [72].
Finally, to be able to perform tr-CL measurements at low temperatures, our tr-CL microscope
is equipped with a very low-vibration and low-drift cryogenic stage in close loop control con-
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figuration. The latter allows precisely addressing the desired points on a nanostructure with a
resolution better than 100 nm, while small drifts during acquisitions could be compensated
by simultaneous monitoring of the sample position via SEM image. This stage, consisting of a
copper sample holder cooled down by liquid helium, allows us to routinely reach temperatures
as low as 8 K.
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3 High-injected GaN/AlGaN Quantum
wells above the Mott transition
The content of this chapter deals with the PL investigation of single GaN/AlGaN quantum
wells (QWs) under high injection conditions. The state-of-the-art quality of the investigated
sample as well as the large binding energy of exciton in these QWs allows observing the well-
defined excitonic levels and probing the PL properties over a wide range of carrier densities
and temperatures. The arrangement of the chapter is as it follows. An introduction to the
Mott transition, a brief literature review on biexciton recombination, and the modeling of
the electron-hole plasma (EHP) PL lineshape will be provided in section 3.1. The modified
details of the experimental framework compared to the PL experimental system introduced
in the last chapter will be discussed in section 3.2. Afterwards, in section 3.3, the results of
a high injection PL investigation of a GaN/AlGaN will be presented, with the main focus on
the role of biexcitons at high carrier injections. In section 3.4, the temperature dependence
of the Mott transition will be discussed with examining several criteria to define the Mott
density. Eventually, the carrier dynamics at high injection densities, which gives evidence
for the absence of Auger recombination in our investigated GaN/AlGaN QWs, will be presented.
The results shall be discussed in this chapter were previously published in the following papers:
• Biexcitonic molecules survive excitons at the Mott transition
M. Shahmohammadi, G. Jacopin, G. Rossbach, J. Levrat, E. Feltin, J.-F. Carlin, J.-D. Ganière, R.
Butté, N. Grandjean, and B. Deveaud, Nat. Commun. 5, 5251 (2014).
•High-temperature Mott-transition in wide band-gap semiconductor quantum wells
G. Rossbach, J. Levrat, G. Jacopin, M. Shahmohammadi, J.-F. Carlin, J.-D. Ganière, R. Butté, B.
Deveaud, and N. Grandjean, Phys. Rev. B 90, 201308 (2014).
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3.1 The Mott transition
The metal-insulator transition in electron-hole (e-h) systems, the so-called Mott transition
(MT), has attracted a lot of interest over the years, both theoretically and experimentally
[73, 74, 75]. The importance of the MT arises from its close link with the onset of gain opening
up the operation regime of conventional laser diodes, but also from the fact that it defines the
crossover from bosonic to fermionic quasi-particles in a semiconductor medium. Therefore,
it additionally sets the injection limit for the operation of polariton lasers [9, 10]. For instance,
cavity-polariton condensation takes place below the MT, but relies on a very dense exciton gas
already giving rise to saturation effects [9, 10]. In such a case, clear frontiers between quantum
effects and conventional lasing due to gain arising from an inverted e-h population tend to
wash out [10]. A similar motivation also exists for a potential condensation of excitons or
exciton lasing [76, 77].
For device applications, a comprehensive understanding of the MT and thus of the electronic
characteristics of III-nitride based QWs close to the transparency limit should provide essen-
tial information on the operating principle and the carrier-injection regime of blue lasers. A
particular interest also arises in light-emitting diodes (LEDs), while the commonly observed
and highly-debated efficiency droop of InGaN-based LEDs occurring at high driving currents
[78, 79, 80].
Well-established theories exist for the dilute excitonic gas regime, i.e. insulating regime [81],
as well as for the dense EHP regime, i.e. conducting regime [74]. However, a comprehensive
theory for that encompasses these two density regimes, and even more importantly the
transition between the two regimes, does not exist yet [13]. It is still debated whether the
MT should be a first- or a second-order transition. There are some experimental reports that
claim to evidence the first-order nature of the MT [82, 83], however, most of the experimental
reports favor the second option based on the absence of any observation of a sharp threshold
[84, 85, 86].
In the regime of low carrier density n, and for sufficiently low temperature, free electrons and
holes in a semiconductor bind together and form neutrally charged quasiparticles, the so-
called excitons. The excitons represent the fundamental electronic excitation of a semiconduc-
tor and obey Bose statistics in the low-density limit. However, when increasing temperature or
n beyond a certain limit, the exciton complexes get ionized and the system switches from an
insulating state to a conductive EHP. The exciton dissociation induced by a hot phonon bath
represents a classical process and occurs when the thermal energy becomes of the order of
the exciton binding energy E bX ≈ kB T .
However, the ionization of excitons due to an increasing carrier population relies on much
more complex mechanisms. The generally accepted picture of the semiconductor MT follows
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the idea of a complex interplay between phase space-filling effects, the progressive broadening
of the resonance via collisions, and the screening of Coulomb interactions between the exciton
constituents, when the carrier density increases. In simplified terms, when n approaches
the hard-sphere limit, that is, when the interparticle distance is reduced to the order of the
exciton Bohr radius aB [73], the fermionic properties of the exciton constituents become
dominant. Therefore, Coulomb screening and phase-space filling cause a reduction of the
exciton binding energy E bX and eventually around a certain critical density ncrit the exciton
energy coincides with the renormalized bandgap and the exciton resonance disappears within
the broad response of the plasma [87]. Note that the hard-sphere limit can only provide a
crude estimation of ncrit , that is usually an overestimated value [76].
Figure 3.1, represent schematically the evolution of the exciton emission energy (black solid
line), and its corresponding lower and upper half maximum energies (black dashed lines) as
well as the expected bandgap energy (green) and electron-hole Fermi level separation (blue)
as a function of the carrier density in a GaN/AlGaN QW. The parameters for this graph are
the experimental values deduced for sample SQW-3, which will be investigated thoroughly
in section 3.4. Various physical effects are involved in the variation of the exciton emission
energy, that shall be discussed hereafter. Excitons consist of charged particles, interacting via
Coulomb forces. Owing to the fermionic nature of exciton constituents, they interact with
each other via both direct and exchange Coulomb interactions. It is usually assumed that the
bandgap of continuum states monotonously redshifts with increasing the n, due to the inter-
play of exchange and multi-particle correlation effects [88, 89]. This renormalized bandgap
is expected to follow a cubic-root density dependence in 2D and 3D systems according to
[86, 90, 90]:
EBGR(n)= EX (0)+E bX (0)+∆EQW (n)−αBGRn1/3, (3.1)
where EX (0) and E bX (0) denote the exciton emission energy and the exciton binding energy
at zero carrier density, and the term ∆EQW (n) denotes the density-dependent of the QW
bandgap, mainly affected by the screening of the built-in electric field in the QW. The term
αBGR denotes a material and dimensionality dependent constant, which can be estimate in
2D system [90]:
αBGR = 3.1.a2/3B E bX . (3.2)
At the same time, the exciton binding energy is expected to decrease due to the mutual effect
of the phase-space filling and carrier-carrier interactions [87]. Some works predict a linear
density dependence for the exciton bing energy [92, 93], however, most of the experimental
reports evidence only a marginal shift of the exciton energy up to very high carrier densities
[86, 94, 95]. This independence of the exciton energy to the carrier density can be interpreted
as a perfect compensation between the BGR and the reduction of exciton binding energy.
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Figure 3.1 – Schematics of the Mott transition
defining criteria according to EX = EBGR and
∆EF = EBGR. The Mott density corresponding
to these criteria are marked by red dashed lines.
EX is given by the black solid line and the gray
dashed lines mark upper and lower QW half
maximum energies (adapted from Ref. [91]).
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Considering the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) in our investigated c-plane QWs, both
exciton emission energy and exciton binding energy can be modified when increasing the
carrier density. Screening of the QCSE directly leads to blueshift of the QW ground state. At
the same time, increase of the electron-hole wave-function due to QCSE screening leads to an
increase of the exciton binding energy, and correspondingly increases the complexity of the
problem. Therefore, neglecting the reduction of the exciton binding energy due to exchange
between carriers, one can write:
EX (n)= EX (0)+∆EQW (n)−∆E bX (n)= EX (n)+∆E XQC SE (n). (3.3)
In that case, one can simply define a criterion for the Mott transition as:
EX (ncr i t )= EBGR(ncr i t ). (3.4)
The crossing between EX and EBGR means the density at which the exciton merges with the
continuum states, i.e., when the exciton binding energy E bX vanishes and the exciton reso-
nance disappears within the broad response of the plasma [89, 88].
Another criterion for the Mott transition can be defined according to the transparency limit
∆EF = EBGR, i.e., when the quasi-Fermi level separation exceeds the band-edge. The latter
defines also the onset of gain from an EHP [96], a purely fermionic effect that excludes any
excitonic absorption at the band-edge. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, both criteria lead to similar
threshold densities.
Some other criteria based on, for instance, the lineshape and the high energy slope of the QW
emission were examined in our study to define the Mott density, and will be discussed in detail
in section 3.4.
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3.1.1 The role of biexcitons in the Mott transition
Interestingly, even if biexcitons are frequently seen to dominate the emission of semiconduc-
tor structures when n is raised according to the mass action law, and this is particularly true
for GaN-based heterostructures [12], no clear experimental report is available on the role of
biexcitons in the MT in a two-dimensional (2D) systems. A comprehensive study treating the
MT in the presence of biexcitons can only be found for T-shaped GaAs-based quantum wires
[14].
There are some other reports in the literature about the important role of biexciton at high-
injected direct bandgap semiconductors. For instance, the observed gain at the transparency
limit in ZnCdSe/ZnSe multiple QWs by means of pump-probe measurements [97], that was
attributed to the biexciton transition. Another example can be the observed biexcitonic tran-
sition and the electron hole plasma via time-integrated PL in CdTe/CdMnTe multiple QWs,
performed by means of quasi cw-PL measurements [98].
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned works are based on experiments carried out on multiple
QW structures and therefore suffer from mixing various carrier densities in the different QWs
due to the variation of the absorption profile in depth of the sample . This problem can be
significant also in the case of time integrated PL measurements. Hence, it is hard to extract
some conclusive and quantitative information from these reports since they integrate the
photoluminescence signal over a large range of carrier densities. Nevertheless, both reports
suggest the possibility of robust biexciton transitions at high carrier densities in II-VI com-
pounds.
The same argument is valid for experimental reports based on optically-probed bulk systems,
whereas the exponential absorption profile leads to an emission signal that mixes inhomoge-
neously injected regions and may conceal certain characteristics of the MT. This drawback can
be circumvented in 2D systems, where the excitation profile density can be clearly identified
both laterally and vertically [94].
Considering the hard-sphere approximation, the ncrit for the injection-induced dissociation
of biexcitons is expected to be smaller than its excitonic counterpart owing to the larger
biexciton Bohr radius [99]. In section 3.3, the results of a high-injection PL investigation
on samples featuring the biexcitonic transition, and a crossover between a mixed exciton-
biexciton gas and a conductive EHP will be discussed. Our experiments directly address the
dynamics and stability of biexcitons in the high carrier-density regime, and highlight the need
of development of new theories for getting a comprehensive understanding of the operation
mechanism of nitride-based blue lasers.
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3.1.2 Temperature dependence of the Mott density
There are few experimental studies concerning the temperature dependence of the MT. In
a simple framework, an increasing Debye-screening length gives good reasons to expect a
rise in ncrit with temperature. Even if such a behavior was claimed for bulk Ge in Ref. [86],
controversial reports exist in the literature, due to the inconsistencies arising when the MT
is described by static screening [76], and the expected impact of dynamic screening effects
[87, 100]. Hence, the MT and in particular its temperature dependence require further experi-
mental investigation owing to its importance.
Wide bandgap semiconductor QWs provide an ideal system, in which to study Coulomb corre-
lations such as excitons and biexcitons since the relatively small dielectric constant and large
effective masses result in binding energies of the order of few tens of meV [101]. Such large
binding energies are comparable to both the room temperature thermal energy kB T and the
LO-phonon energy. The results of the temperature dependence of the MT will be discussed in
section 3.4 of this chapter, while the results of an investigated GaN/AlGaN Qw with narrow
emission linewidth and large E bX of about 30-40 meV will be represented over a wide range of
the temperature from 0K up to 150K . The dominant radiative recombination over the whole
studied temperature range is warranted by the high quality of the sample.
3.1.3 Model of the EHP emission lineshape
In order to model the EHP emission, we employed a pure fermionic model in our study to
reproduce the lineshape of the QW emission spectrum. This model allows deducing precisely
the carrier density n and the carrier temperature Tcar in the QW. The details of this model are
the followings: the matrix element is assumed to be independent of the wave vector k. Thus,
the spontaneous recombination rate Rspont can be written as:
Rspont (E)∝
∑
j=A,B
1
τr ad , j
Dcvj . fe, j (E) fh, j (E), (3.5)
where fe and fh are the conduction and valence band Fermi-Dirac functions, respectively,
τr ad , j is the k-independent radiative decay time for the different transitions j, D
cv
j (E ) denotes
the 2D joint density of states convoluted with a Gaussian function for taking into account
the inhomogeneous broadening of the emission from the QW. The A and B denotes the
contribution of the heavy-hole (HH) and light-hole (LH) valence band. The transitions were
assumed to be separated in energy with a difference deduced from our PLE measurements,
and to have identical radiative decay times according to the almost equal oscillator strengths
observed in PLE measurements. Following momentum conservation the electron and hole
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Fermi-functions are defined by:
fe, j (E)=
[
exp(
mh, j
me, j+mh, j (E −Em)−E f ,e
kB Tcar
)+1]−1, (3.6)
fh, j (E)=
[
exp(
me, j
me, j+mh, j (E −Em)−E f ,h
kB Tcar
)+1]−1, (3.7)
where E f ,e and E f ,h denote the respective electron and hole quasi Fermi-energies. For a single
conduction and valence band, E f ,e and E f ,h are simply defined by [102]:
E f ,e = kB Tcar ln
[
exp(
pi~2n
me kB Tcar
)−1], (3.8)
E f ,h = kB Tcar ln
[
exp(
pi~2n
mhkB Tcar
)−1]. (3.9)
Here, kB , ~, and e represent the Boltzmann-constant, the reduced Planck-constant, and the
elementary charge of the electron, respectively. However, when including two non-degenerate
valence bands, the E f ,h calculation requires an iterative approach to account for the sum of
the density of states of each of the valence bands, the total carrier density, and the carrier
temperature. The effective electron and hole masses in the QW-plane were estimated from
the k.p simulations.
Eventually, there is a lifetime-broadening effect evidenced on the low-energy side of the
PL spectra at high injection densities (see Fig. 3.2(a), for the results obtained on sample
SQW-1, which will be discussed in details in section 3.3). In order to account for this lifetime-
broadening mainly induced by carrier-carrier scatterings, the PL spectra have been convoluted
with a Lorentzian of energy-dependent width Γ. To take into account the variation of this
lifetime broadening with emission energy, Landsberg suggested a rather complex function
[103]. Its application was only justified by the close agreement of the experimental results
and the computed lineshape. Since a full theoretical interpretation of the broadening of the
low-energy side still has to be given [104], we have preferentially chosen a simple Gaussian
function in agreement with [105, 106] in our analysis, which its value is maximum at Em and
reduces to a nonzero value at ∆EF, where ∆EF = Em +E f ,e +E f ,h denotes the separation of
the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes. A good agreement was observed between the
experimental spectra and the modeled lineshape, applying this simple phenomenological
function for the energy dependence of the homogenous broadening. Nevertheless, It worth
commenting that this broadening function mainly affects the fitting on the low energy tail
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Figure 3.2 – (a) tr-PL spectrum obtained at a delay time of 250 ps after the excitation for sample
SQW-1, under high injection condition at T= 4K (gray), compared to the electron-hole plasma
modeling (black). The emission spectrum of the QW is fitted with a degenerate EHP profile
considering Fermi filling of the conduction and valence bands with effective electron and
hole masses taken equal to m∗e = 0.2m0, m∗A = 1.8m0, and m∗B = 0.45m0, as deduced from
k.p simulations. The carrier density was estimated be around 1.05×1012cm−2. In order to
reproduce the full PL spectrum, the barrier emission at about 3.56 eV was modeled by two
Gaussian functions, and a Lorentzian function was used to account for the emission of the GaN
substrate at 3.48 eV. A good agreement was observed between the modeled and experimentally
observed emission lineshape of the QW. (b) The electron and hole Fermi distribution for A (B)
valence band are shown in green (blue) dashed lines. The position of the modeled bandgap
Em and the separation of the electron-hole Fermi level is marked by black dashed lines. The
black solid lines show the joint density of states corresponding to A and B valence band. The
PL stem from contribution of each valence band (orange) and the sum of the two (red) are
also shown.
of the PL spectrum, and has a marginal effect on the fitting results, and in particular on the
deduced carrier densities.
The fitting parameters, then, are the carrier bath temperature Tcar, the two-dimensional carrier
density n, the modeled bandgap Em , the homogenous broadening Γ, and a scaling factor
to match the experimentally observed PL amplitude. As already indicated, the accuracy of
the present modeling critically depends on the homogeneity of the probed carrier density.
Along the growth axis this condition is naturally fulfilled by the single QW structure, whereas
laterally the spatial filtering ensures collection from the homogeneous center of the excitation
spot only. Figure 3.2(a) shows the results of this lineshape fitting for sample SQW-1, under
high injection condition. The electron and hole Fermi distribution for A (B) valence band
are shown in green (blue) dashed lines. The black solid lines show the joint density of states
corresponding to A and B valence bands. The PL stems from contribution of each valence
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band (orange) and the sum of the two (red) are also shown.
3.2 The experimental framework
To study the sample at high carrier injection, both cw-PL and tr-PL experiments have been
performed. Power-dependent PL spectra have been recorded by exciting the sample with a
frequency-doubled cw Ar+-laser (λ = 244 nm). For tr-PL experiments, the sample was excited
with the third harmonic (λ = 280 nm) of a picosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. The
excitation beam was focused on the sample by means of a 3 mm focal length UV objective (NA
= 0.55), that allows for an excitation spot diameter below 5 µm.
A key issue for the present measurements, where the luminescence signal critically depends
on the excitation power density, is to carefully position a spatial filter in the collection path. To
have a homogeneous excitation density, the center of the PL spot on the sample was 100 times
magnified and sent through a 50 µm pinhole placed in the collection line, which allowed us
to probe a region with a quite uniform excitation density. It is worth noticing that slightly
misplacing the spatial filter leads to the contribution of a wide range of carrier densities in the
PL signal critically concealing the main characteristics of the MT. While the mentioned spatial
filtering well define the carrier density distribution in the lateral direction, using single QWs in
our investigation yield a unique carrier distribution along the depth of the sample.
The collected PL was analyzed spectrally and temporally using a 32 cm focal length monochro-
mator equipped with a CCD and a streak camera. A 600 and 1200 groove/mm grating were
used to disperse the PL spectra, which allows us to reach a spectral resolution better than 1
meV. For the tr-PL analysis, the streak camera was used with a temporal resolution of about 5
ps in synchronous scan mode.
3.3 The role of biexciton in the Mott transition
In this section, by probing two thin and high quality single GaN/AlGaN QWs at high-injection
densities, we will investigate the role of the biexcitons in the Mott transition. The difference
between the samples probed in this section (named SQW-1 and SQW-2) and the one in the
section 3.4 (SQW-3), is the presence of the biexciton in the former ones, while, due to QCSE
effect (see discussions in section 3.3.8), the biexciton transition is suppressed in the latter one.
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Figure 3.3 – PLE (black dots, solid
line is a guide to the eye) and PL
(red solid line) spectrum of SQW-1
at moderate excitation. The localiza-
tion energy of∼1 meV is deduced by
comparing the exciton energy in the
PLE and the PL spectra.
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3.3.1 Sample structure
The sample investigated here (SQW-1) is a 3 nm thick GaN/Al0.05Ga0.95N single QW grown
by metal organics vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on a c-plane sapphire and sandwiched in
between GaN/Al0.05Ga0.95N barriers with respective top and bottom barrier thicknesses of 50
nm and 200 nm. The c-plane sapphire substrate was overgrown by a 3 µm thick GaN buffer
layer prior to the growth of the QW. More details on the growth of this sample can be found in
Ref. [107].
The high quality of the sample SQW-1 is confirmed by the small localization energy of about 1
meV, deduced from the energy difference between the PL and the excitation PL (PLE) mea-
surements (see Fig. 3.3). The PLE spectrum of the sample, shown by black color in Fig. 3.3,
contains two fundamental transitions of the QW at 3.534 eV and 3.545 eV attributed to X A and
XB excitons, respectively. The barrier absorption appears as a strong absorption in the PLE
spectrum at about 3.560 eV. The small kink in the PLE intensity that appears right before the
barrier signature might originate from the continuum band-edge (BE) transition in the QW.
Indeed, its energy position is in good agreement with the estimated exciton binding energy
in our structure. Nevertheless, the strong absorption of the barrier hampers a conclusive
assignment to this transition.
The small localization energy, in addition to the narrow emission linewidth of the QW (∼ 5
meV) allow us to observe the biexciton (XX) transition, that appears at the low energy side of
the exciton transition. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the PL spectrum recorded at a moderate injection
density (red) is dominated by X A transition at 3.533 eV, and XX transition at about 8 meV below
the exciton transition at 3.525 eV.
The exciton binding energy E bX in our sample was estimated to 30 meV, deduced from a
Schrödinger-Poisson (SP) simulation according to Ref. [10]. Indeed, the reduced electron-hole
wave-function overlap due to the QCSE was considered within this model. This effect is more
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prominent at low carrier densities, while increasing the n can progressively screen the electric
field in the QW. Indeed, when raising the carrier density, other impacts such as the carrier-
carrier interaction on the exciton binding energy should be considered. However, these effects
are neglected in our SP simulations.
Assuming the electric field in the QW to be 180 kV/cm [50], the E bX deduced from these SP
simulations of about 30 meV at zero carrier densities. The biexciton binding energy E bX X can
be estimated from the energy difference between the exciton and biexciton transition, which
is given by:
E PLX X = E PLX −E bX X , (3.10)
where E PLX X and E
PL
X denote the respective PL emission energy of the XX and X A transition.
From our cw-PL measurements (cf. Fig. 3.4 (a)), E bX X amounts to around 8 meV. It worth men-
tioning that, in the presence of a large localization energy, more complicated considerations
should be considered to estimate the E bX X from PL energies [108], while the localization energy
can be different for excitons and biexcitons. However, thanks to the negligible localization
energy in sample SQW-1, we can safely exclude this effects. Applying more complicated line-
shape modeling for the biexciton emission (as it will be discussed in section 3.3.3), however,
will not modify significantly our estimated value of E bX X .
Therefore, the ratio of the exciton binding energy to that of the biexciton in our sample is
about 0.26, a value close to the 0.228 expected for weakly disordered structures [109, 110]. This
confirms that the luminescence in our sample stems from free excitons and their biexcitonic
counterparts at low densities.
3.3.2 Continuous wave PL measurements
The biexciton transition was identified from our power dependent cw-PL measurements. As
shown in Fig. 3.4(a), at low excitation densities, the PL emission of the SQW-1 is dominated
by a single narrow emission at 3.533 eV attributed to X A exciton. The substrate emission can
be identified as the emission at 3.480 eV, while the emission lines at around 3.560 originate
from the Alx Ga1−x N barriers (x=5%). Increasing the excitation power, the biexciton peak
at low-energy side of the QW starts to increase super-linearly with respect to the PL inten-
sity of the X A . The PL intensity of the QW emissions at 3.533 and 3.525 eV, deduced from
a careful fitting to the PL spectra at different excitation power densities are plotted in Fig.
3.4(b). The measured slope of ∼1 and ∼2 for the PL intensities versus the excitation power
confirm the origin of these two emissions: 3.533 is attributed to X A , while the emission at
3.525 eV originates from biexciton emission. Indeed, due to the mass action law, the biexciton
density is proportional to square of the exciton density at equilibrium [108, 111]. In addition
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to the power dependence in our cw-PL measurements, the origin of the biexciton transition in
SQW-1 was further confirmed from our forthcoming tr-PL measurements (section 3.3.4), and
from the dependence of the E bX X to the QW thickness due to QCSE (section 3.3.8). The impact
of QCSE on the biexciton binding energy was thoroughly investigated in the same sample in
Ref. [11].
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Figure 3.4 – (a) Power dependent PL spectra of the sample under cw laser excitation. The
excitation power density changes from 3 W /cm2 up to 3000 W /cm2 from the lowest to the
highest spectrum, respectively. (b) PL intensity of the exciton (red) and biexciton (black) peaks
as a function of excitation power density. The linear and quadratic dependencies of the exciton
and biexciton PL intensities at low injection confirm the assignment of these two peaks to
excitons and biexcitons, respectively.
Another aspect of our cw-PL measurements is the onset of hot carrier effects, when raising
the excitation power. Indeed, an increase of the injection power density, in our cw-PL mea-
surements, leads directly to an increase of the carrier density in the QW, but also raises the
temperature of carriers owing to the constant feeding of hot carriers in the QW. The latter
effect appears as an increase in the slope of the high-energy tail of the QW emission (see Fig.
3.4(a)). At the same time, as the high energy tail of the QW reaches the barrier energy, a clear
change in the slope of high energy tail of the barrier emission emerges. This observation
can be understood as an efficient carrier exchange between the QW and the barrier at high
injection densities.
In order to reach the Mott density in cw-PL measurements, one needs to overcome the leakage
of hot carriers to the barrier at high injection power densities and the short radiative lifetime
of carriers in SQW-1. Whereas, applying those injection power densities causes the heating of
the sample. Therefore, employing the lineshape fitting according to an EHP emission model
is not fully applicable to our cw-PL spectra, even though the onset of saturation in the PL
intensity has already appeared in the last two high excitation density spectra. Note further
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that at the highest excitation power, the biexciton transition is clearly distinguishable, which
provides a clear contrast to the intuitive picture of a lower biexciton stability due to its reduced
binding energy.
3.3.3 Lineshape fitting of the exciton and biexciton transitions
It worth commenting on our lineshape fitting to the biexciton emission at low and moderate
injection power densities. Although, a simple Voigt function was applied to fit the exciton and
biexciton lineshape in all our study, more complicated models could be considered. Indeed,
the difference between the effective mass of exciton and biexciton leads to a difference in their
dispersion curves (see Fig. 3.5(a)). In the two- dimensional (2D) case, the energy of biexciton
before recombination and for a given in-plane k-vector (k∥) is given by:
EX X = 2EX −E bX X +
~2k2∥
2MX X
, (3.11)
where EX denotes the exciton energy, MX X and E bX X denote the biexciton effective mass and
binding energy, respectively. For exciton, the energy can be given by:
EX = EX 0+
~2k2∥
2MX
. (3.12)
For a reasonable approximation, the biexciton effective mass can assumed to be twice of the
exciton effective mass MX . For the case in which k∥ is greater than the photon momentum,
after recombination of a biexciton, the total energy is ~ω+EX +~2k2∥/2MX , which gives the
photon energy as:
~ω= EX −E bX X +
~2k2∥
4MX
. (3.13)
Considering a Boltzmann distribution of kinetic energies, this leads to a model lineshape for
biexciton with a characteristic thermal tail on its low-energy side according to [112, 113, 114]:
IX X (E)= I0exp
[− (~2k2∥
4MX
)
/kB T
] = I0exp[− EX −E bX X −E
kB T
]
, for E < EX −E bX X , (3.14)
with a sharp cutoff at EX −E bX X , corresponding to the limit of biexciton zero kinetic energy.
Figure 3.5(b-f) shows the results of the fitting of cw-PL spectra, when the carrier injection
density varied over one order of magnitude. The biexciton binding energy and carrier bath
temperature were tuned as fitting parameters. Despite the simplicity of the model, a good
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Schematics of biexciton recombination: the recombined biexciton leaves one
exciton with the same k-vector on the excitonic branch and one exciton in the light cone,
which recombine radiatively. The light cone is shown by orange solid line. (b) The results
of the lineshape fitting for cw-PL spectra at moderate injection densities. The total fitted
lineshape is shown in black and PL lineshape of the exciton and biexciton emission is shown
in red.
agreement was observed between the modeled lineshape and the experimentally obtained
spectra. Nevertheless, the biexciton binding energy estimated from this fitting does not vary
significantly from the one extracted by fitting of the exciton and biexciton emission simply
with two Voigt functions: the estimated value from this lineshape fitting varies between 7 meV
to 9 meV, which is in close agreement with the deduced value from fitting with Voigt functions
(∼8 meV). There might be some uncertainty in the estimated value, due to other homogenous
or inhomogeneous broadenings neglected in this model. Since, the results of our fittings are
marginally affected by these details, in our study we preferentially chose Voigt functions for
fitting the exciton and biexciton lineshape.
3.3.4 Time resolved PL measurements
In this section, we will discuss the results obtained by tr-PL measurements. Owing to the
low repetition rate of the laser excitation, it is possible to reach a higher carrier density with
such measurements without heating the sample. The representative streak image recorded
at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 3.6. The excitation laser pulse arrives at zero time delay with a peak
excitation density of 150 µJ/cm2.The emission energies of the substrate, the barrier and the
exciton and biexciton are labeled on the streak image. The QW emission undergoes dramatic
time-dependent changes: whereas it is a broad emission at early delays, extended up to the
barrier energy, its linewidth narrows with increasing delay time and it converts to two narrow
emission lines at long delay times.
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Figure 3.6 – Streak image of the tr-PL measure-
ments recorded at 4.2 K. The GaN buffer layer,
exciton, biexciton and barrier emission energy
are labeled. Note that the color code was not
provided due to the lightening effect that has
been applied to enhance the visibility of the
XX transition at longer delays. The quantita-
tive data extracted from this streak image are
represented in Fig. 3.7.
To reveal better the dynamics, the PL spectra from the streak image in Fig. 3.6 corresponding
to different time delays are depicted in Fig. 3.7(a). The PL intensity decay corresponding to
energies of XA , XX and barrier are plotted in Fig. 3.7(b). The PL spectrum measured 50 ps after
the excitation (the uppermost spectrum) features a broad plateau-like emission, extending
from the QW emission energy up to the emission energy of the barrier. This saturation of
the PL spectrum in energy evidences the k-space filling of the constant 2D density-of-states
(DOS), i.e. the presence of a degenerate EHP in the QW [94]. At longer times delays, the carrier
density in the QW reduces through radiative recombination of the e-h pairs. At time delays
up to 300 ps, while the PL spectrum has still the saturation characteristics on the low energy
side of the QW emission (see Fig. 3.7(a)), the high-energy emission of the QW shrinks down
progressively, following to the decrease in the carrier density in the QW.
A line-shape fitting based on the EHP model, discussed in section 3.1.3, can still reproduce the
PL spectra up to this time delay. The result of this fitting is exemplified by the black curve in
Fig. 3.7(a). The A and B valence bands were considered to be separated by 11 meV in energy, a
value deduced from our PLE measurements. The effective masses of the electron and holes in
the A and B valence band were taken equal to me∗ = 0.2m0, m∗A = 1.8m0, and m∗B = 0.45m0,
respectively, following k.p simulations, with m0 denoting the free electron mass. This fitting
allows the pair density in the QW to be extracted precisely, and the agreement between model-
ing and experimental data confirms the dominant fermionic nature of the carriers at these
time delays in our tr-PL measurements. Notice that the above-mentioned modeling is only
applicable for carrier densities above the critical density of the Mott transition, i.e. when
luminescence stems from the EHP.
Surprisingly, only for time delays longer than 300 ps, a distinct peak at the biexciton energy
appears. Even though, we cannot observe the band-edge emission in our samples, the pure
exponential tail of the QW emission at this time delay indicates the dominant population of
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Figure 3.7 – (a) tr-PL spectra at different time delays from 50 to 1000 ps in semi-logarithmic
scale at T = 4.2 K, extracted from streak image in Fig. 3.6. The estimated carrier density (in
cm−2) in the QW corresponding to each spectrum from the upper to the lower one, respectively,
is equal to: 2.83×1012, 2.20×1012, 1.73×1012, 1.37×1012, 1.07×1012, 8.40×1011, 5.02×1011,
3.00×1011, 1.85×1011, 1.16×1011, 7.51×1010, 4.96×1010, 3.22×1010. For the PL spectra at
250 and 600 ps time delay, fittings with the EHP lineshape model and two Voigt functions are
shown for comparison (black).(b) Decays of the PL intensity corresponding to the energy of
the biexciton (3.526 eV), the exciton (3.534 eV) and the barrier (3.562 eV) in semi-logarithmic
scale. The square of the PL intensity at the exciton energy (blue spheres) is also reported to
show the thermodynamic equilibrium between excitons and biexcitons at long delays after
the excitation. The red dashed line shows the delay time at which thermodynamic equilibrium
between excitons and biexcitons is reached.
fermionic carriers at this time delay [94]. At still longer delays, however, the QW emission
linewidth reduces continuously and a peak at the exciton energy position appears. In other
words, when raising the carrier density in the QW, the excitonic resonance disappears at a
smaller carrier density than the biexcitonic one. This observation stands in contrast to the
intuitive expectation exposed above: high-density effects should first screen the biexciton
resonance, because of its larger Bohr radius and its smaller binding energy[99, 109]. It is also
noticeable that the EHP evolves from the biexciton resonance and not from excitons as the
low energy edge of the plasma emission shows. Moving to the excitonic regime for delay time
of about 600 ps, the PL intensity corresponding to the biexciton energy starts to follow the
square slope of the exciton PL intensity, evidencing the thermodynamic equilibrium between
excitons and biexcitons [108].
3.3.5 Estimation of the carrier density
The results of the estimated carrier density in the QW deduced from EHP lineshape fitting
are shown as black circles in Fig. 3.8. The maximum carrier density in the QW deduced from
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Figure 3.8 – Extrapolated QW carrier
density (blue) and carrier density values
extracted from the EHP modeling pro-
cedure at early time delays (black) as a
function of the time delay after excita-
tion. The correspondingly deduced ef-
fective carrier temperatures are shown
in addition (red). The black dashed line
marks the temperature limit according
to Saha’s law, where biexcitons are ion-
ized according to their binding energy
(8 meV).
this lineshape fitting of the QW emission amounts to 3×1012cm−2. This value is basically
limited by the finite height of the barrier. To extrapolate the carrier density at longer delays, the
extracted carrier density from the lineshape modeling at early delays was scaled for each time
delay based on the overall captured QW emission PL intensity in the streak image according
to:
IPL ∝ dn
d t
. (3.15)
More precisely, for each time delay the PL intensity recorded on the streak image, which is
integrated spectrally of the QW emission and temporally from the considered time delay to
infinity, was multiplied by the deduced carrier density at early time delays (cf. Ref. [94]).
Assuming a negligible contribution of non-radiative recombinations in this high quality sam-
ple at low temperature, this method can provide a reasonably accurate estimation of the carrier
density in the QW. Owing to the rapid decay of the barrier, the accuracy of this estimated
carrier density is also marginally affected by refilling of carriers from the barriers to the QW.
The carrier diffusion outwards of the excitation spot could also modify the estimated carrier
density, as it was observed in case of GaAs QWs in Ref. [115]. However, this effect should be
negligible in our case, owing to the lower mobility of excitons in GaN due to higher effective
masses and larger excitation spot (∼5 µm) in our measurements. Nevertheless, considering all
the above-mentioned effects, our estimated carrier density stays reasonably accurate, which
allows us transposing the time-resolved experiments into carrier density dependent plots.
3.3.6 Analysis and discussion
To estimate the emission energy and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the exciton
and biexciton transition from our tr-PL measurements, two Voigt functions were employed
for both emissions. The inhomogeneous contribution, i.e. the broadening of the Gaussian
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function, was estimated from fittings at very low carrier densities and kept constant for fitting
all other spectra, whereas the broadening of the Lorentzian part was tuned to fit well the
homogeneous broadening induced by the carrier-carrier collisions [116, 92]. Figure 3.9(a) and
(b) depict the results of this fitting for excitons and biexciton emission energies as well as their
lower and upper FWHM energies (red and black dashed lines, respectively) as a function of
the carrier density. The data points are the results of fitting of the time resolved spectra with a
Voigt profile for carrier densities below 8×1011cm−2.
At carrier densities higher than 8×1011cm−2, the exciton peak becomes asymmetric on its
high-energy tail and gradually moves to an EHP. Simultaneously, the biexciton transition
broadens on the low-energy side. Thus, it was not possible to continue this fitting procedure
beyond those densities. Indeed, more complex profiles should be used both for the exciton
and the biexciton transition, but the main results of the present fit would not be modified by
such details for which no complete theory exists over the full density range studied here (cf.
discussion in section 3.3.3).
To rephrase our findings in terms of the carrier density in the SQW-1, up to densities of
5×1011cm−2, the PL of GaN QWs is dominated by excitonic recombination. Increasing the
density further, the excitonic emission disappears as a shoulder of the biexcitonic emission,
until a clear EHP emission is observed at densities in excess of 1×1012cm−2. Similarly to what
is observed in GaAs-based QWs, the MT appears to be a smooth transition, occurring at carrier
densities around 1012cm−2 in our structure. However, contrary to the GaAs system, here the
plasma builds up from the biexciton resonance rather than from the exciton resonance.
Schrödinger-Poisson simulations were used to model the characteristics of our 3 nm thick
GaN/Al0.05Ga0.95N QW with a built-in electric field of 180 kV/cm in agreement with Ref. [19].
It allowed extracting the change in the e-h wave-function overlap and the exciton energy
shift (Fig. 3.9(a)). The normalized wave-function overlap changes from 0.64 at zero carrier
density to 0.95 at the carrier density of 5× 1012cm−2. Neglecting screening effect at high
carrier densities, the exciton binding energy is expected to increase from 30 to 40 meV for the
mentioned carrier densities. The total shift in exciton energy observed in the experimental
results is in good agreement with the value estimated from SP simulations up to moderate
carrier densities as shown in Fig. 3.9(a), which is given by Eq. 3.3.
At carrier densities above 3×1011cm−2, however, the experimentally observed shift of the
exciton energy deviates from the one deduced from the model, originating from the fact that
in our SP simulations, exciton screening and phase space filling are not considered.
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Figure 3.9 – (a) Results of Schrödinger-Poisson simulations for the e-h wave-function overlap
(black curve) and shift in exciton energy due to screening of the built-in electric field in
the QW (red solid curve) compared with the experimental values of the exciton emission
energy shift (red circles). (b) Energy of the exciton and biexciton transitions (red and black
circles) in addition to their FWHM energies (shown by dashed lines) as a function of the
QW carrier density. The energy difference between exciton and biexciton energies, i.e., the
biexciton binding energy, remains constant over the entire power density range. The green
circles represent the values of the bandgap extracted from EHP emission modeling. Beyond
the MT, the QW emission peak and FWHM energies are shown with blue dots and blue
dashed lines, respectively. It is obvious, that they emerge from the biexciton emission band.
The green dashed line shows the expected evolution of the band-edge due to BGR with
αBGR = 3.65×10−6eV cm2/3 in agreement with Refs. [90, 91]
.
Figure 3.9(b) shows that the PL linewidth, at moderate carrier densities, is larger for biexcitons
(6 meV) than that of excitons (4 meV). Towards higher carrier densities, both exciton and biex-
citon linewidths start to significantly increase due to collisional broadening [117]. As observed
in Fig. 3.9(b) the exciton (and biexciton) emission energy blueshifts by about 2.5 meV with
increasing injection from 6×1010 to 8×1011cm−2. The observed shift is in close agreement
with the energy shift due to screening of the built-in electric field in the QW expected from SP
simulations. The expected evolution of the bandgap energy EBGR versus the carrier density n
is shown also in Fig. 3.9(b), according to Eq. 3.1. The αBGR is a material and dimensionality
dependent constant, which was chosen to be equal to 3.65×106eV cm2/3 in agreement with
Refs. [90, 91].
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Although, from theoretical predictions [118, 119], we expect a change in the exciton energy
due to the reduction in its binding energy and BGR effect, no measurable shift was observed.
This is presumably due to a perfect compensation between BGR and the reduction in E bX [90].
When the carrier density approaches the critical value of 1×1012cm−2, the exciton binding
energy should be considerably reduced. Assuming that Haynes rule [110] is valid at these
carrier densities, a pronounced decrease in the biexciton binding energy is expected. However,
we observed almost no change in the energy difference between the exciton and the biexciton
(Fig. 3.9(b)), which implies a remarkable stability of biexcitons at high carrier densities.
In summary, a crossover from excitons to biexcitons and finally to an EHP in a 2D system as
function of carrier density was observed in our experimental results. The stability of biexciton
molecules against the Coulomb screening and collisions at high carrier density was traced
back to the robustness in the biexciton binding energy. The appearance of an EHP emission
spectrum from the biexciton energy implies the important role can be played by biexcitons in
the Mott transition.
At first sight the robustness of biexcitonic molecules might seem surprising if one considers
their smaller binding energy compared to that of excitons. However, one should consider also
a more complex interplay between correlation and exchange processes occurring in those
molecules built from four particles, when interacting with nearby carriers. In most of the
existing theories on the Mott transition, the existence of biexcitons was neglected [120, 100],
likely because of their reduced stability in smaller bandgap QW heterostructures like GaAs (cf.
section 3.3.7). Therefore, our results call for more theoretical investigations considering the
important role that can be played by those quasiparticles across the Mott transition.
3.3.7 Saha’s law and the higher biexciton stability in GaN QWs compared to GaAs
QWs
The population of excitons, biexcitons and free carriers at thermal equilibrium can be de-
scribed according to mass action laws [121, 108, 122, 123, 124]:
e+h KX←→ X =⇒ ne nh
nX
=KX (T )= µkB T
2pi~2
exp
(− E bX
kB T
)
(3.16)
X +X KX X←→ X X =⇒ n
2
X
nX X
=KX X (T )= MX kB T
pi~2
exp
(− E bX X
kB T
)
, (3.17)
where ne , nh , nX , and nX X denote the population density of electrons, holes, excitons, and
biexcitons, respectively. The terms µ and MX are the exciton reduced and translational mass,
respectively. Charge conservation in our undoped QW, then implies that ne = nh = n f r ee ,
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where n f r ee is the thermal free electron population density. Considering the total carrier
density in the QW (ntot ), one can write:
2nX X +nX +n f r ee = ntot . (3.18)
Figure 3.10 – Evolution of the biexciton (nxx /ntot ), exciton (nx /ntot ) and free carrier
(ne−h/ntot ) population density ratio to the total carrier density (ntot ) in the QW versus the
lattice temperature and total carrier density ntot , simulated for typical binding energies for
exciton and biexciton in the case of GaN QW (left column) and GaAs QW (right column),
respectively. The borders of transition between dominant populations are marked by black
solid lines, while the horizontal white dashed line marks the approximate ncrit in each case.
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Solution of Eqs. 3.16 to 3.18 for different lattice temperatures and different values of ntot are
shown in Fig. 3.10, with the typical values of exciton and biexciton binding energy in GaN QWs
(left column) and GaAs QWs (right column), respectively. The general behavior of the relative
densities in both cases remain the same: at low temperatures, there is crossover from exciton
to biexciton majority population with rising the carrier density. Rising the temperature for a
given value of ntot , however, leads to ionization of biexciton into exciton, and into free carriers
upon a further increase of the temperature.
Hence the increased stability of biexcitons at high injection can be tentatively explained
through this mass action law. However, in case of GaAs QWs, the most studied system so far
because of its high quality and technological importance, no biexciton has ever been observed
close to the Mott transition in these 2D structures. One possible explanation might be that in
all experiments an increase in carrier density is linked to an increase in carrier temperature:
excitons become more stable compared to biexcitons at high carrier density because of the
related increase in temperature.
As shown in the Fig. 3.10, this effect is more detrimental for GaAs heterostructures where the
biexciton binding energy is smaller (for instance, ∼1.5 meV [125]) than in our investigated
SQW-1, that allows the stability of biexcitons up to temperatures of 20K. However, in our
investigated same (SQW-1), biexcitons can survive at temperatures up to 50 K, thanks to
their large binding energy of 8 meV. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 3.8, owing to the efficient
phonon-cooling, the effective carrier temperature in our measurements remains below 50K
up to carrier densities ≈ 1012cm−2, which allows the formation of biexcitons.
3.3.8 The impact of QCSE on the biexciton binding energy
In this section, the results of tr-PL measurements on a single GaN/Al9%Ga91%N QW grown on
c-plane sapphire will be discussed, while the wedge thickness of the QW (1 nm < LQW < 1.5
nm) allows probing the effect of QCSE on the biexciton binding energy. Whereas the impact
of QCSE on biexciton binding energy was thoroughly investigated in Ref. [11] on SQW-1 and
SQW-2 at low carrier injection, we recall some important features of this study at high injection
densities here.
The streak images and the time delay slices are reported in Fig. 3.11. Clearly, the biexciton
binding energy increases with decreasing QW thickness from (a) to (c). The dependence of
the biexciton binding energy on the QW thickness can be understood from the following
argument: while keeping the Al composition in the barrier constant, an increase in the QW
thickness leads to a reduction in the electron-hole wave-function overlap due to the QCSE.
The built-in electric field, indeed, leads to a preferential orientation of the excitonic dipoles
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Figure 3.11 – a, b, c) Streak camera images issued from tr-PL measurements taken at T =
4.2 K on a 9% GaN/Alx Ga1−x N QW of continuously decreasing thickness from (a) to (c) and
corresponding tr-PL spectra at different time delays ranging from 100 to 1500 ps displayed
in semi-logarithmic scale. The exciton and biexciton energies at long delays after excitation
are estimated by fitting the PL spectra with two Voigt functions. The binding energy of the
biexciton rises with increasing (decreasing) the QW emission-energy (thickness).
and hence increases the dipole-dipole repulsion in the biexciton complex. This usually leads
to a reduction in the biexciton binding energy when the QW thickness increases.
From Fig. 3.11 we deduce an increase in the biexciton binding energy from 9.5 meV for
the thickest QW region shown in (a) to 10.5 meV for the thinnest part shown in (c), which
is consistent with results obtained on the same sample by Stokker-Cheregi et al. [11]. Note
that for very thick QW regions and/or high Al contents in the barriers (cf. section 3.4), the
repulsive interactions may overcome the biexciton binding energy leading to the absence of
biexcitons in the PL spectra. Except for the dependence of the biexciton binding energy on
the QW thickness in SQW-2, all other observations about the role of biexcitons in the Mott
transition remain the same as observed in SQW-1.
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Figure 3.12 – The evolution of the peak
on the low-energy tail of the QW emis-
sion, extracted by deconvolution of the
EHP emission from time resolved spec-
tra in Fig. 3.11(a-c). The set of spec-
tra shown in blue, black and red color
are corresponding to the streak image
(a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 3.11, respectively,
while in each set of spectra time delay in-
creases from the top to the bottom spec-
trum. The spectra are shifted for clarity.
It worth noticing a distinct shoulder that appears on the low-energy tail of the QW emission
(see Fig. 3.11). This shoulder cannot be reproduced by the EHP lineshape model employed
before (see, for instance, the result of the EHP lineshape modeling in Fig. 3.2(a)). In order
to evidence the evolution of this peak, that appears at the same time as the onset of the
Mott transition, and evolves with the rising the injected density, we have subtracted the EHP
emission from the tr-PL spectra in Fig. 3.11. The results of this deconvolution are shown in
Fig. 3.12 (the spectra are shifted for clarity). The emission energy has a clear dependence
upon density increase, which allows us safely excluding the LO-phonon replica of the barrier
as an origin of this transition. Moreover, we exclude the so-called P-band transition due to
the exciton-exciton scattering, as reported in case of ZnO heterostructure [126, 76], as the
origin of this peak since it appears at the same time as the EHP emission: there are no more
excitons in the QW. Unfortunately, the low intensity of this transition and the large homoge-
neous broadening of the QW emission at low-energy side conceals the accurate features of this
transition. However, we tentatively attribute this transition to the so-called shakeup process
observed previously in the case of two dimensional electron gases in GaAs QWs [127, 128].
In this process, a recombining electron-hole pair excites the surrounding electrons via the
Coulomb interaction, causes a decrease in the emitted photon energy by the amount left to
the electron gas. A more detailed study of this transition, however, stays beyond the scope of
our investigation.
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3.4 Temperature dependence of the Mott transition
3.4.1 Sample
In this section, the results of an optically induced Mott transition obtained on a 3.2 nm thick
single GaN/Al0.09Ga0.91N QW (SQW-3) at temperatures between 4K to 150 K will be discussed.
The investigated single QW was grown by MOVPE on a c-plane GaN free-standing substrate
and has bottom and top Al0.09Ga0.91N barriers with respective thicknesses of 150 and 30 nm.
The fundamental transitions of the QW consist of X A and XB transitions located around 3.5 eV
(see PLE spectrum displayed in Fig. 3.13 (a)), separated in energy of about 8 meV. The linewidth
of the excitonic transitions is also about 8 meV. In the PLE of the SQW-3, the band-edge (BE)
transition, the first LO phonon replica of excitons and the strong absorption of the barrier can
also be identified.
Figure 3.13 – (a) PLE spectrum (black dots and solid line as a guide to eye) of the QW recorded
at 4 K revealing two fundamental excitons X A and XB and the BE absorption at higher energies.
PL spectrum (red) with excitation energy 3.627 eV is shown for comparison with PLE. (b) SP
simulations results for the normalized wave-function overlap (black) and the QW ground-state
energy shift for excitons (red solid) and free carriers (red dashed) as a function of the carrier
density n. (c) Effective exciton lifetime in SQW-3 as a function of the lattice temperature
measured at low injection (n < 1011cm−2): comparison of experimental data (dots) with the
experimental error bars, and modeling (black line). The modeled dependences of radiative
(blue), non-radiative (gray), and localized exciton recombination (red) are also shown (adapted
from Ref. [91]).
Performing a similar SP simulation to the SQW-3, at zero carrier density the E bX and the nor-
malized wave-function overlap was estimated to 30 meV and 0.57 (cf. Fig. 3.13(b)). The value
obtained for E bX from SP simulations coincides with the the identified BE absorption in the PLE.
The-state-of-the-art exciton linewidth in this sample (∼0.25E bX ) as well as the large binding
energy of exciton in this sample allows probing the Mott transition at temperatures up to 150 K.
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Moreover, from the temperature dependence of the exciton effective lifetime τe f f , the ra-
diative recombination governs the recombinations in this sample over the whole studied
temperature range from 0K to 150K . The τe f f -values versus the lattice temperature are shown
in Fig. 3.13(c) obtained from temperature dependent tr-PL measurements. This set of tr-PL
measurements have been performed with a much larger excitation spot ∼ 50 µm, yielding
a considerably lower carrier density n < 1011cm−2. Therefore, the carrier density is always
below the ncrit for the Mott transition.
The effective lifetime of excitons can be modeled, considering the thermal equilibrium be-
tween the free and localized exciton populations according to Ref. [129]. The radiative lifetime
of exciton, then, is given by [130]:
τr = 6MkB T~2k2∥
τ0, (3.19)
where τ0 denotes the radiative lifetime of free excitons at 0K , M is the exciton effective mass,
and k∥ is the in-plane wave-vector of free excitons within the light cone. The linear dependence
of the free exciton lifetime on temperature originates from the fact that, when raising the
temperature, excitons populate more the states outside the light-cone. The effective free
exciton lifetime in presence of non-radiative recombination can be modified according to:
1
τe f f
= 1
τr
+ 1
τnr
, (3.20)
where τnr usually features a thermally activated behavior with a characteristic activation
energy E A , given by [129]:
τnr = τnr,0 exp
(− E A
kB T
)
. (3.21)
Eventually, in the presence of disorder in our structure, we should consider the effect of
localization. The latter was modeled by considering a thermal equilibrium between free
exciton and localized exciton populations via Saha’s law. Considering a characteristic decay
time for localized exciton τl oc , the effective decay time of exciton in the QW can be written as:
1
τe f f
= ( nloc
τl oc
+ n f r
τ f r
)/(nloc +n f r ), (3.22)
where nl oc and nl oc denote the localized excitons and free excitons densities, respectively.
Here, due to isolation of localized excitons from the non-radiative centers, the localized ex-
citons decay time behaves like the case of 0D excitons and their decay time is expected to
be temperature independent. The value of τ0 was considered to be 10 ps in our simulations,
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consistent with the decreased e-h wave-function overlap in our structure (∼ 0.57) at low carrier
densities [129]. The results of this fitting to the experimentally observed effective lifetime
of exciton in SQW-3 is shown in Fig. 3.13(c), with the fitting parameters of: τnr,0 = 110ps,
τloc = 580ps, nl oc = 5×1010cm−2, El oc = 8meV , and E A = 45meV . The effective lifetime of ex-
citons increases monotonously up to ∼150 K, revealing the dominant radiative recombination
in the QW and, therefore, the high structural quality of the sample.
In addition to the narrow exciton linewidth, the high quality of the present QW is evidenced
by a small localization energy Eloc = 3meV obtained by comparing the PLE spectrum to the
PL spectrum. We deduce the exciton Bohr radius for this sample to be aB = 2.7nm, and thus a
hard-sphere limit for ncrit of 4.4×1012cm−2.
As a final note on the sample properties, it worth mentioning the absence of the biexciton
transition in this sample. As discussed in section 3.3.8, the QCSE can play an important role in
the exciton and biexciton binding energy. The larger thickness of SQW-3 combined with the
large built-in electric field value in this sample (∼ 350 kV/cm), results in an efficient reduction
of the e-h wave-function overlap. Owing to the larger height of the barrier in SQW-3, the
maximum allowed carrier density in the QW can be higher compared to last two samples
investigated, and can be up to 1013cm−2.
3.4.2 Temperature dependence of the Mott transition
The streak image recorded at 4K is presented in Fig. 3.14(a). It evidences the emission originat-
ing from the substrate (around 3.48 eV), the barrier (around 3.68 eV), and the QW in between
them. The QW emission right after the pulse arrival features all characteristics of an EHP
emission: a broad emission (∼100 meV) extending up to the barrier energy with saturated
amplitude. Increasing the time delay, the width of the PL emission of the QW shrinks down on
the high energy side, while it remains saturated on its low energy side up to ∼1 ns after the
excitation. The GaN substrate features a long rise time, originated from the carrier transfer
from the QW barriers to the substrate as the main sources of the carrier density in the substrate.
The streak images recorded at different temperatures were analyzed by the same model
discussed in section 3.1.3 (cf. Fig. 3.14(c) and (d)). In the present case the joint DOS was
convoluted with a Gaussian of 8 meV width to take into account the inhomogeneous broad-
ening. The EHP lineshape fitting was performed with the effective masses of m∗e = 0.2m0,
m∗A = 1.8m0, and m∗B = 0.45m0 deduced from k.p simulations [10]. The experimental results
were well reproduced with the aforementioned EHP lineshape fitting. Similarly, additional
Lorentzian/Gaussian functions were employed to reproduce the emission of the GaN substrate
an the barrier, in order to fit the whole PL spectra.
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When increasing the time delay, the high energy tail of the QW emission progressively shrinks
down, following the reduction in the carrier density in the QW through radiative recom-
binations of the carriers. Moreover, the slope in the high energy tail of the EHP emission
progressively decreases by time because of the cooling of the EHP. Eventually, at carrier densi-
ties out of the fitted range (n < 1012cm−2) the QW emission recovers its symmetric lineshape.
The main characteristics of the PL spectra evolution upon the carrier density remain the same
over the whole measured temperature range. However, when increasing the temperature,
they became more blurred due to increase in the carrier temperature and, therefore, the
homogenous broadening.
The carrier density beyond the possible range for the fitting, was determined by extrapolating
the carrier density based on the integrated PL intensity IPL decay according to:
IPL ∝ n
τr ad (n)
. (3.23)
Here, the impact of the QCSE on the radiative lifetime τr ad (n) within the e-h wave-function
overlap was iteratively taken into account. The estimated carrier density can vary by ±10%,
considering the uncertainty in the electron effective mass m∗e in GaN. Also, one can take into
account the effect of the non-parabolicity of the A and B valence bands close to the zero
in-plane wave-vector in the lineshape fitting to the EHP emission. However, a marginal impact
was observed for the lineshape analysis, owing to the dominant inhomogeneous broadening
[91].
Fig. 3.14(b) displays the QW peak energy and its FWHM evolution as a function of the esti-
mated n values. According to the FWHM of the QW transition two regimes of carrier density
can be distinguished. At carrier densities n < 1012cm−2, the emission band is symmetric,
while it blueshifts and becomes broader when raising n. The blueshift of the emission is well
reproduced in our SP simulations, originating from the progressive screening of the electric
field in the QW (∼350 kV/cm) with rising n. As discussed before for SQW-1, the impact of
QCSE screening on both the exciton binding energy and the band to band transition energy
was considered within this model, yielding the density-dependent exciton energy according
to Eq. 3.3. The increase in the linewidth of the PL band is ascribed to the enhanced collisional
broadening, which is characteristic of a dense exciton gas [92, 116].
Towards higher carrier densities, the PL emission becomes asymmetric without any clear
peak, featuring an enormous FWHM. At carrier densities n > 1013cm−2, the modeled e-h
quasi-Fermi levels separation ∆EF exceeds the bandgap resulting in a plateau-like emission
(cf. Fig 3.14(c-d)). The fitted bandgap Em redshift in this density regime with increasing n, due
to the BGR effect [89].
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Figure 3.14 – (a) Streak camera image recorded at 4 K. (b) Fingerprint of the MT at 4K: Evolution
of peak energy, upper and lower half maximum energy (red dots), Em , ∆E XQC SE , ∆EF (blue
dashed line), and EBGR (black dashed line, the result of cw-PL is shown for comparison as
a dotted line, cf. Fig. 3.15) as a function of n. The Mott transition range is shaded in red.
(c), (d) Spectral profiles at different time delays: comparison of experimental data (dots) and
modeling (lines) at 4 (steps of 60 ps) and 150 K (steps of 180 ps), respectively.
Note that the estimated Em change is lower than in the forthcoming cw-PL experiments (cf.
results in Fig. 3.15) and may be even suppressed for the highest n values. This effect appears
for all temperatures in tr-PL measurements and is most likely due to feeding of carriers from
the AlGaN barrier, a process disturbing the equilibrium shortly after the pulse excitation.
In summary, the Mott transition appears as a smooth transition in our tr-PL measurements.
However, for carrier densities n > 3×1012cm−2 the QW emission obviously originates from
the EHP emission. Whereas, for carrier densities n < 5×1011cm−2 the emission is governed by
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an excitonic gas as no further change in the emission lineshape can be distinguished down
to the lowest densities (see Fig. 3.14(b)). Therefore, from this lineshape criterion, the carrier
density corresponding to the crossover between EHP emission and excitonic emission can be
estimated to ncr i t = 1.56±1×1012cm−2 at 4K. The latter value is significantly below the one
estimated from the hard-sphere criterion for the present QW, determined to be 4.4×1012cm−2
for aB of 2.7 nm in SQW-3 according to Ref. [131].
The second set of measurements has been carried out by cw-PL measurements, while results
confirming the ones in obtained by tr-PL technique. The excitation power density in our cw-PL
measurements could be changed over four orders of magnitude, i.e. from 0.3 to 3600 W /cm2.
The obtained cw-PL spectra (cf. Fig. 3.15) resemble the ones obtained by tr-PL in Fig. 3.14.
Therefore, the same lineshape analysis was applied to this set of measurements. The only
noticeable difference being the BGR induced redshift in the bandgap energy, at high carrier
densities, which is more pronounced compared to the one observed in tr-PL measurements.
The latter can be understood as the absence of relaxation of the non-equilibrium population
after excitation, as it is the case after the pulse excitation in our tr-PL measurements. As in
the previous part of this chapter, the shift in the bandgap energy by BGR can be modeled by
equation 3.1. The bandgap was fitted with α= 3.8×10−6eV cm2/3 at 4 K, a value very close to
the prediction of Ref. [90].
Several criteria were applied to deduce the Mott density from our cw-PL measurements in
addition to the bare lines shape analysis applied to tr-PL results. Indeed, the clear observation
of BGR in the cw-PL measurements allows identifying an additional criteria for the Mott
transition according to the transparency limit ∆EF = EBGR, i.e., when the quasi-Fermi level
separation exceeds the band-edge. The latter defines also the onset of gain from an EHP [96],
a purely fermionic effect that excludes any excitonic absorption at the band-edge. Another
criterion can be the crossing between EX and EBGR, i.e., where the exciton binding energy E bX
vanishes [89, 88].
Both criteria (as it was shown before on Fig 3.1, according to the values from our cw-PL exper-
iments) yield a ncrit value of around 7×1011cm−2, in a good agreement with the estimated
value from previous lineshape criterion (indicated by the red background in Fig. 3.15(c)). It
worth noticing that tr-PL and cw-PL do not necessarily have to yield identical ncrit values,
since the exciton screening in tr-PL can only be due to cold carriers, while in cw-excitation the
static hot carrier population can potentially alter the screening efficiency [87].
Similar to our tr-PL results, when raising the temperature, the Mott transition characteristics
do not vary significantly in our cw-PL results (see Fig. 3.15(b)). However, comparing the
cw-PL results at 4K and 150K, some slight modifications should be highlighted. First, the
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Figure 3.15 – (a),(b) the injection-dependent cw-PL spectra measured at 4 and 150 K, respec-
tively. In (b) exponential fits of the high-energy tail are shown with green lines. The red
spectrum marks the transition from a mono-exponential tail to an excitonic lineshape. (c),(d)
the Mott transition characters at 4 and 150 K, respectively. The Mott transition range is marked
with a red background and the red arrow in (d) marks the position of the red spectrum in (b).
The inset in (c) shows IPL as a function of excitation power density Pexc at 4 K.
plateau-like emission at high carrier densities is slightly blurred at 150K due to the increase in
the homogenous broadening at higher temperatures, consistent with our tr-PL measurements.
Additionally, the exciton B transition (XB ) emission is more populated at elevated temper-
atures, appearing as a high-energy shoulder to the QW emission and still present at carrier
densities far below ncrit.
Another criterion can be defined by the appearance of a mono-exponential tail on the high-
energy side of the QW emission, as marked by the red spectrum in the Fig. 3.15(b). However,
the latter criterion is valid for the continuous states of the QW, i.e. the band-edge emis-
sion. Indeed, even if the band-edge emission was not resolved in our PL spectra, the mono-
exponential tail of the QW emission evidences its emergence.
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Figure 3.16 – Values for ncrit de-
duced from various criteria: ∆EF =
EBGR (blue), disappearance of an ex-
citonic lineshape (cf. Fig.3.15(d),
shown by green), and EX = EBGR
(black). Results of tr-PL at 4 K are
shown with open circles. The red
background marks the confidence
interval. The orange and green open
circles show, respectively, the lower
and upper values for the carrier den-
sity, for which the slope of IPL ver-
sus n deviates from a linear slope (cf.
section 3.4.3).
Fig. 3.16 summarizes the results of the estimated ncrit when applying different criteria. No
significant change in the estimated ncr i t can be distinguished. However, the two other cri-
teria defined before lead to different dependence of the ncr i t to the temperatures: whereas
the larger value of αBGR = 4.1×10−6eV cm2/3 was found at 150 K, the raise of Tcar caused an
expected increase of the estimated ncrit with rising the temperature according to ∆EF = EBGR
criterion, the increase of theαBGR leads to a contrast condition for the estimated ncrit evolution
based on the EX = EBGR criterion.
The absence of a distinct temperature dependence of the Mott density is in contrast to the
interpretation of an increasing screening length as employed in Ref. [86]. However, the screen-
ing efficiency can be modified by dynamical effects [100, 132]. It also can depend on the
kB T /E bX [87], which in our study remains significantly below unity contrary to that of Ref. [86].
Eventually, our findings, despite the difference in dimensionality of the investigated structure,
agree well to the findings and considerations of Klingshirn and co-workers for ZnO [76], where
ncrit is defined by the BGR redshift and exhibits thus only a weak temperature dependence.
In the end, no clear trend can be identified for ncrit as a function of the temperature, and
the estimated Mott density applying all the above-mentioned criteria yields a value in range
of 0.5 to 2×1012cm−2. This value is more than one order of magnitude larger than the one
determined in InGaAs/GaAs QWs [94]. Moreover, the BGR was only observed for the values
above the ncrit, in agreement with the finding of Ref. [94], which cannot be understood by the
present theories and demands developing a comprehensive theory.
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In conclusion, the results of Mott-transition investigation in a polar GaN/AlGaN QW have been
reported in this section over a significant range of lattice temperatures using non-resonant
optical carrier injection. It was found to be connected to a strong modification in the QW
emission spectrum and to occur at constant QW carrier densities around 1012cm−2 whatever
the temperature, which contradicts the simplistic interpretation in terms of a static screening
length [86].
There is a certain interest to extend the studied temperature range towards higher tempera-
tures. However, when raising the temperature, apart from difficulties in the analysis that arises
from the increase in the homogeneous broadening and increase of non-radiative recombi-
nations, one should also consider the exciton dissociations due to the mass action law. The
samples with larger E bX such as ZnO QWs can be an ideal case for such study, given that the
high-quality of the samples suppress non-radiative recombination over the whole studied
temperature range.
3.4.3 Dynamics of the carriers at high carrier injection
It worth highlighting another important aspect of the study on SQW-3. The strict linearity of
PL intensity with increasing pump power shown in the inset of Fig.3.15(c) and the absence
of any ultrafast initial decay in our tr-PL experiments (cf. Fig. 3.17) exclude Auger-scattering
as a non-radiative loss process in the present QW up to densities as high as 5×1012cm−2.
Note that the latter value for the carrier density is far beyond the Bernard-Duraffourg limit [96].
Figure 3.17(a) shows the evolution of the spectrally integrated QW emission intensity IPL
recorded under high injection tr-PL (excitation spot diameter < 5µm, and pulse energy 3.5 pJ).
The longer decay time at 150K compared to 4K results from the increased carrier temperatures
affecting Eq. 3.19, and the dominant impact of radiative recombination within this tempera-
ture range [129]. With respect to the high-excitation density (cf. deduced carrier densities in
Fig. 3.17(b)) and the high quality of the sample, we neglect carrier localization effects in the
following: luminescence stems exclusively from free electrons and holes or free excitons.
The non-exponential character of the PL intensity and n evolution can be ascribed to two
different effects. The built-in electric field due to the QCSE leads to a displacement of the
electron and hole wave-functions, Ψe (z) and Ψh(z) (z marking the growth axis), towards
opposite sides of the QW [19]. The wave-function overlap φe,h is reduced according to:
φ2e,h =
∫ ∞
−∞
Ψ∗e (z)Ψh(z)dz. (3.24)
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Figure 3.17 – (a) Decay of the normalized PL intensity and (b) the deduced QW carrier density
n in tr-PL recorded at 4 (black) and 150K (red). Solid lines in (a) act as a guide to the eye for
the nearly exponential slope at long time delays.
When increasing carrier population in the QW, the electric field in the QW will be partially
screened. This increases φeh , which causes a density dependent radiative lifetime τr ad (n)
via the inverse proportionality relation τr ad ∝ 1/φ2e,h [130]. This results in an intrinsically
non-exponential decay for the free exciton recombination.
The second effect that can contribute to the carrier dynamics is the bimolecular recombination
in an EHP. Contrary to the excitonic recombination, the spontaneous recombination rate for
uncoupled e-h pairs Rspont also depends on the occupancy of states according to:
Rspont =
∑
j=A,B
1
τr ad , j
∫ ∞
Em
Dcvj . fe, j (E) fh, j (E), (3.25)
which, in case of partial non-degeneracy, results in an additional non-exponential contribu-
tion to the carrier dynamics.
Nevertheless, there is no ultrafast initial decay in our tr-PL experiments , which allows us to
exclude Auger-scattering as a non-radiative loss process in the present QW up to densities as
high as 5×1012cm−2. However, this statement does not necessarily need to apply directly for
InGaN-based LEDs, even though they are supposed to operate at much lower carrier densities.
Indeed, Auger effects occurring in In-containing QWs might be significantly enhanced, owing
to the lower bandgap and the strongly increased carrier lifetime [79, 78]. Moreover, the effect
of localization might increase the local carrier density in the localized state, which are believed
to be the active regions, and hence increase the efficiency of the Auger process owing to its
strong dependence to the carrier density [133].
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Therefore, we performed the same investigation on InGaN-based QWs, in which quite different
dynamics have been observed. The next chapter deals with the dynamics of the carriers at
high carrier injection in InGaN/GaN QWs. Our investigation method can provide a precise
determination of the carrier concentration in QW via monitoring the emission lineshape
as a function of carrier injection. The latter allows comparing the results with existing theo-
ries, and therefore an accurate estimation of the Auger non-radiative recombination efficiency.
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Figure 3.18 – (a-d) Evolution of the PL intensity as a function of the estimated carrier density n
in the QW for T= 4K, 50K, 100K and 150K, respectively. Arrows for each graph mark the carrier
densities corresponding to the deviation of the IPL slope from the linear slope.
As a final note, we shall briefly discuss the evolution of the QW IPL as a function of the carrier
density in the QW. Since no non-radiative recombination was identified in this sample and
the effective lifetime was shown to be dominated by radiative recombination at temperatures
up to 150K, one can rely on the change of the slope of IPL versus carrier density in the QW
to determine another criterion for the Mott density. Indeed, at low injection regime IPL is
expected to be linearly dependent on the carrier density in the QW, since:
I PL = nX
τr
, (3.26)
where nX and τr denote exciton density and radiative lifetime of exciton.
However, assuming the emission is dominated by EHP emission, when increasing the carrier
density different regimes for can be defined according to Eq. 3.25. Whereas a linear depen-
dence of IPL on the carrier density above degeneracy limit (ndeg), i.e. when the electron and
hole Fermidistribution at BE becomes equal to one, in non-degenerate case (nth < n < ndeg) a
quadratic dependence is expected, where nth denotes the carrier density at which a transition
from excitonic gas to EHP occurs.
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Figure 3.18 shows the integrated IPL over the whole QW emission as a function of the estimated
n, where the solid lines show the linear slope and open circles represent. At all temperatures,
IPL follows a linear slope at low injection densities. However, when increasing the carrier
density, IPL starts to deviate from linear dependence at nth, and its slope become super-linear.
Upon further increase of the carrier density, the slope of IPL becomes again linear at ndeg.
Considering this dependence of IPL on carrier density, another upper and lower limit for the
Mott transition can be identified, as marked by arrows in Fig. 3.18.
The lower (nth) and upper (ndeg) limit carrier densities deduced according this argument are
shown by green and orange open circles on Fig. 3.16, respectively. Both limit densities stay
above the values deduced for the ncrit according to aforementioned criteria. Indeed, the upper
limit value predict a value higher than the one obtained from ∆EF = EBGR, since the non-zero
Tcar leads to a smooth variation of Fermi-distributions of electron and hole at their corre-
sponding Fermi levels. Thus, to reach non-degenerate case density, i.e., fe (Em)= fh(Em)= 1, a
higher carrier density in the QW is needed. The monotonous decrease of ndeg when raising
the temperature, can be attributed to the temperature dependence of the bandgap.
However, to interpret the values deduced for the lower limit, contribution of several physi-
cal effects should be considered. The QCSE screening leads to enhancement of the carrier
recombination rates according to Eq. 3.24. However, this effect should increase the efficiency
of exciton recombinations, and hence, causes an increase in the slope of excitons IPL. Ac-
cordingly, this effect is expected to reduce the value of nth, that is not clearly the case here.
Therefore, we tentatively attribute the shift of the observed transition towards higher carrier
densities to the fact that the Mott transition is a smooth transition: in absence of a sharp
transition from excitonic gas to EHP, the mixture of excitons and e-h pairs with different
recombination rate can modify the collected IPL density for a given n. Thus, the lowered re-
combination rate of excitons can compensate the super-linear slope expected for EHP plasma
recombinations, and leads to the observation of nth at higher carrier densities.
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4 Efficiency droop signature in III-
Nitrides LEDs: a time resolved PL
investigation on InGaN/GaN QWs
.
The content of this chapter deals with the tr-PL spectroscopy of InGaN/GaN QWs, in order
to investigate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) in those QWs. The results of this investi-
gation is of crucial importance for both industrial research and fundamental studies, since
InGaN QWs make the ”heart” of the blue and green light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The aim
of this chapter is to provide a clearer picture of carrier dynamics in these QWs, when the
injection density increases. Indeed, some intrinsic differences in dynamics of these InGaN
QW compared to those of GaN QWs investigated in the last chapter, shall be highlighted here.
Moreover, the samples investigated here featuring various design and characteristics that
allows us to investigate the role of several physical phenomena on the IQE. The experimental
technique is the same as the one applied for GaN QWs in the last chapter. This technique has
several advantages compared to those utilized in the literature. First, it allows simplifying the
problem by just looking at the active region of an operating LED. Additionally, and perhaps
most importantly, it allows us determining with a reasonable accuracy the carrier density in
the QW and hence have a quantitative estimation of various recombination rates in InGaN
QWs under high injection condition.
4.1 Efficiency droop
Nowadays, LEDs are used in a wide range of applications, from displays, sensing applications,
communications, to lighting and illumination. LEDs are of center of interest for lighting
application owing to their enormous higher efficiencies when comparing to other technolo-
gies. For instance, an LED can generate white light with a 20 times greater efficiency than a
conventional incandescent light source with a tungsten filament [134]. Replacing on global
scale the conventional light sources with LEDs, then, can lead to enormous energy savings,
substantial financial savings, and reduction in the emission of global-warming-causing CO2,
and several other environmental benefits [135].
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Figure 4.1 – Efficiency versus current curves of
GaN-based UV, blue and green LEDs, show-
ing a decrease in efficiency when raising the
injection current. The green LEDs undergo
the largest efficiency droop (adapted from Ref.
[135]).
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Among all technologies available for solid-state lighting, III-nitride LEDs are the most attrac-
tive and promising one, since blue LEDs can be combined with phosphors to realize a white
light source. Since the demonstration of the first high-brightness blue LED by Shuji Nakamura
and coworkers[1], the development of highly efficient white LEDs passed a successful period.
However, some physical issues remain which prevent their use for high power and highly
efficient LEDs. One of particular importance is the drop of external quantum efficiency (EQE)
of an LED with increasing the driving current [136], a problem that is so-called the ”efficiency
droop”. Typical GaN-based LEDs have a peak in their efficiency at current densities less than
10 A/cm2, and for larger current densities the efficiency gradually decreases. As shown in Fig.
4.1, although an InGaN blue LED has a very high efficiency at low currents, it can suffer more
than 40% loss of efficiency at a higher current, which is the desired operating current. The
efficiency droop is a particularly severe issue for high-power LEDs, which operate at current
densities far beyond the efficiency peak. Although, some solutions have been suggested such
as reducing the sheet carrier density by utilizing core-shell nano-rods [137, 138], increasing
the thickness [139, 140, 141, 142], or the number [143, 144] of QWs, and improving the lateral
current spreading [145]– for details one can refer to [146]– most of these solutions only shift
the current density at which the peak efficiency occurs, and do not suggest a fundamental
solution for solving the droop problem. Moreover, Even if some of these approaches have
been successfully demonstrated in laboratory LED prototypes, no unequivocal design rules
have been established yet [146].
In the following we will summarize some mechanisms suggested for the efficiency droop. Effi-
ciency droop is caused by a non-radiative carrier loss mechanism that has a minor effect at low
current densities, and becomes dominant at high currents. Generally speaking, non-radiative
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processes can occur either inside or outside the QW regions. Defect-related Shockley-Read-
Hall (SRH) recombinations and Auger recombination are the main non-radiative recombina-
tion processes that occur inside the QWs, whereas leakage of carrier leads to the non-radiative
recombination outside the QWs. The main mechanisms responsible for the carrier leakage can
be invoked as: electron leakage[78], ineffective electron barrier layer (EBL) [78, 147, 148, 149],
and ineffective hole injection [150, 151, 152]. Since our investigation focuses on the optically
injection properties of InGaN QWs, we concentrate on those mechanisms that occurring inside
the QW. In the following, we will briefly introduce the two main mechanisms of non-radiative
recombinations that can occur inside the QW.
4.1.1 Auger recombination in III-Nitrides
One of the most generally considered mechanisms for the efficiency droop in GaInN/GaN
LEDs is the Auger recombination. In a direct Auger process, an electron recombines with
a hole, transferring the released energy for exciting a third carrier (another electron (e-e-h
Auger) or another hole (e-h-h Auger)), rather than emitting a photon. In simplified terms,
the rate of Auger recombination is proportional to the cube of free carrier density. Therefore,
at high carrier densities, depending upon the value of the Auger coefficient C, the Auger re-
combination can become the dominant recombination channel and drive the efficiency down.
It is predicted that only Auger coefficients greater than 10−31cm6s−1 can cause a significant
droop in the efficiency, which emphasizes the importance of an accurate estimation of the
value of Auger coefficient [136]. Since resonant optical excitation can ensure symmetric con-
centration of electrons and holes in the QWs, it was considered as a reasonable approach to
investigate the efficiency droop. Many measurements have been performed on single QW,
multiple QWs (MQW), and double- heterostructure (DH) devices, which were summarized in
Ref. [136], and, nevertheless, conflicting results have been reported: whereas some claim on
no droop signature in PL efficiency, others report droop evidences in PL investigations.
In addition to several experimental reports on Auger recombination, several theoretical efforts
have also been conducted on the role of Auger recombination in InGaN LEDs. Hader et al.
reported a very small Auger coefficient of C= 3.5×10−34cm6s−1 for the direct band-to-band
Auger losses in InGaN QWs based on fully microscopic many-body models [153]. Kioupakis et
al. performed atomistic calculations and proposed that the droop can be caused by indirect
Auger recombination, mediated by electron-phonon coupling and alloy scattering [79]. De-
laney et al. reported that interband Auger recombination can be significant in InGaN due to
the proximity of a higher-level conduction band [154]. According to their findings, the Auger
coefficient for bulk InGaN has strong dependence on the bandgap energy, with a maximum
value of around 2×10−30cm6s−1 when the bandgap of InGaN is around 2.5 eV. However, the ex-
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perimental evidences do not fully support the idea that interband Auger coefficient decreases
very rapidly when the bandgap deviates from 2.5 eV, since the efficiency droop was observed
over a wide range of emission energies.
These are, however, part of the controversial experimental and theoretical prediction con-
ducted on the Auger coefficient. Two rather sophisticated and convincing experimental
approaches were tried to provide a direct evidence of the presence and importance of Auger
recombination that should be mentioned here. First was done by Iveland et al. by detecting
high-energy carriers emitted from a cesiated InGaN/GaN LED under electrical injection con-
dition, where the correlation found between the lost carriers and the emitted electron density
was assigned to the Auger recombination [80, 155]. Second one reported by Binder et al. [156]
on the measured photoluminescence on a test structure containing both type of QWs emitting
UV and green luminescence. Upon resonant excitation in the green QW, up to carrier densities
at which the emission efficiency showed significant droop, UV luminescence was observed.
The authors attributed these high-energy carriers to those missed in the green photons due
to droop and calculated a lower limit of 1% of the droop which must be ascribed to Auger
processes.
Although, both groups demonstrate a proportionality of the missing current to the measured
high-energy carriers, which arise from Auger recombination, they cannot provide a quanti-
tative number for the droop. Moreover, the former experimental approach is only sensitive
to e-e-h Auger processes and the latter is limited by the need for both types of high-energy
carriers to be first captured efficiently and then recombine radiatively in the UV QW [157].
4.1.2 Density activated defect recombination (DADR)
Hader et al. [158] propose an alternative explanation for the droop, according to the fact that
most of the theoretical calculations predicted a very small Auger recombination rate in GaN.
They argue that a loss process with an alternative density dependence can also reproduce
the experimental observations, a process called the density-activated defect recombination
(DADR). The physical model behind this concept is the following: at low pumping currents and
correspondingly low carrier densities, electrons and holes get localized in the local in-plane
potential minima in the QW. These potential minima are caused by fluctuations in either
the QW composition and/or by QW width fluctuations. They prevent the carriers to reach
the defective regions with low IQE. However, when increasing the carrier density, carriers
gradually escape from these minima and start to fill the entire quantum well including regions
with low IQE. The same effect would be expected if the recombination centers are surrounded
by potential barriers.
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According to this rather simple and reasonable picture, the authors suggested a semi-empirical
function for the non-radiative recombination rate, that becomes activated at high carrier densi-
ties. However, the validity of this model was only justified by a reasonable agreement between
the fitting and the observed experimental results, and no clear experimental proof is reported
on that up to now.
4.1.3 ABC model: applications and limits
Because of the importance of unambiguous identifying the droop mechanisms, several ar-
guments based on modeling and simulations were also proposed in the literature. One of
the simplest and, perhaps, the most popular approach is the so-called ABC model, in which
three principal channels of the electron and hole recombination in the active region of a LED
is considered: non-radiative SRH recombination, bimolecular radiative recombination, and
non-radiative Auger recombination. The terms A, B, and C are then standing for the rate of
each mentioned recombination mechanism.
In particular, the ABC model has been invoked to explain the non-thermal droop in InGaN-
based LED structures in terms of Auger recombination, providing a good agreement with the
available observations of [159, 160]. Since that time, the ABC model was extensively applied
to variety of experimental data to probe the dominancy of Auger recombination in the non-
thermal droop of III-nitride LED efficiency.
An oversimplified form of the ABC model can be derived under the following assumptions
that are not necessarily accurate assumptions. First, the recombination constants A, B, and C
are assumed to be independent of the carrier concentration, that is not a valid assumption
considering the carrier delocalization effect, Fermi-filling effect, and variation in the carrier
temperature when increasing the carrier density. Let us nevertheless start by this assumption
on the carrier density-independent of A, B, and C terms. Then, a basic rate equation for the
active region of LED can be given as:
dn
d t
= P − An−Bnp−Cccv nnp−−Ccv v npp, (4.1)
where P denotes the pumping rate of carriers in the QW, Cccv and Ccv v stands for electron-
electron-hole (e-e-h) and electron-hole-hole (e-h-h) Auger recombinations. To simplify more
this ABC model, one can assume that the non-equilibrium concentrations of electrons n and
holes p in the LED active region are equal. This means that, under electrical injection condi-
tion, the electron leakage from the active region is neglected, providing a balance between the
currents flowing through the LED structure. Moreover, Eq. 4.1 should be modified in case of
a high level of residual doping. However, we neglect this effect for the moment. Then, with
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symmetric electron and hole concentration, the ABC model can be simplified to:
dn
d t
= P − An−Bn2−C n3. (4.2)
Under steady-state condition, the IQE can be defined as following:
IQE = I PL
P
= Bn
2
An+Bn2+C n3 . (4.3)
The main reason for the wide popularity of the ABC model relies on its capability of excellent
fitting the efficiency behavior of high-quality blue LEDs under variation of their operating
current over a wide range (∼5-7 orders of magnitude [161]). However, the ABC model has
been criticized by several authors for its oversimplified treatment of the physical processes
might occur in an operating LED. Moreover, it was shown that an uncertainty in defining the
carrier density can simply cause an enormous uncertainty on the A, B, and C deduced from
this model by several orders of magnitude [162, 163].
Some disagreements also appeared with a number of observations, largely on green LEDs [164].
Some authors tried to include some effects such as the dependence of the recombination
rates on the non-equilibrium carrier concentration, by adding some higher order dependent
recombination (more than three) to the ABC model [165, 166]. Apart from the better fitting,
no better vision on the underlying physical processes leading to the droop was provided by
these modifications [163].
In the following, some of the main phenomena that might affect the recombination rate will
be introduced. At low injection regime, two main mechanisms may control the LED efficiency.
One is the electron/hole localization by composition or QW thickness fluctuations in the
InGaN QWs [167, 168]. The fluctuations of In-rich inclusions in a QW are capable of capturing
carriers, and thus preventing them from their diffusion towards the non-radiative recombina-
tion centers at threading dislocations. Consequently, the rate of the SRH recombination can
becomes dependent on the localization energy, temperature and quasi-Fermi level positions
relatively to the conduction and valence band edges [168]. This effect can modify the low
density side of the IQE, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a).
Another mechanism, that might affect the estimation of IQE at low-current regime, is the
possible existence of a difference in the concentrations of electrons and holes injected into
the well. This effect might also be sustained by the residual doping concentration in the QW,
which can lead to asymmetry in electron-hole concentrations. This results in IQE which does
not vanish at low currents, but tends to a constant value (see Fig. 4.2(b)). The violation of the
electron-hole concentration symmetry also requires to take into account both e-e-h and e-h-h
Auger recombination, which adds some more complexity to the ABC model.
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Figure 4.2 – (a) Room-temperature IQE as a function of the current density calculated by
ABC model accounting for the effect of composition fluctuations in 2.5 nm green InGaN SQW
on non-radiative carrier recombination at threading dislocations. The curves correspond to
various localization energies U. The recombination constants B =1×10−12cm3/s and C =1×
10−31cm6/s were used in the calculations. (b-c) IQE versus optical power density calculated
for the case of (b) deviation from the electric neutrality in the QW and (c) degeneration of
holes. Calculations were made for 3 nm single QW emitting at 450 nm and recombination
constants A =106s−1, B =5×10−12cm3/s, and C =1×10−31cm6/s (adapted from Ref. [163]).
A tendency of the violation of the electric neutrality in InGaN QWs, when raising the cur-
rent density, has been predicted theoretically for both polar and non-polar LED structures
[169, 170]. However, up to now, one cannot distinguish unambiguously the effect of the above
mentioned mechanisms in the IQE of LED under low-current operation [163].
At high injection densities, some other effects might cause deviation from the simple ABC
model. The first one might be the LED self-heating. To exclude this effect from the experi-
mental results, the IQE measurements should be carried out under pulsed injection at high
currents, with the use of a good heat sink. The second effect can be the enhancement of
the current crowding at high operating currents. This effect can lead to localization of the
photon-emission regions under the electrodes, and thus increasing the optical losses due to
the incomplete light reflection from the metal. Consequently, the light extraction efficiency
from a LED die becomes current-dependent. To reduce this effect, chip designs to have ac-
cessing electrodes for both n- and p-contact layers on one side of the LED was suggested as a
solution [171, 172].
Another effect, that is frequently discussed in literature, is the electron leakage into the p-side
of an LED structure at high-current densities [136]. According to Ref. [136], any distinction
of this effect from those caused by Auger recombination, can be hardly done in the measure-
ments based on the electrical injection. However, some simulations demonstrate a noticeable
changes in the slope of the IQE as a function of the injected current at high current densities,
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that has also strong correlation with the onsets of the electron leakage [163]. The controversy
in the reports might be attributed, at least partly, to the difference in the material properties
chosen for simulations, or to the LED structure design and the bandgap engineering there
[163].
Finally, Fermi-filling effect should be mentioned as another reason of the high-current devia-
tions from the predictions of ABC model. A modeling of this effect was tried through some
semi-empirical dependence of the radiative recombination constant B in a bulk semiconduc-
tor to the hole concentration, according to [153, 173]:
B(p)= 1
τR (N 3DV +p)
, (4.4)
where p is the non-equilibrium hole concentration, N 3DV is the effective 3D density of states of
the valence band, τR is the specific radiation time. The reason to consider the hole concentra-
tion, is implied in the fact that the electron effective mass is much lighter than the hole one,
and thus the Fermi-filling of the valence band is more detrimental.
However, the validity of this simple function was debated, when applying the same assump-
tions to a narrow QW, i.e., when only the ground state for electrons and holes is confined.
The expression predicts an exponentially fast reduction of the B-constant with the hole con-
centration, in contrast to the power-like dependence typical for bulk materials, according to:
B(p)=
1−exp(− p
N 2DV
)
(τR p)
, (4.5)
where N 2DV denotes the two dimensional density of states for holes. This means, in particular,
that the B-constant reduction becomes substantial only if holes are degenerate. The experi-
mental data reported in [174, 175] demonstrate an evident shift of the current corresponding
to the hole degeneration to lower values when decreasing the temperature. In contrast, some
temperature dependent measurements conducted on commercial blue LEDs did not repro-
duce this effect [160]. Therefore, it is still debated in the literature, whether a significant role
can be played by the Fermi-filling effect at high currents in the state-of-the-art LEDs or not
[163].
However, most of the aforementioned effects can play a role in the electrically injection
measurements. Since, our measurement scheme is based on the pulsed optical injection,
one can simply exclude the violation of the electric neutrality effect, self-heating, current
crowding, and electron leakage in our measurements. The effect of the Fermi-filling can also
be included in our estimations, because we are able to obtain a reasonable estimation of
the carrier density in the QW. Indeed most of the uncertainties exist in the literature on the
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recombination rates deduced from ABC model can be circumvented in our method. In the
last part of this chapter, after providing evidences of the droop in our samples, we will try to
estimate the recombination rate according to the ABC model.
4.2 The experimental framework
In order to perform tr-PL experiments, the samples were excited with a third harmonic (λ =
280 nm) of a femtosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser, in order to have enough excitation
power in UV. Unless stated otherwise, the excitation beam was focused on the sample by
means of a 3 mm focal length UV objective (NA = 0.55), that allows for an excitation spot
diameter below 5 µm.
The center of the PL spot on the sample was 100 times magnified and sent through a 50 µm
pinhole placed in the collection line, which allowed us to probe a region with a quite uniform
excitation density. As mentioned before, this spatial filtering allows to obtain a well defined
carrier density in the lateral direction. Using QWs in our investigation yield a uniform carrier
distribution along the depth of the sample. This statement is also valid in case of multiple QW
sample, because of their narrow separating barriers and small thickness of the total structure
leading to only a marginal variation in the carrier density between QWs .
The collected PL was analyzed spectrally and temporally using a 32 cm focal length monochro-
mator equipped with a CCD on one exit, and a streak camera in synchronous scan mode on
the other exit (temporal resolution ∼ 5 ps). To be able to measure the whole QW emission, a
150 groove/mm grating was used to disperse the PL spectra, which allows us to reach a spectral
resolution of about 1 meV. The latter is basically limited by the size of the entrance slit of the
spectrometer.
4.3 samples structure
In order to investigate the droop mechanism, mainly two sets of InGaN/GaN QWs shall be
investigated in this chapter. The first set consists of InGaN/GaN QWs, grown on c-plane
free-standing GaN substrate. The change in the QW thickness and the In composition of
the QW allows us studying the effect of quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) on the droop
phenomenon. The high quality of these samples and the low value of In composition of the
QW, moreover, make it possible to compare the carrier dynamics with single GaN/AlGaN QW
(SQW-3), investigated thoroughly in the last chapter. Although, in industrial LEDs, higher In
contents might be used in the QW structures, in our c-plane InGaN/GaN QWs we preferentially
chose to study low In content. This was done not only to prevent experimental issues arise
from long lifetime of high In content c-plane InGaN QWs, but also to probe the role can be
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played by slight In composition at dynamics of the carriers. It will be shown that even this
small fraction of In used in our QWs, makes a dramatic change in the dynamics of carrier
compared to those of the c-plane GaN/AlGaN QWs.
The second set of investigated QWs are m-plane InGaN/GaN multiple QW samples (5 QWs
in each), with the state-of-the-art quality evidenced by the pure radiative recombination of
carriers up to room temperature at low injection densities. The change in the growth condi-
tion leads to a low localization in one of these m-plane samples, whereas in the second one
quasi-QD like behavior was observed owing to the high disorder in the QW thickness or the In
composition.
The details of the structure of the investigated samples can be summarized as following:
• sample C-SQW-1, and C-SQW-2: These samples consist of a single In0.06Ga0.94N QW, em-
bedded in between of two GaN barriers. The QW thickness is 2nm and 3.5 nm for sample
C-SQW-1, and C-SQW-2, respectively. The top and bottom barrier thicknesses in both samples
are 50 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The QW structures have been grown by MOCVD on top of
a 100 nm Al0.04Ga0.96N-template on Free-stranding GaN substrate. The built-in electric filed is
estimated to be as strong as 1.25 MV/cm in these two samples.
• sample C-SQW-3: This sample consists of a single In0.09Ga0.91N QW with QW thickness of 2
nm, embedded in between of two GaN barriers. The top and bottom barrier thicknesses are
50 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The QW structure have been grown by MOCVD on top of a
100 nm Al0.04Ga0.96N-template on Free-stranding GaN substrate. The built-in electric filed
amounts to about 1.7 MV/cm in the QW.
• sample M-MQW-1: This sample consists of five non-polar QWs of InGaN, with thickness
of 3nm. The QWs were separated by 7nm thick GaN barriers, and capped by the last 7 nm
thick GaN barrier. The In composition of QW was estimated to be around 9-10% from our
Schrödinger-Poisson simulations. The m-plane sapphire substrate was overgrown by a 1 µm
thick GaN buffer layer prior to the growth of the QWs. The growth temperature was set to 750
◦C and all growth conditions were optimized to have low localization.
• sample M-MQW-2: This sample also consists of five non-polar QWs of InGaN, with thickness
of 3nm. This sample share the same structure design with sample M-MQW-2, however, the
growth temperature was set to 1250 ◦C and all growth conditions were optimized to have high
localization in the QW. The average In composition in this sample was estimated to be 13%, a
value obtained from a Schrödinger-Poisson simulations.
Table 4.1 summarize the design characteristics of all investigated samples, such as the sub-
strate, QW and barrier design, number of QWs, QW thickness dQW , barrier thickness dB , and
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the FWHM of the PL spectrum at low injection densities. In case of single QW samples, the
thicknesses of lower and upper barriers are listed, respectively.
Table 4.1 – Characteristics of the investigated sample: the substrate, QW and barrier design,
number of QWs, QW thickness dQW , barrier thickness dB (lower and upper one, respectively,
in case of single QW samples), and the FWHM of the PL spectrum at low injection densities.
Substrate Structure number dQW dB FWHM
of QWs (nm) (nm) (meV)
SQW-3 c-plane GaN/Al0.09Ga0.91N 1 3.2 150-30 8
C-SQW-1 c-plane In0.06Ga0.94N/GaN 1 2 200-50 32
C-SQW-2 c-plane In0.06Ga0.94N/GaN 1 3.5 200-50 32
C-SQW-3 c-plane In0.09Ga0.91N/GaN 1 2 200-50 26
M-MQW-1 m-plane In0.10Ga0.90N/GaN 5 3 7 45
M-MQW-2 m-plane In0.13Ga0.87N/GaN 5 3 7 150
4.4 PL investigation at low carrier injection
In the following we will briefly introduce the optical properties of the investigated InGaN QWs
at low carrier injection in order to show their high quality. Some differences in the recombina-
tion dynamics at low excitation density shall be highlighted, which can explain the observed
differences in dynamics at high carrier injection conditions.
4.4.1 Temperature dependence of radiative lifetime and carrier localization ef-
fect: S-shape behavior and IQE at low injection
Figure 4.3(a-c) shows the PL spectra of c-plane InGaN/GaN QWs (C-SQW-1, C-SQW-2, and C-
SQW-3, respectively) at low excitation densities as a function of temperature. The QW exciton
emission (X) and the first and second LO-phonon replicas are labeled on the spectra. The GaN
barrier emission is also marked by an arrow at around 3.45 eV. There is also another transition
on the low energy side of the GaN barrier, that is most probably due to the 2D electron gas at
the interface of the buried AlGaN layer below the GaN barriers.
The QW emission energies for these three samples are shown in Fig. 4.4(a), deduced from
a fitting of the QW emission peak (X) with a Gaussian function. In all these samples, when
raising the temperature, the QW emission energy undergoes first a redshift and then a blueshift
and eventually a monotonous redshift. This evolution of the emission energy, the so-called
S-shape behavior, is well-understood in InGaN QWs in presence of localization, in terms
of the change in the carrier dynamics due to inhomogeneity and carrier localization with
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Figure 4.3 – The time-integrated PL spectra of the c-plane InGaN/GaN QWs: C-SQW-1(a),
C-SQW-2 (b), and C-SQW-3 (c), at low excitation fluence (∼ 1n J/cm2) as a function of temper-
ature. The QW exciton emission (X), the first and second LO-phonon emissions, and the GaN
barrier/buffer layer are labeled on the spectra.
increasing temperature [176, 177, 178]. Indeed, increasing the temperature at first causes
relaxation of the excitons from shallow localized sates towards deeper localized centers, and
hence leads to a redshift of the emission energy. However, for further increase of the lattice
temperature, excitons get delocalized and behave like 2D excitons. In case of the completely
delocalized excitons, then one expect the emission energy as a function of temperature follows
the Varshni’s law [45].
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Figure 4.4 – (a-c) Evolution of the QW emission energy, effective lifetime, and IQE as a function
of temperature for C-SQW-1(black), C-SQW-2 (red), and C-SQW-3 (blue), deduced from low
excitation fluences tr-PL measurements (∼ 1n J/cm2).
The effective lifetime of the QW emission was measured in these samples through tr-PL mea-
surements, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). In the low temperature range, the effective lifetime remains
constant or even slightly increases when increasing the temperature. However, as a general
trend in all samples, the effective lifetime quenches fast when increasing the temperature
above 50K and remains constant for high temperatures to a value of about 150-200 ps. The
latter value is attributed to the non-radiative lifetime in these samples and evidences that the
dynamics of delocalized carriers are governed by the SRH recombination at those tempera-
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tures. It worth noticing that the onset of delocalization, i.e., when exciton emission energy
starts to follow the Varshni’s law, appears in the same temperature range where the effective
lifetimes also starts quenching (see Fig. 4.4(a-b)).
The normalized IQE for this sample, with assumption of a negligible non-radiative recombina-
tion at low temperatures, i.e., IQE= 100%, was extracted from these measurements (see Fig.
4.4(c)). The extracted normalized IQE, also shows a quenching for temperatures higher than
50K, linked with the delocalization temperature of carriers in these QWs.
Figure 4.5(a) and (b) show the evolution of the QW emission energy and corresponding en-
ergies to its upper and lower FWHM as a function temperature for the two m-plane QWs,
M-MQW-1 and M-MQW-2, respectively. In case of sample M-MQW-1, the QW emission energy
undergoes a redshift and consequently a blueshift in the emission energy, when raising the
lattice temperature from 4K to approximately 170 K. For a further increase of temperature, the
emission energy starts to monotonously redshift, and follows the expected Varshni’s law (see
Fig. 4.5(a)).
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Figure 4.5 – (a-b) Evolution of the QW emission energy and the energies corresponding to
its HWHM for samples M-MQW-1 and M-MQW-2, respectively. (c-d) Measured QW effective
lifetime (black circles), as well as the modeled radiative (red solid line) and effective lifetime
(black solid line) for samples M-MQW-1(c) and M-MQW-2(d). (e-f ) The carrier densities of free
and localized excitons, deduced from modeling, are shown for M-MQW-1 (e) and M-MQW-2
(f). The temperature, at which the free and localized carrier densities becomes equivalent, i.e.,
delocalization temperature, is marked by an arrow.
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However, in the case of M-MQW-2 sample, the S-shape behavior of the emission energy is
pushed towards much higher temperatures. The emission energy start to redshift at tem-
peratures higher than 70K up to 200K, and then starts to blueshift from 200K up to 300K.
The second redshift of the emission energy is expected to appear for temperatures higher
than 300K. This extended S-shape variation of the emission peak clearly evidences deeper
localization centers in this sample, which is also consistent with the larger FWHM measured
at 10K for this sample (150 meV), compared to the one of M-MQW-1 (45 meV).
Consistent to the previous reports on the S-shape behavior of InGaN QWs [177, 176], the
broadening of the emission spectrum for both samples decreases when the emission energy
undergoes a redshift, and increases when the emission energy blueshifts. It worth also noticing
the asymmetry in the broadening of the emission energy in Fig. 4.5(a) and (b). This asymmetry
arises from the non-thermal inhomogeneous tail on the low-energy side, which is caused by
either In fluctuations or QW thickness fluctuations in these samples [176].
Temperature dependence of the QW effective lifetime of two samples was measured at low
excitation fluences of about ∼ 1n J/cm2. The carrier density in the QW at that excitation
power is estimated to be about 1010cm−2, a value much lower than the estimated Mott density
for these QWs. Under this condition, the effective lifetime τe f f was measured integrating
over the whole QW emission energy. As shown in Fig. 4.5(c), the τe f f of M-MQW-1 remains
constant when increasing the temperature up to ∼100K, and then starts to monotonously
increase for higher temperature. It clearly follows a linear dependence on the temperature
for T > 170K. The τe f f was modeled with the same model introduced for GaN/AlGaN QWs
in the last chapter (cf. section 3.4.1). Here, due to isolation of the localized excitons from
the non-radiative centers, the localized excitons decay time behaves similar to the case of 0D
excitons and their decay time is expected to be temperature independent. The black solid
line in Fig. 4.5(c) shows the results of this fitting, with the fitting parameters of: τloc = 500ps,
nl oc = 8×1011cm−2, and El oc = 40meV . The value of τ0 was considered to be 10 ps in our
simulations [129]. The value of the non-radiative lifetime and the activation energy for the
non-radiative recombinations were considered to be τnr,0 = 100ps, and E A = 200meV . How-
ever, since no signature of non-radiative recombination was observed in the investigated
range, these rather large values have no impact on the modeling results.
Anyway, despite the simplicity of the applied model, a good agreement was observed between
the experimental values and model predictions. The carrier density for free and localized
carriers are shown as a function of temperature for sample M-MQW-1 in Fig. 4.5(e). Approxi-
mately, at T= 170K, the estimated density of free and localized carriers becomes equal. This
temperature stays in reasonable agreement with the delocalization temperature of carriers
deduced from the variation of the QW emission energy.
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The effective lifetime of M-MQW-2, however, features very different characteristics as a func-
tion of temperature (see Fig. 4.5(d)): apart from slight increase at low temperatures below
100K, it remains constant when increasing the temperature up to ∼200K, and then starts to
monotonously increase for higher temperatures. The small increase in the τe f f at around
100K, can be attributed to relaxation of exciton into deeper localized states, consistent with the
onset of emission redshift of the emission energy at those temperatures. However, applying
the same for the τe f f shows that even up to room temperature, the localized exciton dominate
the population of carriers in the QW (see Fig. 4.5(f)). This is also consistent with the smaller
raise of τe f f to ∼700 ps at room temperature, evidencing the fact the carriers are still localized
at those temperatures. The black solid line in Fig. 4.5(d) shows the results of this fitting, with
the same fitting parameters applied for M-MQW-1, except the value of nl oc and Eloc that were
found to be 3×1012cm−2, and 60meV , respectively.
The higher localization energy and the higher density of localization centers estimated for the
sample M-MQW-2 lead to the conclusion the dynamics of this sample should be governed by
deep localized centers in this sample even up to room temperature. However, carrier dynamics
in the sample M-MQW-1 should be less affected by the localization centers, particularly, for
temperatures above 170K, at which carriers get completely delocalized.
It worth also commenting on the state-of-the-art quality of these m-plane QW samples. The
fact that, at high temperatures, effective lifetime of carriers shows a linear dependence on
the temperature evidences the dominant radiative recombination in these samples at those
temperatures, which is not the case for instance for c-plane QWs investigated here. This
implies the negligible SRH recombination in these samples, when carriers delocalize from
localization centers. This statement can also be directly applied to high injection conditions,
where one expects the activation of non-radiative recombinations due to overflow of carriers
from localization centers with high IQE towards non-radiative centers.
In the end, from these low injection measurements, the normalized IQE was observed to
decrease from 100% at 10K to 35% and 46% at 300K for sample M-MQW-1 and M-MQW-2,
respectively. One might attribute this high value of IQE observed at room temperature solely
to the higher localization energy in these samples. However, from our modeling we could
show that, at least in case of M-MQW-1, carriers are expected to be mainly delocalized, and
still the effective lifetime is dominated by the radiative part. Therefore, a smaller density of
defects or non-radiative centers is the main reason for high IQE observed in these samples.
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4.5 Carrier dynamics under high injection condition
The content of this section deals with carrier dynamics of the aforementioned InGaN/GaN
QWs under high injection condition. In the first part we shall present the experimental evi-
dences for the very different dynamics in InGaN/GaN QWs compared to those of GaN/AlGaN
QWs probed in the last chapter. Despite the low In content used in our InGaN/GaN QWs, a
dramatic difference was observed, hinting on the intrinsic modification of the optical prop-
erties with introducing In into III-nitride QWs. Afterward, the difference in the dynamics of
polar and non-polar InGaN QWs will be presented.
4.5.1 Dynamic of carrier recombination: comparison between GaN/AlGaN and
low In content InGaN/GaN QWs
In this part, a comparison between dynamics of the carrier recombination in a single GaN/Al-
GaN QW (SQW-3) and c-plane InGaN/GaN QW (C-SQW-3) shall be presented. In order to
get rid of the SRH non-radiative recombinations, all measurements have been performed
at low temperature (T = 4 K). As observed on the streak image obtained at high injection for
two samples in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b), the PL spectra features a broad emission at early delays,
evidencing the phase-space filling of the 2D density of states. At longer time delays, however,
the emission spectrum of the QW get narrower due to continuous decrease of the carrier
density in the QW via radiative/non-radiative recombination of carriers. Eventually, at very
long time delays, the QW emission becomes quite narrow and symmetric in both samples,
consistent with the expected characteristics of the excitonic emission.
However, there are some substantial differences between the two streak images that shall
be highlighted. Whereas the emission energy of both QWs is expected to blueshift when
increasing the carrier density, mainly due to the QCSE screening effect, it is more pronounced
on the InGaN QW. Considering the small inhomogeneous linewidth of C-SQW-3, the filling of
the localized states cannot cause this shift of the emission energy. However, the value of the
blueshift of the emission energy in C-SQW-3 stays consistent with the larger built-in electric
field in this QW, which is estimated to be about 1.25MV/cm instead of 0.35 MV/cm in SQW-3.
More importantly, concerning the dynamics, the behavior of InGaN/GaN and GaN/AlGaN
QWs are drastically different (see Fig. 4.6(d)): a distinct fast decay component (τ∼ 110ps)
in the PL intensity is present at early time delay in the case of InGaN QWs, whereas the PL
intensity decays smoothly in case of GaN QWs with a long initial decay time of ∼ 380 ps.
Several physical phenomena might be responsible for this fast recombination dynamics in
C-SQW-3. At first sight, this observed fast dynamic can be attributed to the QCSE screening
effect, which is expected to be more significant in case of C-SQW-3. However, the QCSE
screening effect leads to enhancement of electron-hole wave-function overlap and should
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Figure 4.6 – (a-b) Streak image obtained at 4K on samples SQW-3 and C-SQW-3 under high
injection conditions (excitation fluence∼ 300µJ/cm2). The color code represents the absolute
IPL. (c) The PL spectra obtained by integration over the first 30 ps after the excitation from
steak images in (a) and (b). The energy axis is shifted to the QW ground state emission energy
of the samples for comparison. I0 is the IPL observed for SQW-3 (reference sample). (d) The
IPL decay for SQW-3 (black) and C-SQW-3 (red), as well as the initial decay time deduced from
fitting with mono-exponential decay functions.
increase the radiative recombination rate according to:
τr ∝ τr 0
φ2e,h
, (4.6)
where φe,h denotes the electron-hole wave-function overlap integral, which is given by Eq.
3.24.
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If we recall the spontaneous emission rate, which is given by:
Rspont (E)=
∑
j=A,B
1
τr ad , j
Dcvj . fe, j (E) fh, j (E), (4.7)
the IPL at the position of the bandgap in degenerate case, i.e., where fe, j (Eg )= fh, j (Eg )= 1,
is only proportional to the optical transition matrix elements, and the joint density of states
Dcvj . This is with the assumption that the built-in electric field in the QW is also fully screened,
which is consistent with the saturation of IPL at early delays in our measurements (cf. Fig. 4.7).
Since C-SQW-3 consists of a rather low In content, we do not expected a large change neither
in the effective masses of conduction and valence bands nor in the matrix element, when
comparing with SQW-3 sample. In order to be able to compare the absolute IPL of the two
samples, a set of measurements with exactly the same conditions were conducted on these
samples. However, the observed absolute IPL at the energy of the bandgap (see Fig. 4.6(c))
is smaller by factor of two in C-SQW-3 compared to SQW-3, which indicates that radiative
recombination rate (lifetime) in C-SQW-3 should be half (twice) of the one of SQW-3 sample.
Nevertheless, the effective recombination lifetime in this sample is much shorter, evidencing
a strong non-radiative recombination mechanism governing the carrier dynamics in this
sample.
There might be some errors in the absolute IPL intensity measured here, induced mainly
by the time-window, over which the IPL was integrated (here, about 30ps). However this
effect was observed to be marginal, when trying different integration time-windows. The
light extraction efficiency should also be quite similar in the two samples, because of the
same growth conditions and reasonably similar surface roughness. The latter effect, however,
should be treated more carefully concerning m-plane QWs, which feature much larger surface
roughness and hence larger expected light extraction efficiency.
This fast component evidences a strong non-radiative recombination at early delays (i.e.,
high carrier density), which may be responsible for the efficiency droop. There is, indeed, an
intrinsic difference between InGaN/GaN QWs and GaN/AlGaN QWs, which despite the low In
content used in sample C-SQW-3 structure, leads to drastic difference in the dynamics.
4.5.2 Signature of droop in c-plane and m-plane InGaN/GaN QWs at low temper-
ature
In this section the results of a set of measurements on c-plane and m-plane samples will be
discussed. In these measurements, all experimental conditions remain unchanged, in order
to be able to compare the collected absolute IPL from samples. Some notable differences in
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carrier dynamics were observed between c-plane and m-plane InGaN/GaN QWs.
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Figure 4.7 – (a-d) Time resolved spectra obtained at 4K and under high injection conditions for
sample SQW-3, C-SQW-1, C-SQW-2, and C-SQW-3, respectively. The IPLs at the energy of QWs
ground state transition are compared to the one of SQW-3 (I0). The PL spectra are extracted
for every 50 ps after the excitation up to time delay of 250 ps, and after that for every 100 ps.
Figure 4.7(a-d) shows the tr-PL spectra obtained at 4K at high excitation densities on sample
SQW-3 and three c-plane InGaN/GaN single QW samples. The first notable point is that in all
these measurements, the IPL at early delay is saturated, which evidences the k-space filling
and at the same time the complete screening of the built-in electric field in the QWs. The term
I0 here is the observed IPL in the reference sample at the energy of the bandgap. In all samples,
the absolute IPL stays in the range of 0.5-0.75 ×I0. As discussed before, this difference is in the
acceptable range considering the possible difference in the electron/hole effective masses in
these samples, caused by different In-composition and the difference in the QW confinement
energies.
Considering the aforementioned arguments, a longer effective decay time is expected in these
samples assuming negligible non-radiative processes. However, similar fast dynamics were
observed in all these c-plane InGaN QWs, as shown in Fig. 4.8. Whereas, the initial IPL decay
time in our reference sample (SQW-3) stays about 380 ps, in all c-plane InGaN QWs, IPL has
at least three times faster decay. This states a sharp contrast to the longer radiative lifetime
of expected for carriers in these InGaN/GaN QWs, and can only be justified by the presence
of a fast non-radiative recombination process that govern dynamics of carrier at early delays
and high densities. It worth also noticing that for longer time delays, the decay time of IPL
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Figure 4.8 – The IPL decays, integrated over the
whole QW emission energy, for samples SQW-
3 and three other c-plane InGaN QWs. The
dashed lines show the initial decay time at early
delays, and the decay times deduced from fit-
ting with a mono-exponential decay function.
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increases. This effect can be explained by the combined effect of the recovered built-in electric
field in the QW, localization of carriers, recovering of excitonic enhancement, and reduction
of non-radiative recombinations.
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Figure 4.9 – (a-c) Time resolved spectra obtained at 4K and under high injection conditions
of sample SQW-3, M-MQW-1, and M-MQW-2, respectively. The IPLs at the energy of QWs
ground state transition are compared to the one of SQW-3 (I0). The PL spectra are extracted
for every 50 ps after the excitation up to time delay of 250 ps, and after that for every 100 ps.
Figure 4.9(a-c) shows the tr-PL spectra obtained at 4K at high excitation densities on sample
SQW-3 and the two m-plane InGaN/GaN multiple QW samples. Here, comparing the absolute
IPL is not, however, as straightforward as it is for c-plane QWs. Several physical phenomena
should be considered in order to get a quantitative comparison of IPLs. First, one should
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consider the different extraction efficiency between c-plane and m-plane QWs, where it is
expected to be much higher in m-plane QWs due to the higher surface roughness [179, 180].
Second, to be able to compare IPL, one should ensure the same carrier density is captured in
m-plane samples, that consist of multiple QWs and different barrier thickness from c-plane
samples. Nevertheless, since both m-plane QWs were grown under the same growth condition
and feature the same structure design, the carrier density should be the same in both samples
just after the pulse excitation. Assuming, the same or reasonably close effective masses for
electron and hole in both samples, the difference in the IPL seems noticeably large.
Another remarkable difference might be the continuous shift of the emission energy in sam-
ple M-MQW-2 (see Fig. 4.9(c)), which does not saturate even at early delays. This is an
evidence of large localization centers densities in this multiple QW sample, that is still not
saturated even at those large excitation densities, consistent with our estimation about the lo-
calization densities in this sample from our low injection measurements (nl oc ∼ 3×1012cm−2).
Additionally, the dynamics of carriers in sample M-MQW-1 differs significantly from those
of M-MQW-2 (see Fig. 4.10): whereas IPL decays almost mono-exponentially in M-MQW-1,
it shows a noticeable time/carrier density- dependence in M-MQW-2. As shown by the red
dashed line, IPL of M-MQW-2 decays with a very fast decay component of about 145 ps and
then at longer delay times this decay time increases. Once again, comparing the absolute IPL
in both samples and the dynamics of IPL decay of the QW provide a clear evidence of some
non-radiative recombinations occurring in M-MQW-2 sample, i.e., the m-plane multiple QW
with higher localization density.
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4.6 Temperature and power-dependence of non-radiative recombi-
nations
Figure 4.11 shows the decay of IPL, integrated over entire QW emission energies, as a function
of the excitation power at T= 300K (a), and as a function of the excitation power density at T=
300K (b) for one of c-plane InGaN QW (C-SQW3). The same dynamics exist in the two other
c-plane QWs. In the c -plane QWs, the PL intensity shows a very fast decay at low tempera-
tures (T= 4, and 100K), which was attributed to a fast non-radiative recombination process as
discussed before in detail. However, when raising the temperature to 300K, the decay time of
IPL becomes longer, and more interestingly, it becomes mono-exponential. This IPL decay
time at 300K shows no dependence on the injection density (see 4.11(b)). The value of this
decay time remains unchanged at ∼ 200ps upon decreasing the excitation density by several
orders of magnitude. This value of 200 ps is close to that observed for the IPL decay time in
low-injection measurements for this sample at room temperature (see Fig. 4.4(b)).
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Figure 4.11 – (a) Temperature dependence of the QW IPL decays for sample C-SQW3.(b)
Injection power-dependence of the QW IPL decays at T= 300K for sample C-SQW3.
The observed dynamics in sample C-SQW3 evidence that the recombination dynamics are
dominated by SRH non-radiative recombination at room temperature. According to the ex-
isting literature [129, 52, 53], non-radiative lifetime due to SRH (τnr , hereafter) should be
exponentially thermally activated, and should therefore decrease when raising the tempera-
ture. Assuming that τnr is even constant (∼ 200 ps) over the whole studied temperature range,
which indeed means an underestimated value for τnr at low temperatures, the observed decay
time of IPL at low temperatures in this sample cannot be explained by SRH process. In fact, at
high injection densities applied here, the localization centers are completely filled and due
to carriers overflow, they are not anymore isolated from non-radiative centers. Therefore,
assuming the SRH process as the dominant process for the observed non-radiative recom-
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bination at low temperatures, the effective lifetime of carriers should be longer than 200
ps, that is in a sharp contrast to our experimental results. This allows us to exclude safely
the aforementioned DADR process, proposed by Ref. [158], as the origin of the observed droop.
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Figure 4.12 – (a) Temperature dependence of the QW IPL decays for sample M-MQW1.(b)
Injection power dependence of the QW IPL decays at T= 300K for sample M-MQW1.
Let us now discuss IPL dynamics in the two m-plane samples. As shown before, at low temper-
atures, no droop signature was observed on sample M-MQW1 under high injection condition.
Moreover, at low injection, the IPL decay for this sample is governed by radiative recombina-
tion up to room temperature, as is evidenced by the linear increase of the effective decay time
in that temperature range. At high injection condition, whatever the temperature, the decay of
IPL shows no evidence of fast non-radiative recombination at all temperatures up to room
temperature (see Fig. 4.12(a)). More interestingly, when raising the temperature, the effective
lifetime of carriers increases significantly, following the same trend as under low injection
conditions. Additionally, when increasing the excitation power, only a marginal change in
dynamics was spotted (see Fig. 4.12(b)). These two pieces of evidence clearly show that,
even at the high excitation regime reached in our measurements, no signature of the droop
appears in this sample. The small dependence of the IPL decay on the excitation power, can
either originate from the change in the bimolecular recombination rate or only a marginal
contribution of the non-radiative recombinations.
However, the carrier dynamics in sample M-MQW-2 appeared to be completely different from
C-SQW3 and M-MQW-1. Despite the increase of the effective lifetime of IPL, when raising
the temperature (see Fig. 4.13(a)), it still features a non-exponential behavior and a strong
dependence on the injection density (see Fig. 4.13(b)). These observations can be interpreted
as follows: the droop mechanism responsible for the observed fast non-radiative dynamics,
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Figure 4.13 – (a) Temperature dependence and (b) the injection power dependence of the QW
IPL decays at T= 300K, for sample M-MQW2.
becomes less rapid when increasing temperature, but still shows up in the dynamics up to
room temperature. More importantly, the absence of any droop signature in M-MQW-1 and
its distinct impact on the carrier dynamics in M-MQW-2 hints on its link with the localization.
It worth noticing that from low injection measurements, we have shown negligible SRH re-
combination in these two m -plane QWs. As has been discussed above, the fact that, despite
the negligible SRH recombination in our m-plane QWs, still one of them shows evidences
of droop, casts very strong doubts on the validity of the DADR model as an explanation of
droop mechanism in III-nitride LEDs. Our measurements therefore clearly favor the second
possible mechanism for the droop under optical injection: Auger recombination. In fact,
both clear experimental evidences have been given for Auger recombination in III-nitride
LED [80, 156], and some theoretical proposals [33, 79, 181, 154] also support the existence
of Auger recombination. To be more specific, we will now try in the next section to obtain a
quantitative estimation of Auger rate in our samples through the detailed comparison of the
ABC model with our tr-PL results. Nevertheless, to have quantitative estimation of Auger rate
in our samples, in the next section we will try simple ABC model to our tr-PL results.
4.7 Estimation of Auger coefficient
In order to estimate the Auger coefficient C from our measurements, the experimental IPL
decays were fitted, at 4K, with the ABC model. The carrier density was extracted from the same
lineshape analysis introduced in the previous chapter, using, for each structure, the electron
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and hole effective masses deduced from k.p simulations. In order to prevent the possible
influence of the feeding of carriers from the barriers, the fit was performed starting only at
delays of about 150 ps. At such delays, the luminescence from the barrier has completely
vanished, meaning there is no more significant carrier density in the barriers. The estimated
carrier density for all samples is in the range of few times 1012cm−2, a carrier density which is
above the Mott density for typical GaN QWs [182, 91].
In our fitting, the SRH non-radiative recombination rate is considered to be negligible in all the
studied samples. As discussed before, the SRH could in no way explain the fast non-radiative
dynamics in c-plane InGaN QWs at low temperatures. In case of m-plane, it was shown at that
when carriers get delocalized, the carrier dynamics still is governed by the radiative recombi-
nation term. In addition to these arguments, the high IQE observed at low temperature in all
these samples, allows us to exclude safely the SRH term in our modeling.
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Figure 4.14 – (a) Fitting of the IPL decays (solid lines) as well as the experimentally observed
IPL decay of the investigated samples: C-SQW-1(a), C-SQW-2(b), C-SQW-3(c), SQW-3 (d),
M-MQW-1(e), M-MQW-2(f). In all the fittings the SRH recombination rate A was set to zero.
The characteristic radiative lifetime τr ad was considered to be the same, and dependence of
the B on the carrier density due to the Fermi-filling effect was included. The reported value for
B, is the one at low density regime. The only fitting parameter to fit all the curves was the Auger
coefficient C. The carrier density (in cm−2) at the time delay of 150 ps which fitting started
is 9.6×1012, 9.5×1012, 10×1012, 4.5×1012, 5×1012, and 6.2×1012 for C-SQW-1, C-SQW-2,
C-SQW-3, SQW-3, M-MQW-1, and M-MQW-2, respectively. The dashed lines represent the
value of IQE as a function of the time delay. In order to obtain an upper limit for the value of C,
for samples SQW-3 (d) and M-MQW-2 (e), the fitting was repeated with increasing C to a value,
for which the fittings start to deviate from the experimental data (blue).
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We employed in our calculations the radiative recombination rate deduced from Eq. 4.7, with
the effective masses used in our PL lineshape fitting. The only free parameters is τr ad . It has
been taken to be the same in all samples and we use the same value as the one for samples
SQW-3 and M-MQW-3, i.e., the samples show no droop signature in their IPL decays. To avoid
complexity at this stage, the Auger coefficient was chosen to be independent of the carrier
density. Knowing A and B parameters in all samples, then, the C coefficient was tuned as the
only fitting parameter to find the best fit to all QW IPL decay curves.
Figure 4.14 shows the best results for the fitting, upon the mentioned conditions. Despite
the simplicity, the ABC model is known to have a huge flexibility to fit any non-exponential
IPL decay curve by tuning A, B, and C and playing with the carrier density [162]. Therefore,
knowing of the carrier density is of crucial importance to reduce the number of fitting pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, a reasonably good agreement is obtained between the fits and the
experimental curves. This allows a good accuracy on the estimated C coefficient. In the three
c-plane InGaN QWs, however, the fitted curves deviate from the experimental results for long
time delays (see Fig. 4.14(a-c)). This might originate from the fact that in our preliminary
fitting results, the effect of QCSE screening was neglected for simplicity. Although, this effect
might become significant at long time delays, i.e., at low carrier densities, it should have only a
marginal impact on the fit at early time delays. We have also neglected the effect of the carrier
temperatures at this stage, but this could be included in our ABC model.
Table 4.2 summarize the results of the fitting for values of A, B, and C parameters for all samples.
B and C parameters are converted to the units for 3D case, in order to be able to compare with
the reports in the literature. The Auger coefficient for c-plane QWs is found to be in the same
range for C-SQW-1 and C-SQW-3 (∼ 1.3−1.4×10−16cm4/s ≈ 5×10−30cm6/s). However, the
estimated C for sample C-SQW-2 (∼ 4×10−16cm4/s ≈ 5×10−29cm6/s ) is noticeably larger
than the two others. The difference between c-plane QWs most probably originates from their
difference in the QW thickness, since they share quite similar optical properties and growth
conditions. This observation is consistent with the theoretical prediction by Vaxenburg et al.
on the dependence of the Auger recombination rate on the polarization field in InGaN QWs
[183]. According to their prediction, not only can the polarization field induce a reduction of
the radiative recombination rate and hence an increase of the carrier density in polar QWs, but
it can also trigger the Auger-induced efficiency droop. They found a dependence of the Auger
rate on both the built-in electric field, and the QW thickness in presence of the same built-in
electric field. However, our results state a contrast to other theoretical prediction (Kioupakis et
al. [33]), according to which both Auger and radiative recombination rates should be modified
in the same manner by the polarization electric field.
In case of M-MQW-1 sample, the IPL decay curve was reproduced well with an Auger co-
efficient of zero. Nevertheless, to estimate an upper limit for the Auger coefficient, the C
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Table 4.2 – The fitting parameters applied in the ABC model to fit IPL decays at 4K. B and
C parameters were converted to the 3D units, by considering the QW thickness of samples.
IQE0 is the value of the IQE extracted from our fitting for each sample at the time delay
corresponding to the beginning of fitting curves (t = 150 ps).
A B2D B3D C2D C3D IQE0
(1/s) (10−2cm2/s) ( 10−9cm3/s) (10−16cm4/s) (10−30cm6/s) (%)
C-SQW-1 0 2.72 5.43 1.4 5.60 15
C-SQW-2 0 2.72 9.50 4 49 6
C-SQW-3 0 2.72 5.43 1.3 5.2 14
SQW-3 0 2.72 8.69 < 0.45 < 4.6 >71
M-MQW-1 0 2.72 8.14 < 0.25 < 2.25 >70
M-MQW-2 0 2.72 8.14 2.5 23 27
parameter in our fitting was increased until a noticeable deviation from the experimental IPL
was observed (shown by blue curve in Fig. 4.14(e)). The maximum possible value for C in
this samples was found to be smaller than ∼ 0.25×10−16cm4/s. At the first sight, this value
(∼ 2.5×10−30cm6/s), might seem still large compared to the reports on the Auger coefficient
in the literature [160, 159, 162]. However, the absence of the droop signature in this sample is
justified by the larger value of B. Indeed, even if this value of C is large, owing to have large
bimolecular recombination rate, the IQE stay stays reasonably large in this sample (> 70 %).
Nevertheless, a much larger value (∼ 2.5×10−16cm4/s) was found in case of the other m-plane
multiple QW sample (M-MQW-2). This value is about ten times larger than the upper limit
value found in case of M-MQW-1 sample. This huge difference can only be attributed to
the much larger localization effects that exist in sample M-MQW-2. Some reports claim that
the localization effect can enhance the Auger recombination rate vi a the increase of the
local carrier density [184]. However, at large injected carrier densities in our measurements
(∼ 1012−1013cm−2), the local carrier density cannot be significantly modified by localization
centers: the depth of the localization centers (few meV- few tens of meV) is too small to add
a significant density of states to the density of states of the QW. Therefore, we tentatively
attribute this large value of Auger induced by localization effect to the fact that the localization
centers, owing to the 3D confinement of carriers, can enhance the Auger recombination rate
through the softening of k-selection rules in the Auger scattering process. Although most
of the theoretical works predict a negligible Auger rate in III-nitride QWs, it is important to
recall the work by Kioupakis et al. [79], which demonstrates that phonon or alloy scattering in
III-nitrides can significantly enhance the Auger recombination thanks to the relaxation of the
momentum conservation during such type of scattering. In a similar way, one can expect that
softening of the k-selection rules, induced by the localization effect, leads to a similar effect
on the Auger recombination. The theoretical investigation of this effect is beyond the scope of
this thesis. However, there is a certain interest to investigate theoretically the impact of the
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localization in 2D continuum on the efficiency of the Auger process, and estimate the possible
value for Auger rate in InGaN QWs.
4.8 Conclusion and perspectives
In conclusion, we provided a clear experimental evidence of the signature of droop in InGaN/-
GaN QWs under large optical excitation. By comparing the dynamics between GaN and InGaN
QWs, we showed that there are some intrinsic changes caused by adding In to III-nitride het-
erostructures. Moreover, two types of polar and non-polar QWs have been investigated in this
chapter so as to uncover the role played by the polarization field in the efficiency droop. With
engineering the localization effect in our m-plane QWs, we could unambiguously demonstrate
that the Auger recombination efficiency in InGaN QWs is linked with the localization effect:
the efficiency of the Auger process can rise significantly with increasing the localization. Our
experimental scheme provides us the possibility to determine accurately the carrier density
in the QW, and hence deduce reliably the Auger coefficient from our measurements. Indeed,
new theoretical efforts are demanded to fully understand the impact of each aforementioned
physical phenomena in the efficiency droop. There is certainly an interest to employ such
kind of measurements into single QW LED structures, while the applied bias can simulate
a more realistic situation for the measurements, and make our results directly applicable to
LEDs. We believe that our work can help to understand better the physical origin of the droop
in III-nitride LEDs.
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5 Exciton hopping under a uniform
strain gradient in ZnO microwires
For a long time, strain engineering has been considered as a powerful strategy to tune the
electro-optical properties of semiconductors [17, 18]. At the same time, strain is an unavoid-
able phenomenon that has an enhanced contribution to the properties of semiconductor
nanostructures [16]. Therefore, proper design of devices based on strain effect in semicon-
ductor nanostructures demands a better understanding of the strain effects on the electronic
and optical properties of semiconductor nanostructures. To exemplify the strain effect on the
electro-optical properties in semiconductors, we can point out the strain-induced Stark shift
of the emission energy in III-Nitride semiconductors [19], the strained silicon application in
mobility enhanced transistors [18], and bandgap engineering of nanowires with core-shell
structure with strain [20]. Moreover, semiconductor nanowires are interesting for fundamen-
tal studies of strain effects, since a large range of both compressive and tensile strain can
be applied to them by simply deforming the nanowires without introducing dislocations,
owing to their higher elastic strain limits [15]. Applying the large values of tensile strain is
another advantage of micro/nanowires, while this is not easy to reach in bulk structures [21].
In fact, tensile strain in bulk structures can only be achieved in strained epitaxial layers, but is
limited to small values. The mechanical-optical coupling properties of ZnO micro/nanowires
have raised a huge interest for application in piezoelectric-optical devices as well as photon-
mechanical devices [16].
This chapter deals with the exciton dynamics in bent ZnO microwires (MWs) under a uniform
strain gradient at low temperatures. Starting with the evidence of exciton movement under
a strain gradient, it then focuses on a theoretical model to explain the mechanism of this
movement, taking into account the fact that the majority of excitons are bound to donors at
low temperatures in our samples. Eventually, the validity of the proposed model is examined
by performing measurements on a sample with different design over a finite range of tem-
peratures. As an introduction to this chapter, the growth of the investigated samples and the
experimental techniques shall be introduced.
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The results shall be discussed in this chapter have been previously published, or are submitted,
as the following papers:
• Exciton drift in semiconductors under uniform strain gradients : Application to bent ZnO
microwires
X. Fu, G. Jacopin, M. Shahmohammadi, R. Liu, M. Benameur, J.-D. Ganière, J. Feng, W. Guo, Z.
M. Liao, B. Deveaud, and D. Yu, ACS Nano, 8(4), 3412-3420, (2014).
•Hopping process of bound excitons under an energy gradient
G. Jacopin, M. Shahmohammadi, J.-D. Ganière, and B. Deveaud, APL., 104(4), 042109, (2014).
•Donor-bound exciton hopping under a uniform strain gradient
M. Shahmohammadi, G. Jacopin, X. Fu, J.-D. Ganière, D. Yu, and B. Deveaud, submitted to
APL (2015).
5.1 Experimental scheme
5.1.1 Sample growth
Hexagonal ZnO MWs align along the c-axis [0001] have been explored in this study. The ZnO
MWs were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a horizontal quartz tube furnace on
Si substrate. A zinc oxide substrate with purity of about 99.9999% was used in combination
with graphite powder (molar ration of 1:1) in an aluminum boat for growth. Before growth,
the furnace was purged with Argon to avoid contaminations in the furnace. The growth was
performed at 1050◦C in the presence of oxygen flow (3.0 sccm). Afterwards, the Si substrate
covered with grown ZnO MWs was cooled down to room temperature. The SEM image of the
grown MWs is shown in Fig. 5.1, on this image the typical diameter of wires is ranging between
2 to 3 µm (see the inset).
5.1.2 Standard four-point bending configuration
In order to apply strain on ZnO MWs, the ZnO MWs were mounted in a dedicated module
allowing to obtain a four-point bending configuration according to the ASTM E855-08 standard
[185]. This configuration allows us to reach a pure compressive/tensile strain across the MWs
and, at the same time, have a precise control on the applied strain value. As shown in Fig.
5.2(a), the lattice constant along the c-axis varies linearly by the distance from the neutral
plane of the MW. Knowing the curvature radius of the neutral plane ρ, the strain value at any
point across the MW can be evaluated by:
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Figure 5.1 – (a) The SEM image of the ZnO MW ensembles after the growth with an average
diameter between 2 and 3 µm. The inset shows that the ZnO MWs are grown along the [0001]
direction and have an hexagonal cross section. (b) Schematics of a ZnO MW in four-point
bending configuration in between of SU8 micropillars. The MW is excited by either pulsed or
cw electron beams. (c-d) The SEM image of the ZnO MWs called sample I and sample II with
diameters of d= 2.24 µm and d= 2.33 µm, respectively. The straight and bent segments of the
MWs are labeled by as "I" and "II", respectively. ρ shows the radius of curvature of the neutral
strain plane in the two samples, which has been designed to be larger in sample II compared
to sample I (130 µm instead of 85 µm).
εc = cr − c0
c0
= r
ρ
, (5.1)
where cr denotes the lattice constant at given distance r from the neutral plane. Indeed for
points on the outer side of the neutral plane the strain value is positive (tensile), whereas
points in the inner side have negative value of strain (compressive strain). In a first-order ap-
proximation, the bandgap is expected to increase (decrease) by applying compressive (tensile)
strain to a direct bandgap semiconductor (shown by the color code in Fig. 5.2(b)).
To fabricate the SU8 micropillars, SU8 photoresist was spin coated on the Si substrate with
speed of 500 rpm for 10 s in the first step and then with 3000 rpm for 60s. The pre-baking was
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Figure 5.2 – (a) Schematics of a ZnO MW under pure bending configuration, showing the
variation of lattice constant c across the MW. The terms Ci n , C0, and Cout stands for the lattice
constant values at the most inside region, the neutral plane and the most outside region of the
MW cross section. (b) Variation of the emission energy, i.e., the bandgap (color code), and the
uniaxial strain value along the c-axis εc , across the MW cross section.
performed in a furnace at 65 ◦C for 1 minute and then 95 ◦C for 3 minutes. The lithography
process was done under UV exposure with power intensity of 13 mW /cm2 for a duration of
12 s with a predesigned mask. After the lithography process, the surface of micropillars and
Si substrate was coated with a layer of gold with 20 nm thickness to avoid charging effect in
the cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements. The lithography mask for SU8 micropillars
was designed in a way to have the possibility of applying different values of the strain gradient
across the ZnO MWs.
Some of the ZnO MWs were detached from the growth substrate and individually transferred
to the substrate designed for applying the four-point bending deformation. The MWs were
mounted between the SU8 micropillars by means of two needle-shape glass tips under an
optical microscope. The applied deformation was verified to be elastic since ZnO MWs could
resume their original straight state once they were taken out of the SU8 pillars.
As shown in SEM images of Fig. 5.1(c-d), using different micropillars to mount the ZnO MWs,
different degrees of strain gradient can be achieved. The SEM images in Fig. 5.1(c) and (d)
correspond to ZnO MWs that have been probed in section 5.2 and section 5.4, respectively.
The difference in the measured dynamics will be discussed in detail later in section 5.4.
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5.1.3 Experimental techniques
To probe dynamics of excitons under a uniform strain gradient, we used mainly time resolved
(tr) CL as a powerful technique that can provide us a good vision on dynamics tanks to its
high spatial (50 nm) and temporal resolution (30 ps) [72]. In addition to tr-CL experiments,
continuous wave (cw) CL measurements were carried out as a complementary technique
to provide results on the spatial variation of the ZnO MWs optical properties with a large
dynamical range, thanks to the higher excitation current in the cw mode. Eventually, some
polarization resolved PL measurements were performed to probe the polarization properties
of the near band edge emission of the probes ZnO MWs.
Time resolved CL experiments have been performed with an Attolight Alalin Chronos 4027
system. The excitation was done with ∼1 ps electron pulses and the repetition rate of 80MHz.
We used an acceleration voltage of 6 kV in all the measurements. The Attolight tr-CL system
allows us to switch from pulsed mode to cw mode. The CL signal was collected by the reflective
optics of the CL microscope and sent to a Jobin-Yvon spectrometer (iHr320) equipped with a
Synapse CCD camera as well as a streak camera synchronized with the electron pulse. The
luminescence of the samples was analyzed by a 600 groove/mm grating. The photolumines-
cence (PL) measurements were carried out by exciting a single straight ZnO MW using the
third harmonic (λ = 280 nm) of a picosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (the average
power and repetition rate of 50 µW and 80 MHz, respectively).
5.2 Exciton drift under a uniform strain gradient
5.2.1 Continuous wave CL measurements
Figure 5.3 shows the results of cw-CL experiments on sample I obtained by scanning the
excitation spot across the ZnO MW at 8K. The line scanning cw-CL spectra were collected
on both straight and pure bending regions of the MW– indicated by regions I and I I in the
SEM image of Fig. 5.1(c-d), respectively. The CL spectrum on the straight part consists of
a sharp emission line at 3.360 eV attributed to donor-bound exciton (D◦X ) emission line,
and two other emission lines at 3.292 eV and 3.222 eV attributed to the two-electron-satellite
(TES) and the first LO phonon replica of D◦X , respectively. According to the existing literature,
the LO phonon energy in ZnO is measured to be ≈ 72 meV [47]. Most-importantly, when
the excitation spot was scanned across the straight region of MW, the CL spectrum remains
unchanged.
However, the CL spectra collected across the bent region of MWs have quite different features
from those on the straight part (see Fig. 5.3(b)): the luminescence features a broad emission,
when excited within the compressive region (lower part of figure), while its broadening pro-
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Figure 5.3 – (a, b) Line scanning cw-CL spectra along the straight cross section "I" and the
pure bending cross section "II" of the ZnO MW (sample I). The neutral strain plane across
the MW is set as zero for position. (c) cw-CL spectrum at the straight cross section (black),
and three different spots across the bent cross section of the MW with local strain value of
εc =−1.3% (red), εc = 0% (green), and εc =+1.3% (blue).
gressively shrinks down by moving the excitation spot towards the tensile part across the MW
(upper part of the figure). In addition to the change in the broadening of CL spectra from com-
pressive to tensile region, the highest emission energy of the CL spectra also redshifts moving
from compressive to tensile region, shown by the red dashed line on the figure. The emission
energy in the neutral plane across the MW (shown by a horizontal dashed line) appears at the
same emission energy than the emission of the CL at the straight part of wire. The CL spectra
of the straight part, and three spots on the bent segment of the MW are compared in Fig. 5.3(c),
where the changes in the emission energy and the broadening of the spectrum appear even
more clearly. The change in the emission energy in addition to the position dependence of
the CL emission broadening can be an evidence of the exciton movements. However, to shed
light on the exciton dynamics and to safely exclude other explanation for the observed change
in the CL spectra, like valence band crossing [186, 187] or charge accumulation due to the
transverse piezoelectric field across the MW [188], we decided to perform tr-CL measurements.
The CL spectral mapping of Sample I at room temperature is shown in Fig. 5.4. Similar to
measurements at 8K, no shift in the emission energy or broadening can be distinguished, when
the excitation spot was scanned across the straight segment of the MW (see Fig. 5.4(a)). The
spectral line scanning on the bent region of the MW features the redshift of CL emission energy
by moving from compressive to tensile region across the MW (see Fig. 5.4(b)). However, a
remarkable difference can be identified with respect to the previous measurements performed
at 8K: the CL spectrum remains narrow, independent of the excitation position across the MW.
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Figure 5.4 – (a) and (b) Room temperature line scanning cw-CL spectra across the straight
and the bent segment of the ZnO MW (sample I), respectively. The geometric neutral plane
of the MW is set as zero for the position axis, negative in inside and positive in outside.(c)
Typical room temperature CL spectra with excitation spot at the outermost (εc = 1.3%), middle
(εc = 0%) and innermost (εc =−1.3%) part of the MW at the pure bending cross section ”II”, as
well as that at the straight part ”I”. (d) Energy shift of the NBE luminescence peak as a function
of local strain distribution in the pure bending cross section ”II” of the probed ZnO MW in our
study (blue), and the previous experimental reports in the literature by Diterich et al. on bent
ZnO MWs (red circles), and Rowe et al. on bulk ZnO (green circles).
Another aspect of the spectral line scanning across the bent region of MW at room temperature
is its agreement with previous reports in the literature by Refs. [21, 189], i.e., the linear variation
of the emission energy (bandgap) versus the local uniaxial strain across the MW. Estimating
the curvature radius of the bent region of the probed ZnO MW, the deformation potential
amounts to ∂Eex /∂εc ≈−27.3meV %. The latter value is very close to the one extracted from
experimental results on homogeneously stressed ZnO reported by Row and coworkers (about
-29.5 meV/%) [189], and is larger than the reports of Dietrich and coworkers on bent ZnO MWs
about (-20.4 meV/%)[21].
The fact that the CL emission linewidth is position independent across the bent region of the
MW at room temperature originates from the shorter lifetime of excitons at room temperatures
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Figure 5.5 – (a) Time integrated CL spectra obtained by pulse excitation at point A (inside:
εc =−1.18%), B (middle: εc = 0%), and C (outside: εc =+1.18%) on the pure bending cross
section as well as the straight part of the ZnO MW sample I. The inset shows the relative
position of the excitation spots A, B, and C on the bent cross section of the MW. (b-e) Streak
camera images showing emission energy as a function of time after the pulsed electron
excitation the straight part (b) and points A, B, and C of the purely bent section (c, d, e). The
intensity is color coded in logarithmic scale. The pink dashed line indicates the emission
energy of the D◦X A luminescence in strain-free part of the MW. The blue and red dashed lines
show the emission energies of 3.392 and 3.322 eV, corresponding to the highest and the lower
part of the time integrated CL spectra, respectively.
due to the thermally activated non-radiative recombinations. In fact, the effective lifetime of
excitons is much shorter than the time needed for the drift of excitons from one side of MW
toward the other side. This interpretation is confirmed by our temperature dependent time
resolved PL measurements, where a very short lifetime was observed for excitons at room
temperature (τe f f .|(T=300K ) ≤ 40ps).
To reveal the differences between measurements at 8K and room temperature and directly
observe exciton dynamics, we further performed tr-CL experiments at 8K. Figure 5.5(a) de-
picts the time integrated CL spectra obtained at 8K under pulsed electron excitation (pulse
duration∼ 1ps) by exciting the straight part (segment I) of the MW (black), and three equally
spaced spots across the bent region (segment II) of the MW: Point A on the inside part of
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segment II (εc =−1.18%), point B approximately on the neutral strain plane (εc = 0%), and
point C on the outside region (εc =+1.18%). The relative position of the three probed spots
are shown on the inset of Fig. 5.5(a). The time integrated spectra look similar to those ob-
tained by cw-CL, except for the change in the ratio of the CL intensity of the low-energy to the
high-energy part of CL spectra. This change most presumably originated from the fact that
the quality of the probed ZnO MWs changes by keeping them for long time in high vacuum.
Indeed, a huge increase in the relative intensity of the defect band (originated from oxygen
vacancies) to the NBE intensity was observed when keeping the ZnO MWs in vacuum. For
subsequent measurements (presented in section 5.4), we therefore were careful to minimize
as much as possible the time spent by the sample under vacuum.
The streak image corresponding to the straight part of the MW is shown in Fig. 5.5(b). In
this image, the emission energy of the CL spectrum shows no variation with time and the
CL intensity decays mono-exponentially with a time constant of about 105 ps. However, the
streak images obtained when exciting on points A, B, and C dramatically differ from the one
obtained on the straight part. The most remarkable feature is the "comma shape" of these
time resolved streak image (Fig. 5.5(c)), which directly illustrates that the NBE emission energy
undergoes a time dependent redshift of the emission energy. The same feature exists in the
streak image corresponding to point B (Fig. 5.5(d)), however, the highest emission energy
is approximately the same as the emission of the straight part. Finally, in the streak image
obtained for point C no time dependent energy shift exists. The time dependent redshift of
the emission energy, observed for different points across the bent region of the MW, directly
evidences the movement of excitons from the region of the MW under compressive strain
(inside of the MW) towards the region of the MW under tensile strain (outside of the MW).
Figure 5.6 – (a) The CL intensity decay of D◦X A exciton, (b) the CL spectra at different time
delays after excitation. The intensity decay and CL spectrum traces are extracted from the
streak image obtained by excitation on the straight part of the MW shown in Fig. 5.4(b).
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Figure 5.6 represents the CL spectra at different time delays after the excitation and the corre-
sponding CL intensity decay extracted from streak images in Fig. 5.5(b) for the straight part of
the MW. The CL intensity decays mono-exponentially with a time decay constant of 105 ps
(deduced from the fitting with a mono exponential decay function). The CL spectra obtained
by integrating the streak image on a narrow time window at different delays. No shift in the
energy can be spotted from 100 ps time delay after the excitation up to 400 ps, corresponding
to time delay at which the signal intensity vanishes almost completely.
Figure 5.7 presents the time dependent decay traces at different emission energies (top row)
as well as the CL spectra at different time delays after excitation (bottom row) extracted from
the streak images in Fig. 5.5. In the decay traces corresponding to innermost point A (see Fig.
5.5(a)), the higher emission energy (blue) shows very short rise time and decay time, while the
lower emission energy (red) evidences longer rise and decay times. To compare the rise and
decay times we considered the rise time τr and decay time τd to be the time for signal to rise
from 10% to 90% of the maximum value and the mono-exponential decay time resulting from
fitting with a mono-exponential decay function, respectively.
For the CL intensity at emission energy of 3.375 eV, we found τr ≈ 60ps and τd ≈ 70ps ,
respectively. While at intermediate energy of 3.358 eV, the rise time and decay time changes to
τr ≈ 90ps and τd ≈ 100ps, respectively. For the excitons at even lower energy of 3.325 eV, the
decay time remains at about 100 ps. Most importantly, the rise time at this energy significantly
extends to 260 ps, corresponding to the time needed for the high-energy luminescence to
disappear completely.
As seen clearly in Fig. 5.7(b), the emission peak gradually red shifts from 3.392 to 3.322 eV,
for time windows shifting from 88 to 450 ps after excitation. The emission peak becomes
increasingly broad with time while a structure can be observed at about 3.365 eV that becomes
a peak at 280 ps (the origin of this structure will be discussed latter). The behavior of both the
decay traces and time dependent spectra directly illustrate the exciton dynamics in the pure
bending cross section: the excitons that are formed upon pulsed electron beam excitation
at the inside (with larger bandgap) drift towards the outside of the bent MW (with smaller
bandgap).
Similar exciton dynamic features can be observed with excitation at the central point B (Fig.
5.7(c-d)). The rise and decay times at 3.365 eV are 70 and 80 ps, respectively, and increase to
160 and 100 ps at 3.325 eV. The time dependent CL spectrum red shifts from 3.365 to 3.322
eV for time slots changing from 120 to 460 ps. On the contrary, no sign of exciton movement
can be spotted at the outmost point C (Fig. 5.7(e-f)).The time dependent CL spectrum only
slightly red shifts from 3.331 to 3.322 eV, and the rise and decay times at 3.325 eV (70 ps and
100 ps) are similar to those of the straight segment. Indeed, created at the energy minimum
in the cross section of the MW, excitons do not have any possibility to move along the strain
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Figure 5.7 – The CL intensity decays (a, c, e) as well as the time-resolved CL spectra at different
time delays (b, d, f ) obtained for excitation spot positioned at the inside, middle, and outside
of the purely bent section of the MW. The emission energy corresponding to each CL intensity
decay is indicated in the figures. The first column (a, b) corresponds to point A (εc =−1.18%),
the second column (c, d) to point B (εc = 0%), and the third column (e, f) to point C (εc =
1.03%).
gradient. The small shift observed for point C can be due to the uncertainty in the position of
the excitation spot, which might not be exactly at the edge of the MW.
In order to explain the observed exciton dynamics in the probed MWs, in the first approxima-
tion, a drift-diffusion model has been used. In the drift-diffusion model the strain gradient
has been considered as the driving force for excitons since it results in a continuous variation
of the electronic band structure [190, 191]. Our cw-CL measurements indeed evidence the
fact that the bandgap varies linearly with the strain gradient across the bent region of the MW.
Therefore, the excitons generated at positions with higher energy bandgap can drift along the
strain gradient, as shown schematically in Fig. 5.8(a). Indeed, the variation in bandgap caused
by the strain gradient across the MW leads to a potential variation for excitons.
Therefore, an equivalent built-in field for excitons can be evaluated as:
E = ∂Eex (r )
∂r
= ∂Eex (r )
∂εc
∂εc
∂r
, (5.2)
where Eex (r ) denotes the exciton potential within the cross section in the pure bending region
of the MW. The term ∂Eex (r )/∂εc =−27.3meV /% expresses the deformation potential of exci-
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Figure 5.8 – (a) Schematic diagram of donor-bound exciton drift mechanism in the cross sec-
tion of the purely bent ZnO MW after pulsed electron excitation at the inner side (high-energy
region). The blue and red colors indicate the regions under compressive and tensile strains,
respectively. (b) The results of the drift-diffusion model simulation for the time-dependent
exciton density in the ZnO MW pure bending cross section after the pulsed excitation at the
inner side (point A). (c, d) The best fitting results of the experimental decay traces at different
photon energies with pulsed excitation at the innermost point A and the middle point B,
respectively.
tons, and ∂εc /∂r = 1/ρ = 1.25%/µm denotes the uniform strain gradient in the pure bending
cross section.
Considering the obtained equivalent built-in field E as the driving force of exciton drift, the
time dependent drift-diffusion equation for excitons can be written as
∂
∂t
n(r, t )=−1
τ
n(r, t )+D ∂
2n(r, t )
∂r 2
−µE ∂n(r, t )
∂t
, (5.3)
where n, τ , D , and µ denote the exciton density, effective lifetime, diffusion coefficient, and
mobility across the MW, respectively. The exciton effective lifetime contains both the radiative
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τr and non-radiative τnr lifetime of excitons according to:
1
τ
= 1
τr
+ 1
τnr
. (5.4)
The change in the local strain across the bent region can cause a change in the effective
mass of the conduction and valence band. Consequently, the exciton mobility and diffusion
coefficient can vary from the region under compressive strain to regions with tensile strain.
Nevertheless, in the range of the applied strain (|εc | < 1.5%), the change in the effective mass
was estimated to be less than 5%, deduced from a k.p simulation with ZnO parameters taken
from [192]. Therefore, within our simple model we disregarded the impact of the local strain
on the mobility and diffusion constant. The latter parameters were considered to be constant
in the whole cross section of the bent segment in the MW. The variation in the exciton binding
energy was also assumed to be negligible over the whole applied strain range.
Finally, in order to apply proper boundary conditions to our simulations, the surface re-
combination velocity was implemented by adding another term due to the non-radiative
recombination at the edge of the MW (|r | = d/2)[193]:
∂
∂t
n(d/2, t )=−1
τ
n(d/2, t )+D ∂
2n(d/2, t )
∂r 2
−µE ∂n(d/2, t )
∂t
− 1
τsur f .
n(d/2, t ) (5.5)
where τsur f . denotes the exciton lifetime at surface of the MW.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the results of the finite element simulation for the exciton density as a
function of time and the position across the bent segment of the MW. The excitation spot in
the simulation was assumed to be in the innermost point (point A in Fig. 5.7). The excitons
drift from the excitation spot towards the tensile region, as shown by this simulation results.
The decay traces at different emission energies for excitation at point A and B in Fig. 5.7(a)
and (c) are fitted reasonably well by this drift-diffusion model (see the solid lines in Fig. 5.8(c)
and d)). From these fits, we deduced an exciton mobility of about 1400±100cm2eV −1s−1 at 8
K in this probed ZnO MW (sample I). This value can be compared with the simple estimation
one can obtain directly from the streak image in Fig. 5.5(c). By comparing the difference
in the rise time of the high-energy (3.392 eV) and low-energy (3.322 eV) part of the streak
image, it takes 400 ps for excitons to travel from the inner most part to the outermost part
of the bent region (d ≈ 1.8µm deduced from SEM images). Therefore, the average speed of
excitons is about 5 nm/ps. knowing the equivalent E field of E ≈ 312.5eV /cm (70 meV over
2.24 µm), this corresponds to an exciton mobility of 1450 cm2eV −1s−1, a value close to the
one deduced from our drift-diffusion model. Therefore, from our tr-CL measurements we
obtain a direct and rather precise estimation of the exciton mobility, or exciton speed. For the
reasons that will be discussed in detail later, a drift-diffusion model cannot fully explain the
observed dynamics at low temperature. Therefore, we favor using the term exciton speed for
donor-bound excitons instead of the term exciton mobility.
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The difference between the cw-CL results at low and room temperature is another aspect that
can be well described by the results of this drift-diffusion model. Indeed, the exciton generated
at 8K can move towards the outside region of the MW thanks to their fast movement and long
lifetime at low temperatures. Therefore, only a small portion of excitons recombine at the
position of the excitation. The latter explains the weak emission intensity of the blue-shifted
as well as the intense emission of the low-energy part of the CL spectra obtained by exciting
the bent segment of the MW in compressive regions (see Fig. 5.3(b)). However, at room
temperature, the smaller exciton mobility due to the larger phonon and defect scattering
rates and the shorter exciton lifetime due to thermally activated nonradiative recombinations
prevent excitons to drift under strain gradient. Therefore, excitons recombine radiatively at the
excitation spot, which leads to a continuous shift of the NBE luminescence upon moving the
excitation spot across the bent segment of the MW (see Fig. 5.4(b)). It worth emphasizing the
fact that the movement mechanism of excitons at room temperature is expected to be different
from the one at low temperatures since the luminescence is dominated by free excitons, as
will be discussed later.
Since the luminescence of the studied ZnO MWs is dominated by donor-bound excitons, any
movement is unexpected according to traditional theories: they should be immobile. However,
bound excitons have been shown to be able to move by hopping from one donor state to
others even at low temperatures. This movement that occurs via phonon coupling has already
been reported for donor-bound excitons in nitrogen traps in GaAsP:N and GaInP:N [194].This
hopping process of excitons can be an efficient process even at low temperatures. Also the
hopping of donor-bound excitons is more favorable at low temperatures compared to the
possible drift of free excitons trapped onto donors on their drift along the strain gradient
field. In our measurements, the free exciton emission was observed only as a shoulder of the
donor-bound exciton emission in the luminescence spectra. This means that the capture of
free excitons to donors is an efficient and fast process that occurs at times scales much faster
than the radiative lifetime of excitons. In addition, we observed the variation of the emission
energy as a function of the applied strain for the whole spectrum. The latter observation allows
us safely excluding the presence of the motionless donor-bound excitons. In other words,
these observations clearly evidence the motion of donor-bound excitons even if we cannot
discard the possibility of free exciton drift. The details of the hopping process model and the
results of this model based on a Monte-Carlo simulation will be presented in detail in the
following section, while further experiments on the validity of this model will be discussed in
section 5.4.
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Figure 5.9 – (a) SEM image of the 4PB MW and shows the positions for the polarized PL
measurement. (b) PL spectra at straight part and pure bent part. (c) Polarization properties
of the D0XA emission peak at the straight segment (3.360 eV) and the three emission peaks
(3.322 eV, 3.365 eV and 3.392 eV) at the pure bending segment.
5.2.2 Whispering gallery modes (WGMs)
In our cw-CL experiments at low temperatures (see Fig. 5.3(b)), in addition to the broad
emission and blue-shifted emission of the CL for excitation in the compressive part of the
MW, there is a component with an emission energy that does not vary when changing the
excitation spot across the MW. This peak was also observed in the time integrated CL spectra
shown in Fig. 5.5(a).
One possible explanation for this peak might be the strain-induced valence band crossing
[186]. Figure 5.10(a) represents the polarization resolved PL measurements carried on the both
of straight and bent regions a single ZnO MW. As shown in Fig. 5.10(b), the luminescence of
the straight part of the ZnO MW is dominated by a narrow emission line at 3.360 eV, attributed
to donor-bond exciton emission D◦X A . The PL on the bent segment features a broad lumines-
cence with three peaks at 3.322 eV, 3.365 eV, and 3.392 eV. As shown in Fig. 5.10(c), all the three
emission lines of the bent region have the same polarization with respect to the MW axis as the
emission of the D◦X A in the straight part of the MW. The angle between the polarization for
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the emissions of the bent segment and the straight segment of the MW is due to the difference
in the initial orientation of these two parts of the MW with the polarizer. These results implies
that there is no valence band crossing induced by the bending deformation.
Figure 5.10 – (a) Result of fitting the CL spectrum (both the UV and yellow bands) obtained
at the pure bending cross section with the spectral position of WGMs. (b) Fitting result with
WGMs for the middle peak in the UV band. The middle peak is assigned the mode TM37.
Therefore, we tentatively attribute this additional peak to the one of whispering gallery modes
(WGMs) that are known to exist in ZnO MWs [195]. Since the WGM emissions originate
from the light propagation in the whole cross section of the MW, their emission energy is not
expected to vary with scanning the excitation spot across the MW. To confirm this assignation,
we computed numerically the expected position of the different cavity modes. Assuming
the total internal reflection along the cross-section of the MW, we can obtain the following
condition for WGMs [195]:
R = hc
3
p
3nE
[N + 6
pi
ar ct an(β
√
3n2−4)] (5.6)
where R is the radius of the wire, h is the Planck constant, n is the refractive index (for TE
and for TM modes), E is the photon energy, β is a factor, which depends on the polarization
(β= 1/n⊥ for TE modes and β= 1/n∥ for TM modes), and N is the mode number. The depen-
dence of the refractive index upon polarization and wavelength has been taken from Ref. [196].
In Fig. 5.10, we superimpose a spectrum of a MW with the expected position of the different
modes of both polarizations (TE and TM mode are shown by blue and red color, respectively).
The diameter of the wire was used in the simulation as a fitting parameter to reproduce the
positions of the observed modulation peaks: the best fit was obtained for R =1271 nm (from
SEM image, we deduce R = 1195 nm). This fitting procedure allows us to assign the modulation
in the luminescence of the yellow band as well as the middle peak in the NBE emission of the
bent MWs to the WGMs.
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Although the results of the fit for the position of the peaks are in a good agreement with the
experimental results, due to the strong dispersion of the reflective index near the energy of
the band edge, it is not possible to predict precisely the position of this peak. Also, we do not
exclude the possibility of the strong coupling of the NBE emission to the WGMs [197], which
needs further studies that lies beyond the scope of this chapter.
5.2.3 Degradation of the ZnO MWs quality in high vacuum
It worth briefly commenting on the differences between the results of the time integrated CL
spectra in Fig. 5.5(a) and the cw-CL spectra in Fig. 5.3(c). Although both set of measurements
were performed on the bent segment of the same ZnO MW, a remarkable difference in the
relative intensity of the high-energy to low-energy part of the CL spectra can be spotted: the
red shifted peak is weaker than the high-energy peak in the time integrated spectrum with
pulse excitation at inside. The reasonable interpretation is that the ZnO MWs were kept for a
long time (more than 24 hours) in high vacuum during cw-CL measurements. As reported
before in Ref. [198, 199], keeping ZnO MWs in high vacuum for a long time can induce oxygen
vacancy defects. Thus, the ZnO MWs had a lower quality (shorter lifetime for excitons) when
performing time resolved measurements. The differences between results obtained on sample
II (discussed in section 5.4) and those on sample I can also be interpreted the same way: tr-CL
measurements have been performed directly on the ZnO MWs in sample II to reduce the time
that ZnO MWs spend in the vacuum.
5.3 Hopping of donor-bound excitons in doped semiconductors at
low temperatures
As discussed in the last section, the luminescence of the probed ZnO is dominated by the
donor-bound exciton emission at low temperatures. Because of their bounding to donors,
they are not expected to move. Nevertheless, we observed the shift of the emission energy
for whole NBE emission and not just for free excitons. This means that the donor-bound
excitons are observed to move quite efficiently at low temperature. The motion of impurity
bound excitons has already been observed in inhomogeneous materials such as GaAsP:N
and GaInP:N [200, 201], InGaN [202], and MgZnO [203]. In these materials, the bond excitons
movement was attributed to the transfer of excitons from one donor to another one with a
lower energy, by tunneling between the two states. This process has been also reported in the
case of well defined energy level of impurities in GaP [204].
The advantage of our experimental scheme is the possibility to estimate the precise exciton
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Figure 5.11 – Scheme of the hopping mech-
anism of donor-bound excitons in an energy
gradient.
movement speed and hence to get a precise estimation of the jump rate of excitons between
different states. The strain-induced variation of the bandgap provides a potential variation
for excitons as shown in Fig. 5.11. The well-defined binding energy of donor-bound excitons
D◦X leads to a "donor ladder". Therefore, the next donor level along the energy gradient has
always a lower energy.
We performed a Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation based on Miller-Abrahams formalism [205]
for the jump rate of D◦X s from one donor state to another in order to simulate the observed
dynamics. The temperature dependent simulation predicts a strong decrease in the exciton
movement speed when temperature is raised. The effect of the D◦X Bohr radius as well as the
doping concentration was also studied within this model.
The hopping rate vi j from the donor state i to another state j with corresponding energies of
Ei and E j is given by [206, 205]:
vi j =

v0e
−2 Ri ja0 if E j < Ei ,
v0e
−2 Ri ja0 e
Ei−E j
kB T if E j > Ei ,
(5.7)
where v0 denotes the typical time constant of the hopping process, a0 is the Bohr radius of
the D◦X s, Ri j is the distance between the two donors, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Accordingly, the hopping rate from one state to another is exponentially decreases when the
distance between the donors is increased. The term e
Ei−E j
kB T shows that the hopping from one
state to another with higher energy needs to be thermally activated. Indeed, at T= 0K, excitons
can only hop to the next donors with a lower energy, while hopping to states with higher
energies is only possible when the temperature is raised.
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In order to determine the mean speed of donor-bound excitons hopping along the energy
gradient, we performed the MC simulation with following assumptions. The position of N
donor levels was randomly chosen in a finite 3D volume. The homogenous energy gradient
Eσ was arbitrarily applied along the z-axis defined by
Eσ = ∆E
∆z
(5.8)
where ∆E denotes the total energy difference over the distance ∆z. The assumption of a ho-
mogenous energy gradient is consistent with our cw-CL measurements at room temperature,
as discussed before. Then, the transition time τi from a given donor to the next one was
determined by the sum of the all the hopping rates from this donor to any other:
1
τi
=∑
i 6= j
vi j . (5.9)
To choose the next donor, we chose randomly a number Γ between 0 and 1/τi and used the
cumulative distribution function fcum , defined by
fcum( j )=
j∑
k=1
k 6=i
vi k . (5.10)
If fcum( j )< Γ< fcum( j +1), the next donor level where the exciton will be bound to is donor j.
This method allows us to choose the donor that has the highest possibility. In other words, this
condition reproduces the exciton behavior for choosing the next donor. The simulation was
repeated until the donor-bound excitons travels along the z-axis a given distance d >> 13pNd ,
where Nd denotes the donor concentration. By averaging the total time for exciton τtot to
travel distance d along z-axis for several simulations, we can estimate the mean speed of
excitons.
Figure 5.12 shows an example of the exciton trajectory in an energy gradient at T= 0K for
donor concentration of Nd = 1018cm−3 and an exciton Bohr radius of a0 = 5nm. Owing to the
strain gradient and in the absence of any thermally activated motion towards donor levels
with higher energies, excitons always move in the direction of the energy gradient. For this
specific case, assuming v0 = 1013s−1 [201], we deduced an exciton mean speed of 5.4 nm/ps
along the z-axis.
To estimate the mean exciton speed as a function of the physical parameters in our system, we
carried out the MC simulations for a volume with dimensions of Lx = Ly = Lz = 300nm, and
for 10 000 trials for T= 0K. The results of these MC simulations are shown in Fig. 5.13. It worth
emphasizing that we favor using the term of exciton speed instead of the exciton mobility
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Figure 5.12 – Example of the trajectory of an exciton at T= 0K in an energy gradient along the
z-axis for a donor concentration of Nd = 1018cm−3 and a Bohr radius a0 = 5nm. Blue crosses
show the donor positions and red dots show the donors in the exciton pass. (a, b) x-z, and y-z
projection, (c) 3D view.
since at T= 0K the exciton movement speed does not depend on the energy gradient Eσ (see
equation 5.6).
The exciton mean speed was found to be strongly dependent on the exciton Bohr radius. As
shown in Fig. 5.13(a), for a given doping concentration of Nd = 1018cm−3 and hopping rate of
v0 = 1013s−1, the average speed of excitons changes from v = 3.2×10−3nm/ps for a0 = 2nm
to v = 590nm/ps for a0 = 15nm.
Fig. 5.13(b) shows the dependence of the exciton average speed on temperature. For T 6= 0K ,
the value of the energy gradient can play a role owing to the exponential dependence of the
hopping rate on the energy difference between the initial and final state within the donor
ladder for excitons (Ei −E j )= Eσ(zi −z j ). Considering that the value Rhi g h = EσkB T× 3pNd defines
the possibility for excitons to hop to states with higher energies, two extreme cases can be
imagined: if Rhi g h >> 1 excitons can move only towards the states with lower energies, while
for Rhi g h << 1 excitons have the same probability to move to either higher or lower energy
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Figure 5.13 – (a) The exciton average speed along the z-axis at T= 0K as a function of the
exciton Bohr radius. (b) The exciton average speed as a function of temperature for exciton
Bohr radius of 5 nm (black), and 7 nm (red) for a doping concentration of Nd = 1018cm−3.
states, i.e., do not "feel" anymore the energy gradient. Indeed, when the temperature is raised,
excitons also have the possibility to move against the energy gradient. Therefore, when raising
the temperature, the average exciton speed is expected to decrease due to this thermally
activated motion (see Fig. 5.13(b)).
Table I, summarize the results of the MC simulation of the excitons mean speed for an energy
gradient of 35 meV /µm, for two different Bohr radii of donor-bound excitons when the tem-
perature is raised from 0 K to 20 K.
a0 = 5nm a0 = 5nm
T= 0K 4.95 nm/ps 24.9 nm/ps
T= 20K 1.1 nm/ps 6.6 nm/ps
Table 5.1 – Average speed of excitons deduced from MC simulations for two different Bohr
radii at T= 0K and T= 20K.
In addition to MC simulations, we carried out simulations by assuming an effective medium.
Within this model, a homogeneous distribution was considered for donors instead of the
random distribution. Following the previous discussion, the mean transition time for an
exciton at a given position in then given by:
1
τ
=
∞∑
j=1
vi j ≈
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
Nd v(x, y, z)d xd yd z. (5.11)
Here, Nd denotes the doping concentration, and the v(x, y, z) for motion in either direction
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Figure 5.14 – (a) The average speed of excitons as a function of the exciton Bohr radius obtained
by the MC simulation (blue) and the effective medium approximation (red). (b) The average
exciton speed in an energy gradient of 35 meV /µm as a function of temperature for different
exciton Bohr radii and different doping concentrations.
along energy gradient is defined as:
v(x, y, z)=
 v0e
−2
p
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2+(z−z0)2
a0 if z > z0
v0e
−2
p
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2+(z−z0)2
a0 e
− Eσ(z0−z)kB T if z < z0
(5.12)
Then, the mean hopping distance for excitons in such a medium can be approximated by:
d = τ
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
(z− z0)Nd v(x, y, z)d xd yd z. (5.13)
One of the advantage of this model is to reach an analytical solution at T= 0K for exciton mean
speed given by:
1
τ = pi2 Nd v0a30
d = 34 a0
v = dτ = 3pi8 Nd v0a40.
(5.14)
Figure 5.14 compares the results of this effective medium simulation with the results obtained
by the MC simulation at T= 0K and for doping concentration of 1018cm−3. There is a good
agreement between the results the two models for a0 > 3
√
Nd . However, for a0 < 3
√
Nd , the
effective medium approach overestimates the exciton mean speed.
For finite temperatures, however, it is not possible to obtain an analytical solution from our
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effective medium model. Figure 5.14(b) shows the results of such simulations of the exciton
mean speed as a function of temperature for different exciton Bohr radius and doping concen-
tration. The energy gradient in all these simulations was assumed to be about 35meV /µm,
taken from our results in the previous section of this chapter. For a given exciton Bohr radius,
an increase in the doping concentration can lead to 3 to 4 times enhancement of the exciton
average speed. More importantly, even if the exciton mean speed does not vary significantly
from 1 to 10K, it quenches very fast when the temperature is raised above 10 K. This fast
decrease of the exciton speed is however valid for donor-bound excitons at low tempera-
tures. It does not mean that excitons cannot drift under the strain gradient/energy gradient
at temperatures above 10K. Indeed, if the exciton dynamics are dominated by the hopping
process of donor-bound excitons at low temperatures, at higher temperatures it is expected to
be dominated by the standard drift of free excitons. The transition between these two drift
processes is referred in literature as the mobility edge [207, 208]. However, when raising the
temperature, for the reason of the decrease of the exciton lifetime in our sample we could not
study these changes in the exciton dynamics.
In the following section, the results of the tr-CL measurements on sample II (the ZnO MW
shown in Fig. 5.1(d)) will be discussed. The higher quality of this sample compare to sample I,
allows us to probe the dynamics from 4K to 30K. The change in the observed dynamics, as will
be discussed later, shows the validity of the hopping process as the main mechanism of the
donor-bound exciton movement at low temperatures.
5.4 Temperature dependence of the exciton hopping speed
Section 5.2 dealt with the evidences of exciton movement in the presence of an energy gradient
induced by the strain variation across the bent ZnO MW (sample I) at low temperatures. The
exciton movement speed was estimated to be 5 nm/ps at 8 K in sample I. Nevertheless, no
exciton movement was observed at room temperature, which was attributed to the short
exciton lifetime exciton at room temperature. A simple drift-diffusion model was employed
in that section to reproduce the experimental results and to estimate the exciton mobility or
the exciton movement speed. However, as it was briefly discussed there, the luminescence of
the studied wires at low temperature is dominated by donor-bound excitons and not by free
excitons. This is consistent with the high unintentional doping concentration in our samples
that can amount to >1018cm−3 and the large binding energy of donor-bound excitons in the
studied ZnO MWs.
The MC simulations in the previous section shows the possibility of an efficient exciton trans-
port mechanism based on exciton tunneling between adjacent energy states. At high enough
doping concentration, D◦X s can hop from one donor state to the next one, which has a lower
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energy. This is indeed possible because the mean distance between donors is comparable
to the exciton Bohr radius. Considering the donor concentration of >1018cm−3 in our sam-
ples, the mean distance between two neighboring donors is approximately 10 nm, a value
comparable to the Bohr radius of D◦X s (a0 =3-5 nm). Moreover, the strain gradient makes
a ladder-like energy potential for D◦X s that lead to their movement only towards tensile
regions ( i.e., lower energies for excitons) at T= 0K. Since the hopping rate between the two
adjacent states is independent of their energy difference at very low temperatures, the average
speed of exciton is expected to be independent of the energy gradient. However, when raising
the temperature, a backward motion of excitons can be activated by thermal energy. The
impact of this thermally activated backward motion of excitons is a dramatic decrease in their
average speed. According to our model, the average speed of D◦X s is expected to decrease by
almost a factor of 10 when raising the temperature from 0K to 30K. Exciton mobility limited by
phonon scattering also decreases with temperature, but this effect appears at much higher
temperatures.
In this section, the temperature dependence of the D◦X movement speed under uniform
strain gradient in sample II is studied. The higher quality of the ZnO MWs in sample II allows
us to investigate the exciton dynamics from T= 4K up to 30 K. Over this studied temperature
range, D◦X dominates the carrier recombination. More importantly, only a limited decrease
in the exciton effective lifetime was observed. As shown in Fig. 5.1(d) sample II was designed
in order to undergo a smaller strain gradient across the bent region of the ZnO MW (since
it has larger curvature radius of neutral plane ρ), that allows us to comment on the strain
gradient effect by comparing with the results of sample I.
Figure 5.15 – The typical PL spectra of a single ZnO MW at different temperatures from 4K to
80K. PL spectra have been vertically shifted for clarity.
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The typical low temperature PL spectra of a single straight ZnO MW are displayed in Fig. 5.15.
As indicated by arrows, the NBE emission of these MWs is composed of an intense emission at
3.364 eV and a weaker emission at 3.380 eV, which appears as a shoulder. According to the
existing literature [47], the 3.364 eV and 3.380 eV emission lines are attributed to D◦X and FX
transitions, respectively. Increasing the temperature changes the ratio of D◦X to FX intensity
and at higher temperatures D◦X slightly decreases in favor of FXs. Anyway, for temperatures
below 40K, the luminescence is still dominated by D◦X emission by more than one order of
magnitude.
The CL spectrum line scanning across the straight region ”I” at 4K, and the bent region ”II” are
displayed in part (a) and (b-d) of Fig. 5.16, for different temperatures. No spectral shift was
spotted for region I at 4K when the excitation spot was scanned across the MW. However, the
CL spectra for region II at 4K (cf. Fig. 5.16(b)) consist of a broad emission when the excitation
was done at the interior side of the MW (the lower part of the figure). The CL spectrum pro-
gressively redshifts and narrows by moving the excitation spot towards the tensile region (the
upper part of figure). The blue and red dashed lines depict the highest and the lowest emission
energies corresponding to the inner and outer edges of the bent region of the ZnO MW. The
CL spectra mappings for higher temperatures (Fig. 5.16(c) and (d)) feature a similar redshift of
the emission energy when moving the excitation spot from the compressive part to the tensile
part across the MW. However, the intensity of the low-energy part of the CL spectrum appears
to have a strong temperature dependence: when raising the temperature the low-energy part
of the CL spectra disappears. This is even more clear on the time integrated CL spectra shown
in Fig. 5.16(e) at the compressive part of the MW for different temperatures. Note that in these
normalized CL spectra, the CL intensity of the lowest energy decreases when the temperature
is raised (shown by a red arrow in the figure). Figure 5.16(f) demonstrates the CL intensity
decay as a function of time for different temperatures probed in region I. The effective decay
time amounts to ∼ 105ps and remains constant over the whole measured temperature range.
Before comparing the time resolved measurements for different temperatures, it worth com-
menting on the dynamics at 4K, at which the largest movement speed of D◦X is expected. The
streak images obtained at 4K for different excitation spots across the region II of the ZnO MW
are displayed in Fig. 5.17. These measurements have been performed at four equally spaced
excitation spots across the bent region of the ZnO MW, shown on the SEM image in Fig. 5.17(a).
The local strain values is εc = -0.57 %, -0.19 %, +0.19 %, and +0.57 % for points A, B , C, and
D, respectively. The streak image in Fig. 5.17(b) features a clear time-dependent redshift of
the CL spectrum in addition to a delayed rise at lower energies. These features provide a clear
evidence of the exciton movement from region with higher energies ( i.e., with compressive
strain) towards regions with lower energies (tensile strain), as it was discussed in details before
for sample I. The streak images corresponding to the middle points across the MW (Fig. 5.17(c)
and (d)) also depict the same characteristics. The main difference is that the energy of the
CL emission at early delays after the excitation shifts towards lower values compared to the
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Figure 5.16 – (a) Time integrated CL spectral mapping across the straight part of MW (part I)
as a function of the excitation spot position across the MW. The color coded intensity is in
logarithmic scale. (b-d) Time integrated CL spectra cross the bent region of MW (part II) as a
function of the excitation position across the MW atT= 4K, 17K and 25K, respectively. The local
strain value changes from εc =-0.77% in the compressive region (lower part of each panel)
to εc =+0.77% at the tensile part (upper part of each panel). (e) Normalized time integrated
CL spectra, when the excitation was done in the compressive part of the MW cross section at
different temperatures from 4 K to 25K. The red arrow underlines the decrease in intensity of
the low-energy part of the CL spectra by temperature. (f ) The CL decay on the straight part of
ZnO MW as a function of temperature, while no significant change in the exciton lifetime can
be spotted for all temperatures from 4 K to 25K.
results in Fig. 5.17(b). This is due to the linear dependence of the bandgap energy on the local
strain when moving across the MW and, therefore, evidences the one-directional movement
of excitons towards the tensile region. Eventually, in the streak image recorded at point D (Fig.
5.17(e)) no time-dependent redshift in the CL spectrum can be distinguished.
The time delay traces of these CL experiments are displayed in Fig. 5.18(a-c) for different
temperatures. In this set of measurements, the excitation was always performed in the com-
pressive part of the MW (point A in Fig. 5.17(a)). The CL intensity decays are obtained by
integrating the streak images at the highest energy part and the lowest energy part of the streak
images. The short rise time of the CL intensity at compressive region (blue) and the delayed
rise time for tensile region (red) demonstrate the presence of exciton movement in all these
measurements. As mentioned before, no change in the effective lifetime of the excitons was
observed in this temperature range. However, the ratio of the CL intensity in the tensile region
compared to the compressive region decreases upon raising the temperature. In addition to
the CL component with a long rise-time, another component with a mono-exponential decay
and a much shorter rise time exists in the CL decay of the tensile region. This component
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Figure 5.17 – (a) SEM image of ZnO MW recorded in pulsed mode. The position of four equally-
spaced excitation spots of A to D are displayed on the SEM image. (b-e) Streak-camera images
obtained by exciting points A, B, C, and D across the bent region of MW at 4K, respectively.
Points A, B, C, and D of the purely bent section have local strain value of εc ≈ -0.57%, -0.19%,
+0.19%, and +0.57%, respectively.
features the same decay time as the CL intensity of the compressive part of the MW and a
constant intensity ratio to the CL intensity of the compressive region of the MW for all temper-
atures. According to these characteristics, this component is interpreted as originating from
the reabsorption of the luminescence in the regions of the MW with lower bandgap, consistent
with the effective light confinement in our high quality probed ZnO MW.
As discussed before in the text, the exciton hopping rate is predicted to be independent of the
energy gradient [209]. Therefore, the exciton mobility cannot be a measure of the efficiency of
D◦X movement through hopping process at low temperatures. Instead of the drift-diffusion
model in section 5.2, the following equation has been solved by finite difference methods to
estimate the exciton speed from our measurements, where the term µE due to exciton drift is
replaced by the exciton average speed. The carrier density as a function of time and position
across the bent MW is then given by:
∂
∂t
n(r, t )=−1
τ
n(r, t )+D ∂
2n(r, t )
∂r 2
− v ∂n(r, t )
∂t
, (5.15)
where n, τ , D, and v denote carrier density, exciton effective lifetime, diffusion coefficient,
and exciton average speed across the MW. The surface recombination has been implemented
in the boundary conditions in the same way discussed before in section 5.2.
The effective lifetime of excitons is taken to be 105 ps, from our tr-CL measurements on the
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Figure 5.18 – a-c) The experimental CL intensity decay at the highest (blue) and lowest (red)
emission energy extracted from streak images recorded under excitation at point A in the bent
region of the MW at 4K, 17K, and 25K. The results of drift-diffusion simulation are shown
as continuous lines for comparison with experimental data. d-f ) simulation result for the
exciton density distribution across the bent region of MW as a function of time delay after the
excitation for 4K, 17K and 25 K, respectively. The excitation spot is always at the region with
the highest bandgap energy across the MW.
straight part of the MW and was kept constant for all temperatures. The exciton movement
speed v and the diffusion constant D were tuned as the main fitting parameters to reproduce
properly the decay time and rise time of CL decays at the compressive and tensile part of the
MW, as well as their relative intensity in the simulations. The intense CL in the tensile region of
the MW indicates the accumulation of the excitons at the edge of the MW in absence of a fast
non-radiative channel, that is consistent with the smaller value of the surface recombination
velocity vsur f . = 5.103cm/s compared to the value for previous MWs in sample I. A mono-
exponential decay function with a constant proportion to the CL intensity at compressive part
is added to simulation results to mimic the component from reabsorption of light in the tensile
region of MW. Additionally, the simulation results of CL decay have been convoluted with a
Gaussian function with temporal broadening of 30 ps to account for the temporal resolution
of our experimental system.
The exciton movement speed from these simulations was estimated to v= 5.8 nm/ps at 4K,
v= 4.2 nm/ps at 17K, and v= 0.4 nm/ps at 25K. The diffusion coefficient was considered to
be constant over this temperature range and estimated to D= 7±3 cm2/s: the results of the
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fitting only show a small dependence on D. The results of these finite element simulations for
the CL intensity decay are compared with the experimental results in Fig. 5.18(a-c): a good
agreement between simulation and experiments is observed.
To check the estimated value of exciton speed, we can simply perform an estimation from time
resolved decays in Fig. 5.17, as we did before. Comparing the rise time of the CL intensity at
energies corresponding to the compressive and tensile part of MW, it takes about 350 ps for an
exciton to drift from the high-energy side to the low-energy side of the MW (see Fig. 5.17(a)).
The distance between these two points is about d≈ 2 µm, i.e., distance from the excitation
spot to the outside region of MW. Thus, the average speed of excitons is determined to be 5.7
nm/ps at 4K, which is in a close agreement to our simulation results.
However, it is not possible to precisely determine the diffusion constant since the simulation
results do not vary significantly with diffusion constant. Still, the estimated value for diffusion
coefficient is reasonable comparing it with the previous reports in the literature. Considering
D= 7±3 cm2/s and exciton lifetime τ=100 ps, the diffusion length amount to lD =
p
Dτ≈ 250
nm, which is in a reasonable agreement with lD =140 nm measured in bulk ZnO using CL tech-
niques in Ref. [210]. Note further that according to the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation[211],
the ratio of the diffusion constant to the mobility should be linearly dependent on the temper-
ature in a non-degenerate semiconductor at quasi-equilibrium condition. However, since the
movement of D◦X excitons is governed by hopping process and not by a Brownian motion
in the case for FXs, this relation can be violated. The universality of the Einstein relation
was debated by several authors[212, 213, 214] for exciton hopping in disordered materials.
However, this investigation is beyond the scope of this chapter.
As a final note, comparing the results obtained in sample I and II ZnO MWs, some remarkable
differences should be noticed. First, the strain gradient is lower in sample II than the one
for the sample I. This is due to the larger curvature radius of the bent region in sample II.
Therefore, the energy difference between the tensile and compressive region of this MW and
the energy gradient ∂E/∂r across the MW is smaller in sample II (both MWs have the same
diameter ≈ 2µm). Nevertheless, the estimated value for exciton movements speed at T ≤ 10K
remains approximately the same in both MWs.
As discussed in detail in Ref. [209], at low temperature D◦X s can hop from one energy state to
the next one as long as the next donor is placed at a lower energy. This process is independent
of the energy difference between two donor states at low temperature, where no thermal
activation for backward motion of excitons exists. Then, the detrimental parameters in the
hopping process speed are the exciton Bohr radius and the distance between adjacent donors,
i.e., the doping concentration. Since ZnO MWs in both studies have been grown in the same
growth conditions, neither the type of dopant nor the doping concentration is expected to vary
in these two samples. The latter confirms the main outcomes from our theoretical proposal
that at low temperatures energy gradient is not detrimental in the hopping speed of impurity
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bound excitons. Moreover, our experimental results shows that in the presence of the same
doping concentration hopping speed of D◦X s has a strong dependence on temperature. The
10-fold decrease of the exciton movement speed from 4K to 25 K, originates from backward
motion of excitons that becomes thermally activated by raising the temperature. This strong
temperature dependence of exciton speed confirms our assumption that the exciton hopping
is the main process of exciton movement at low temperatures.
5.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented a direct study of exciton movement under a uniform strain gra-
dient in ZnO MWs at low temperatures. The excitons, despite their binding to donor levels
in our unintentionally doped samples, were observed to move efficiently under the uniform
energy slope caused by the strain gradient. Designing two different samples with different
values of the energy gradient across their bent region, the same movement speed for impurity
bound excitons has been observed in both samples. Indeed, at low enough temperatures,
donor-bound excitons can hop across the MW given that they can find a donor level at lower
energy. In other words, in absence of a thermally activated motion of excitons, they can only
move in the low energy direction of the energy slope, independent of the value of the energy
or strain gradient. The observed dramatic dependence of the exciton movement speed on
temperature is interpreted as the thermal activation of exciton movements to donor levels
at higher energies, i.e., against the energy gradient direction. All these observations confirm
the validity of the proposed theoretical model as the main movement mechanism of impurity
bound excitons under an energy gradient at low temperatures.
In the studied samples in this chapter, the exciton lifetime was observed to be limited by
non-radiative recombination as soon as the temperature was raised to moderate temperatures.
Therefore, all our studies were carried out in a finite range of temperature below 30K. Getting
ZnO MW samples with higher qualities can be interesting to probe the dynamics of excitons
at still higher temperatures and follow the free exciton speed, when the dominant portion of
excitons would change from donor-bound excitons to free excitons.
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6 Excitonic diffusion in InGaN/GaN
core-shell nanowires
The discussion in this chapter is mainly based on the following publication that has been
submitted recently:
• Exciton diffusion in presence of In composition fluctuations in GaN/InGaN core-shell nano-
wires
G. Jacopin, M. Shahmohammadi, J.-D. Ganière, H. Zhang, R. Ciechonski, G. Vescovi and O.
Kryliouk, M. Tchernycheva and B. Deveaud, submitted (2015).
6.1 Introduction
Since the first demonstration of a high-brightness blue LED by Shuji Nakamura et al. [1], the
development of highly efficient white LEDs has been at the center of a huge interest. Although,
the successful realization of high brightness III-Nitride LEDs leaded to their penetration into
the lighting market as one of the most promising technologies, some physical issues still
remain unsolved for their use at high power with high efficiency. One of the issues with a
peculiar importance is the drop of efficiency under high injection, the so-called ”efficiency
droop” problem. Even if its origin is understood [80], the possibility to circumvent it is still
under investigation. Nevertheless, the nitride community is still puzzled with the physical
origin of the efficiency droop.
The importance of the efficiency droop has already been discussed in detail in chapter 4.
Whatever the origin of the droop, a reduction in the local carrier density in the QW for a
given driving current can postpone the efficiency droop to higher driving currents. Since
nearly a decade, the use of core-shell nanowires (NWs) has been proposed to reduce the
current density in a LED, and as a consequence, the effects of a large carrier densities [215].
Nevertheless, the increase of the active surface area is effective only if the carrier density in
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the QW is homogeneous along the entire wire. To fulfill this requirement, the current injection
should be homogeneous along the wire [22]. Additionally, once the carriers are in the QW,
caution should be taken to prevent accumulation of carriers at one side of the NW. Indeed,
it has been shown that the growth of core-shell structure often leads to the alloy gradient
along the wire [22]. This In gradient may result in an accumulation of carriers in the In-rich
part of the QW. However, only a few investigations on the drift of carriers in such NWs can be
found in the literature, where this carrier accumulation effect could be carefully quantified.
Indeed, this would require good spatial resolution, comparable or even smaller than the NW
size (for instance, smaller than 100 nm) and also a high temporal resolution (better than 50 ps).
As was discussed in the last chapter, the use of our tr-CL can provide a powerful technique to
investigate the local dynamics of excitons in a nanostructures. In this chapter, we present the
results of an investigation of the carrier diffusion in a graded InGaN/GaN QW NW. Despite the
presence of an energy gradient along the NW, because of large fluctuations in the localization
energy, carriers cannot diffuse over long distances at low temperatures. This means that the
dynamics of carriers is governed by the local energy fluctuations instead of the energy gradient
along the NW. However, when raising the temperature from 4 K to 250 K, a strong change in the
dynamics was observed: excitons could overcome the local energy barriers in the localization
landscape owing to the absorption of thermal energy and reach to farther localized centers via
tunneling. The analysis of the CL lifetime as a function of temperature reveals an isotropic
motion of excitons in the investigated NWs. An analytical model based on an effective medium
approximation was used to reproduce the observed dynamics as a function of temperature.
6.2 Sample structure and experimental details
The investigated samples are InGaN/GaN core-shell NWs grown by metal organics vapor
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on n-doped GaN/sapphire substrates, using a SiN mask with sub-
micrometer openings to define the structure position and dimension. The NWs structure
consists of the following elements (see Fig. 6.1(a)): the core of the NWs appears under the
form of a needle of n-doped GaN with a doping concentration estimated to be between 5×1018
and 1019 cm−3. The first shell is the active region and consists in an undoped 5-10 nm thick
QW, capped with an AlGaN electron-blocking layer. The structure growth is finished with a
p-doped GaN shell with approximate thickness of 150 nm and doping concentration of about
5×1019 cm−3. The growth technique used here results in an array of identical NWs with a
density of 5×107 NW/cm2, with NWs dimensions of about 900 nm and 2.5 µm in diameter
and length, respectively. According to the CL and TEM analysis performed previously on the
same sample, no InGaN QW exists on the top of the NWs, i.e., on the semipolar planes (see Fig.
6.1(a)) [22].
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Figure 6.1 – (a) Schematic of the InGaN/GaN NW grown on Sapphire substrate. (b) SEM
image obtained in the pulsed electron mode operation of the microscope. (c) CL spectra
corresponding to excitation at different spots along the NW (Point 1 to point 5 refer to the
positions indicated on the SEM image in part (b)). (d)-(i) Monochromatic CL mappings
integrated over different emission wavelengths. The approximate boundaries of the NW
structure are marked by the dashed lines.
In order to analyze the optical properties of a single NW in CL, NWs were detached from their
growth substrate and dispersed on a heavily doped n-type Si substrate. The SEM image of a
single NW obtained in the tr-CL setup by pulsed electron excitation at 6 keV, is shown in Fig.
6.1(b). The spatial resolution of our tr-CL setup can be estimated from this image to be better
than 50 nm.
All tr-CL experiments have been carried out in an Attolight Alalin Chronos 4027 microscope
coupled with Jobin Yvon spectrometer (iHr320) and a Synapse CCD camera. We used a grating
with 150 grooves/mm to analyze the CL signal. The CL spectra as well as streak images have
been recorded in a pulsed mode operation (∼1ps electron pulse, 80.5 MHz repetition rate, and
average electron current ∼10 pA). For all the measurements, the excitation voltage was set to
6kV, which leads to a reasonable generation volume (with a radius of ≈ 300 nm) and, therefore,
a good spatial resolution in our tr-CL measurements.
6.3 CL mapping of the InGaN/GaN core-shell NWs
Figure 6.1(c) shows the CL spectra, obtained when the excitation was performed at differ-
ent spots along the NW at 4K (the point corresponding to each spectrum is shown by the
same color in Fig. 6.1(b)). Exciting the NW at point 1, i.e., top edge of the NW, only a single
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peak was observed at 3.45 eV. This emission peak is attributed to the GaN near band edge
(NBE) emission, confirming the absence of any semi-polar InGaN/GaN QW on the top of
the NW. For other points, however, a strong luminescence was observed at about 2.8-3 eV
that blueshifts monotonously when moving the excitation spot from the top of the NW to-
wards its bottom, i.e., from point 2 to point 5. This shift in the emission energy is attributed
to the presence of a gradient in the In composition of the non-polar m-plane QW along the NW.
In addition to the emission of the QW, the CL spectrum of point 2 features sharp emission
lines on the low-energy side of the CL spectrum. These sharp emission peaks might originate
from In-rich regions, located on the top of the NW, that behave similar to quantum dots (QDs)
at low temperatures with emission linewidth of about 10 meV. The latter is basically limited
by the spectral resolution of our CL system, and not necessarily by the properties of these
quasi-QDs. We also discard the high carrier injection density as an origin of the observed
linewidth of these QDs. Nevertheless, the features observed here provide evidence of the high
collection efficiency in our tr-CL microscope.
Figure 6.1(d-i) presents the monochromatic CL mapping of the same NW, at the corresponding
emission wavelength, extracted from 64×64 hyperspectral mappings at 4K. The CL intensity
of the GaN emission peak is concentrated mainly on the top side of the NW (see Fig. 6.1(d)).
This is due to the fact that other parts along the NW, carriers in the GaN barrier are efficiently
captured into the InGaN QWs. However, due to the absence of QWs on the top region of the
NW, carriers stay for a long time in the GaN barrier. The CL mapping of the QW emission
spectrum at different energies are shown in Fig. 6.1(e-g). Comparing the mapping of Fig.
6.1(e) and (f), evidently, the high-energy regions are more located at the lower side of the NW.
Eventually, the two CL mapping in Fig. 6.1(h-i) depict the spatial distribution of the regions
corresponding to the sharp features in CL of the point 2, and the CL stems locally form the
positions around point 2.
6.4 Temperature dependence of exciton dynamics, probed over the
entire length of the NW
To probe the dynamics of excitons caused by the presence of the inhomogeneity of In com-
position along the NWs and to reveal better the role of the temperature in these dynamics, a
set of tr-CL experiments along the NW and at different temperatures have been performed.
The streak images have been recorded when exciting over the entire length of the NW and at
different temperatures from 4K to 250K (see Fig. 6.2). Apart from the change in the effective
decay time, which presumably originates from the increase of the non-radiative recombi-
nation effect at elevated temperatures, a distinct difference in dynamics appears: whereas
at low temperatures (T <100K) no time dependent redshift of the emission energy exists, an
enhanced redshift of the emission energy appears when raising the temperature above 150K.
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NW
At low temperatures, excitons get efficiently trapped into the first encountered shallow lo-
calization centers, and because of their low thermal energy, they cannot escape from these
shallow levels. The characteristic time for this capture process has been demonstrated to
be less than 20 ps [216, 203]. This is, however, below the temporal resolution of our tr-CL
microscope (∼ 50 ps), and cannot be detected. If any exciton movement would occur after
this time delay, for example through a hopping process, it should appear as redshift in the
emission energy. However, such a behavior is clearly not observed here at low temperatures,
i.e., below 100K (see Fig. 6.2(a-c)).
Figure 6.2 – Streak image recorded by excitation over the entire length of the NW at different
temperatures: 4K (a), 50K (b), 100K (c), 150K (d), 200K (e), 250K (f ). The intensities are
normalized.
When raising the temperature above 100K (see Fig. 6.2(d-f)), a distinct spectral shift of the
emission appears after the electron pulse excitation, evidencing the exciton motion in the QW
region. Two main possibilities can be considered for the observed spectral shift with a strong
thermally activated nature: (i) the observed S-shape and its explanation [176], and (ii) drift of
free carriers along the energy gradient of the QW. Other explanations related to high injection
densities can be safely excluded here since the probe current is extremely small (∼ 10 pA) for
such high-injection effects to play a role [91, 182].
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6.5 tr-CL measurements along the NW
In order to determine more precisely the origin of this shift, we performed tr-CL experiments
at several temperatures for different excitation spots along the NW. The results obtained at
200K are shown in Fig. 6.3(b-d). The shift in the emission energy is highlighted by the white
dashed arrows, and evidences that the behavior of the shift is dependent on the excitation
spot. Indeed, the exciton lifetime is long enough to allow traveling over whole length of the
NW and to reach the potential minima along the NW. In this case, the final value of the shifted
energy should be the same wherever is the position of the excitation spot [68]. By contrast, our
observations do not confirm this predicted drift effect due to the In-gradient along the NW.
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Figure 6.3 – (a) SEM image of a single NW recorded under pulsed electron operation. (b)-(d)
Streak images of the tr-CL measurements recorded at 200 K for three different points along the
NW corresponding to the bottom (blue), middle (green), and top (red) of the NW. (e) and (f )
the CL spectrum traces and intensity decays extracted from streak image shown in (b), taken
at the top of the NW.
However, we observe a strong energy shift at early delays that reduces when increasing the
time delay. This behavior can only be understood as hopping process in a random distribution
of localization centers [203, 200]. It worth also noticing the drastic change in the overall decay
time from the top to the bottom of the wire (will be discussed later in section 6.7). The CL
spectra for different delay times taken at the extremity of the non-polar QW is reported on Fig.
6.3(e). The peak position of the CL emission spectra progressively shifts from 2.88 eV at t= 0
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ps to 2.85 eV at t=1500 ps. The large broadening of the CL spectrum at early delay is a strong
evidence for the hopping process. Indeed, within the first few ps after the excitation, excitons
experience a highly disordered landscape, leading to a large linewidth of the CL at early delays.
This is indeed justified by the fact that our probe size (∼ 100 nm) in our measurements is
much larger than the size of localization centers. After that, excitons minimize their energies
through several hopping steps to their nearest localization centers.
Figure 6.3(f) shows the CL intensity decay profiles corresponding to three different energies
extracted from the streak image in Fig. 6.3(b). A remarkable difference can be identified
depending on the emission energy: there is a significant difference in the effective lifetime,
while it changes form 30 ps at 2.92 eV to ∼130 ps and 280 ps at 2.89 eV and 2.86 eV. At the same
time, the rise time raises of about 25 ps from 2.92 eV to 2.86 eV. These evidences together show
the transfer of excitons from high to low energy levels.
(a) (b)
!"#$
500 nm
Figure 6.4 – (a) Energy profile of the CL emission along the NW, extracted from cw-CL mapping
at T = 4K. Inset shows the SEM of the NW. (b) Schematics of the energy landscape for the
excitons along the NW, including the energy fluctuations caused by the localization effect. The
inset shows the behavior of exciton (red circle) with respect to this energy profile. Owing to
large fluctuations in the energy profile, exciton does not necessarily follow the overall potential
slope (red dashed line), and its trajectory is governed by the local potential profile.
One might attribute the strange time dependence of the energy shift to a non-linear potential
profile that might exist along the NW, in our samples. Contrary to the strained ZnO MWs in
the previous chapter, here the potential profile can have any dependence to position. In order
to identify this effect, we have extracted the QW emission energy as a function of the position
along the NW, from the cw-CL measurements at 4K (see Fig. 6.4(a)). We have preferentially
chosen 4K measurements, since excitons have the least motion along the QW, and thus their
emission energy is a measure of the local energy potential. The results show that the energy
gradient caused by the In fluctuations approximately varies linearly along the NW. Therefore,
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assuming excitons have a constant movement speed along the NW, the emission energy should
vary linearly with time, which is in sharp contrast to our observations.
Figure 6.4(b) shows schematically, the possible trajectory of excitons in the potential profile
in our samples. Indeed, due to large local energy fluctuations, excitons can find states with
lower energies that are not necessarily along the overall energy slope. This effect can become
more pronounced at elevated temperatures, when excitons can overcome the energy barriers
surrounding the shallow localization states.
6.6 Modeling of the exciton tunneling dynamics
To confirm that the observed dynamics are happening via the hopping process of excitons in
an disordered potential provided by localization centers in our samples, the expected emission
profile was simulated using the analytical formalism developed by Müller et al. in Ref. [203].
Within this model, a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the energy and spatial distribution
of the localized states in order to reduce the complexity of the analysis, without any loss of
generality. By simulating the hopping process between localization centers, the expected
energy profile of the emission can be modeled as a function of time.
At low temperatures, most carriers relax into local potential minima within the first few
picoseconds after the excitation [216]. As the thermal energy is not large enough to overcome
the potential barriers between localization centers, lower lying localized states can be reached
only by phonon-assisted tunneling [217, 218, 219]. Assuming that an exciton can reach k
different localized states, it will most probably relax into the lowest of these. The resulting
distribution of the smallest out of k Gaussian random numbers can then be estimated and is
simply given by [220]:
pk (y)= k[1−F (y)]k−1 f (y)= k
(
1− er f (y/
p
2)+1
2
)k−1 exp(−12 y2)p
2pi
, (6.1)
where f (y) and F (y) denote the normal distribution and the corresponding commutative
distribution, respectively.
Assuming a random spatial distribution for localization centers within the crystal with an
average density of n, the number of reachable states within a certain tunneling volume Vt
follows a Poisson distribution N k e−N /k !, with an expectation value of N = nVt . To calculate
the occupation probability of the localized states, Eq. (6.1) should then be summed over all
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k ≥ 0, which leads to:
pN (y)= Np
2pi
exp
(−N er f (y/p2)+1
2
− y
2
2
)
. (6.2)
Since Eq. 6.1 vanishes for k = 0, Eq. 6.2 has to be normalized by (1−e−N )−1. The PL line shape
then can be derived from Eq. 6.2 by substituting y = E−E0σ , where E0 is the mean exciton transi-
tion energy and σ corresponds to the standard deviation determining the spectral linewidth
of the distribution.
Figure 6.5 – (a) Results of the simulation of the luminescence emission profile as a function
of time delay after excitation at different temperatures. At T< 100K, a negligible shift in the
emission energy is observed, confirming the absence of any exciton hopping between the
localization centers. When raising the temperature (T> 100K), a clear comma shape appears
in simulations due to the activation of exciton hopping to reach the potential minima within a
larger area in the QW.
In a first-order approximation, for excitons below the mobility edge, the probability of presence
decreases exponentially as a function of distance from the center of mass [209, 221]. Therefore,
the tunneling probability from an initial state to a given final states decrease also exponentially
with the tunneling length rt ,0 as a function of the distance between the two states, . On
average, the time to reach the more distant target state increases by the factor e, defining a
time-dependent tunneling distance according to:
rt (t )= rt ,0ln
( t
t0
)
. (6.3)
For simplification, the dependence of the extension of the exciton wave-function on the
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localization energy as well as the concrete potential environment around the localized state
was neglected. The strongest variations are expected for the states energetically near the
mobility edge. However, since most excitons rapidly relax into local potential minima well
below the mobility edge, this means only a slow variation of rt ,0 is expected. Therefore, the
tunneling length can be approximated by a constant. Statistically, within the time t, an exciton
can reach all states inside the volume Vt (t )= 43pir 3t , leading to the average number of reachable
states as:
N (t )= n× 4
3
r 3t (t ). (6.4)
Indeed, the time dependence of rt (t ) images the fact that the number of reachable states for
excitons is also a function of time. Here, the time t0 has no direct physical meaning. However,
it can be interpreted as the time delay at which the tunneling distance rt is large enough to
reach all states during the thermalization process of an exciton.
To implement the temperature dependence of dynamics in our simulations, we assumed that
the tunneling distance rt increases exponentially when raising the temperature, according to:
rt (t ,T )= r(t ,T=0)exp( T
T0
), (6.5)
with T0 = 80K , a value chosen in order to obtain a reasonable agreement with our temperature
dependent measurements. Eventually to mimic the decrease of the carrier density, when in-
creasing the time delay, the emission profile was multiplied by an exponential decay function
with a typical decay time of excitons in our samples (∼ 300 ps).
In an oversimplified view, this assumption can be justified by the fact that, when raising the
temperature, excitons can overcome the barriers between localization centers and reach to
larger number of the localization centers. Therefore, excitons trapped in shallow localization
centers, can reach to final states positioned at much further distances from their initial posi-
tions.
Note further that, in our simplified model, no prior assumption on microscopic parameters
such as an energy dependence of the exciton relaxation time constant [219, 222] or energy
dependence of the transition rates [219] have been made. Figure 6.5 shows the results of this
simulation preformed at different temperatures. The localization levels were considered to
have a mean energy of 2.8 eV with standard deviation of about ∼ 20 meV. The latter was taken
to be a value close to the broadening of our measured CL spectra. The t0 was found to be 20
ps for having a proper agreement between experiments and simulations.
This model, despite its oversimplified assumptions, can reproduce qualitatively the main
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Figure 6.6 – CL lifetime of excitons
along the NW at different tempera-
tures, ranging from 4 K to 300 K. The
lifetime was deduced from a mono-
exponential fit to the total CL inten-
sity of the QW.
features of the experimental observations in Fig. 6.2: at low temperatures, there is no shift
in the emission energy, whereas with raising temperature a characteristic comma shape of
the emission profile as a function of time delay appears. Moreover, the shift in the emission
energy peak energy is fast at early delays and then slows down at longer delays, in agreement
with experimental results (see Fig. 6.5(e-f)). Therefore, this model reproduces qualitatively
the experimental results. However, to extract precise quantitative values from it, one needs to
have an accurate knowledge of distribution of the localized centers along the NW. This would
demand a better understanding of the potential profile caused by the In corporation in the
QW and along the NW, which can be certainly an interesting task for future research.
6.7 Temperature dependence of the exciton lifetime along the NW
It worth commenting on the variation of the exciton effective lifetime along the NW. Figure
6.6 shows the effective lifetime deduced from our tr-CL experiments at different temperatures
as a function of the position along the NW (resulting from a mono-exponential fitting of the
integrated CL intensity over the whole emission spectrum of the QW). At low temperature
(i.e., below 50K), the lifetime is approximately constant along the wire. The slight increase
of lifetime at the top of the NW is attributed to the high In segregation in the m-plane QW
at those positions of the NW. Indeed, even if there is no Stark effect here, the increase of In
composition leads to an increase of localization, which results in an increase of lifetime [223].
However, when raising the temperature above 150 K, a decrease in the lifetime appears when
moving towards the bottom of the NW.
This change in the effective lifetime is attributed to our preparation technique. Indeed, in
order to disperse the NWs on the Si substrate, we detached the NWs from the growth substrate.
As a matter of fact, this cleaving process introduces a large non-radiative recombination at
the free surface at the bottom of the NW. Therefore, the excitons that can reach this surface
experience a shorter effective lifetime.
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At low temperature, this effect has only a minor impact on the exciton lifetime along the NW,
because carriers are not mobile enough to reach non-radiative centers. However, when raising
the temperature, the excitons can diffuse over larger larger distances and reach the surface
defects introduced by our sample preparation technique. By probing the lifetime along the
wire, we have an indirect estimation of the diffusion length of excitons: excitons can move less
than 100 nm at temperatures below 50 K, while this length increases to ∼200 nm at 150K and
to a value more than 1 µm at 250K and 300K. The latter explains why the exciton lifetime is
affected by this surface non-radiative recombinations over the whole length of the NW.
6.8 Conclusion
Our measurements confirm the motion of carriers in InGaN NWs, when the temperature is
raised. However, the carriers do not necessarily drift along the In gradient. This stands in
sharp contrast to our previous experimental observations in exciton hopping in bent ZnO
microwires at low temperature discussed in chapter 5. The difference can be understood
as follows: in the case of ZnO microwires, we observed the motion of bound excitons thank
to the perfect energy ladder along the gradient of energy [209], whereas here, even in the
presence of an energy gradient along the NW, the strong potential disorder provided by the
localization centers prevents excitons to ”feel” the energy gradient. Indeed, with an In content
as large as 15%, even perfect random alloy composition was predicted to lead to the formation
of randomly distributed localization centers [224]. In such case, it has been shown that the
hopping is much less efficient at low temperature and can be thermally activated at higher
temperatures [203].
To summarize, we have investigated through tr-CL experiments the motion of carriers in an in-
homogeneous non-polar core-shell InGaN QW in GaN NW, where the random alloy fluctuation
suppresses any directional drift along the In gradient, i.e., the energy gradient caused by that.
Nevertheless, the exciton motion through this hopping process can be thermally activated up
to 1 µm in distance. Eventually, the redshift of the emission energy was qualitatively repro-
duced using a model for the hopping process of exciton s in between localization centers. An
isotropic motion of carriers independent of the energy gradient orientation was observed. Our
results therefore confirm the possible potential of the core-shell NWs for lighting devices, since
strong carrier accumulation at high In content centers can be suppressed by the randomly
distributed localization centers. Indeed, the short lifetime of m-plane QW combined with the
large active area and the homogeneous distribution of carrier along the QW can decrease the
carrier density in the QW for a given operation current and as a consequence might help to
eliminate the drop of the efficiency of blue LEDs.
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In this PhD thesis, we have investigated the dynamics of carriers in wide bandgap semicon-
ductor nanostructures. The time-resolved photo- and cathodoluminescence techniques used
here, allows us to track, at the nanometer and picosecond scales, the transport and recombi-
nation mechanisms of the carriers in those nano-structures. We present in the following the
main outcomes of the present work as well as some perspectives for the further investigations.
In chapter 3, a crossover from excitons to biexcitons and finally to an electron-hole plasma in
a 2D system was observed as a function of carrier density. The stability of biexciton molecules
against Coulomb screening and collisions at high carrier density was traced back to the robust-
ness in the biexciton binding energy. The appearance of an electron-hole plasma emission
spectrum from the biexciton energy implies the important role can be played by biexcitons in
the Mott transition.
The robustness of biexcitonic molecules might seem surprising if one considers their smaller
binding energy compared to that of excitons. However, one might attribute this to a more com-
plex interplay between correlation and exchange processes occurring in those molecules built
from four particles, when interacting with nearby carriers. In most of the existing theories on
the Mott transition, the existence of biexcitons was neglected [120, 100], likely because of their
reduced stability in smaller bandgap QW heterostructures like GaAs. Therefore, considering
the important role that can be played by those quasiparticles across the Mott transition, our
results call for additional theoretical investigations
Then, the temperature dependence of the Mott density in a c-plane GaN/AlGaN QW was in-
vestigated over a significant range of lattice temperatures. The Mott density was found to have
no distinct dependence on the temperature and to be around 1012cm−2 in our investigated
c-plane GaN/AlGaN QW. There is a certain interest to extend the studied temperature range
towards higher temperatures. However, when raising the temperature, apart from difficulties
in the analysis that arises from the increase in the homogeneous broadening and increase in
the non-radiative recombinations, one should also consider the exciton dissociation due to
the mass action law. The samples with larger exciton binding energy such as ZnO QWs can
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then be a proper choice for such a study, given the fact that the high-quality of the samples
suppresses non-radiative recombination over the whole studied temperature range.
In chapter 4, we performed the same investigation on InGaN/GaN QWs, in which quite differ-
ent dynamics have been observed. From the dynamics of the PL intensity, we could provide a
clear experimental evidence on the droop signature in InGaN/GaN QWs. While, absolutely
no ultrafast initial decay was observed in the investigated GaN/AlGaN QWs up to densities
as high as 5×1012cm−2. Therefore, by comparing the dynamics between GaN and InGaN
QWs, we demonstrated that, indeed, there are some intrinsic properties caused by adding In
to III-nitride heterostructures. Moreover, the difference in the dynamics observed between
various c-plane and m-plane QWs investigated in this chapter, can help to uncover the role
played by the polarization field in the efficiency droop. The engineered localization density
in our m-plane QWs, also allows us studying solely the effect of localization on the droop in
those state-of-the-art quality samples. Our experimental scheme provided us the possibility
to determine accurately the carrier density in the QW, and hence deduce reliably the Auger
coefficient from our measurements by proper fittings. Indeed, new theoretical efforts are
demanded to fully understand the impact of each aforementioned physical phenomena in the
efficiency droop. There is also certainly an interest to employ such kind of measurements into
single QW LED structures, while the applied bias can simulate a more realistic situation for
the measurements, and make our results directly applicable to LEDs.
In chapter 5, we presented a direct observation of exciton movement under a uniform strain
gradient in ZnO microwaves at low temperatures. Donor-bound excitons, despite their bind-
ing to donor levels in our unintentionally doped samples, were observed to move efficiently
under the uniform energy slope caused by the strain gradient. Varying the energy gradient
across the bent region of microwires, the same movement speed for impurity bound excitons
has been observed. This means that, in the absence of any thermally activated motion of
excitons, excitons can only move in the low energy direction of the energy slope, independent
of the value of the energy or strain gradient. The observed dramatic dependence of the exciton
movement speed on temperature was interpreted as the thermal activation of exciton move-
ments to donor levels at higher energies, i.e.,. against the energy gradient direction. All these
observations confirm the validity of the proposed theoretical model as the main movement
mechanism of impurity bound excitons under an energy gradient at low temperatures.
In the investigated samples, the exciton lifetime was observed to be limited by non-radiative
recombination as soon as the temperature is raised. Therefore, all our studies were carried
out in a finite range of temperature below 30K. Studying samples with higher quality can
be interesting to probe the dynamics of excitons at still higher temperatures and follow the
free exciton speed, when the dominant portion of excitons would change from donor-bound
excitons to free excitons. Even if the hopping process is limited to low temperatures in our
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investigated ZnO microwires, in other disordered systems such as InGaN nanowire or organic
semiconductors, which have usually a large disorder, such a transport may persist up to room
temperature.
In the last chapter, we have investigated the motion of the carriers in an inhomogeneous non-
polar core-shell InGaN QWs, while the random alloy fluctuation suppresses any directional
drift along the In gradient, i.e., energy gradient caused by that. Nevertheless, exciton motion
through hopping process have been demonstrated to be thermally activated up to 1 µm in
distance. The redshift of the emission energy was qualitatively reproduced using a model
for the hopping process of exciton in between localization centers. An isotropic motion of
carriers independent of the energy gradient orientation was observed. Our results therefore
confirm the potential of core-shell NW for lighting devices, since strong carrier accumulation
at high In-content centers can be suppressed by the randomly distributed localization centers.
Indeed, the short lifetime of m-plane QW combined with the large active area and the homo-
geneous distribution of carrier along the QW can decrease the carrier density in the QW for a
given operation current. These effects can help to shift the efficiency droop problem to higher
driving currents.
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